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EDITORIAL NOTE

The manuscript of this work was submitted to the Monograph
Series in December, 1952, and was accepted for publication shortly
before the author's sudden death in the following month. Thus the
author was unable to give his manuscript a final scrutiny or to see
his book through the press. These tasks have been undertaken by
others, including Professor Bernard Bloch, who was kind enough
to find time in his busy schedule to give the work a rapid check
before publication.

Thanks are due to Professor Bloch for assisting in the editorial
review of the manuscript, and to Professor Henri Peyre for taking
on the melancholy task of writing an obituary.

The Institute of Languages and Linguistics joins in mourning the
passing of a promising scholar. In view of his untimely death, it is
all the more fitting that his work, an important effort in the direction
of applying the techniques of descripive linguistics to a historical
problem, be preserved in print, both as some slight solace for the loss
suffered by the family arid friends of the author, and as a permanent
contribution to the world of scholarship in which George Raymond
Shipman was a worthy member.

Editor,

Monograph Series
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IN MEMORIAM

BY

HENRI PEYRE

One of the truly distinguished and promising scholars in the field
of Romance Linguistics in America disappeared on January 22, 1953
with the death, in a Washington hospital, of George Raymond
Shipman.

It is customary to praise the diligence, the penetration, the pro-
fessional devotion, and the intellectual integrity of men who elect,
out of an affinity akin to love, the career of a teacher and scholar.
George Raymond Shipman possessed those virtues. But virtue with
him never assumed the stern and sour face of the pedant who wants
" cake and ale " no longer to lure his fellow-beings. Raymond, as he
was called by his friends, might have had good reason to indict
destiny and to nourish a grudge against nature. He was born with
the handicap of an abnormally low stature. His height was under
five feet. But that never made him embarrassed or self-conscious.
He had been endowed with the happiest of dispositions. He " kept
smiling " at life. His smile was neither affected nor stereotyped. It
was the ironical smile of the man who possessed a vast store of
understanding and of forgiveness and who perceived the comic
aspect of things. His irony was gently tempered by humor: he knew
how to laugh at himself. His courtesy was exquisite. He would
have been at home in any eighteenth century aristocratic society.
He was a gifted letter writer, and every one of his letters avoided
the dryness of factual statement and the ponderousness of so much
correspondence which is made up of acrimonious self-pity and of
selfish and demanding requests. He wrote with a subtle and enter-
taining elegance, almost flowery at times, which recalled the graceful
allusiveness of preciosite.

His charm won him many friends. It was not facile or calculated
charm. There was courage and stoicism behind it. For his handicap
had not made life easy for him, and solitude must often have visited
the tenacious scholar that he was. But words of bitterness seldom
or never were uttered by his lips.

George Raymond Shipman was born in Lamoni, Iowa, on October
9, 1910. He graduated from public high school at Ames, Iowa, where
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X THE VOWEL PHONEMES OF MEIGRET

his father, who is now retired, was a pastor of the Methodist church.
His college career, at Simpson College in Indianola, Iowa, was an
excellent one both scholastically and in the way of securing recogni-
tion. After graduation in 1932 he worked as a newspaper writer and
correspondent in his native state. He then enrolled at the State
University of Iowa and, after two years of study (1936-38), during
which time he majored in French and wrote a dissertation in that
language, took an M. A. In 1938 he placed his unusual liguistic
equipment at the service of the U. S. Department of Commerce,
where he did research on foreign census and on census among foreign
language groups for the Census Bureau. In November 1942 he
shifted to the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs.
In June 1944 he was sent to London, where he served for a year
with the Office of Strategic Services. All the records and testimonials
confirm his unusual competence and his efficiency as a government
official, serving his country devotedly in critical years when he was
not eligible for military duties.

Languages had always attracted George Raymond Shipman. He
learned them easily and well. He had studied Sanskrit, Greek, Latin,
Gothic, Old Norse. He knew French, German, Spanish, Portuguese,
and Italian well. He was also a keen analyst of the structure of
language and a close student of modern linguistics. When he wished
to pursue his studies and acquire the doctorate, he chose Yale Uni-
versity as the center of learning in which he could best combine
scientific linguistic studies and the esthetic approach to literary works
which he would not forsake. He soon became not only a brilliant
and mature student but a leader of other young men and women,
admired by all for his generous and warm nature, for his role as a
lively and wise " animateur," and for the range and precision of his
knowledge.

His dissertation, which was written during his four-year stay at
Southwestern University, Memphis, Tennessee, and which earned
him the Ph. Degree from Yale in 1950, was an original one. We
know very little on French pronunciation in the past centuries, and
not much on the early attempts at systematic presentation of French
grammar. Yet, around Baif and Du Bellay, toward the middle of the
sixteenth century, a few pioneers had undertaken to study and reform
French spelling and to rationalize French grammar. Louis Meigret,
on whom little research had yet been attempted, was the most original
of those early grammarians. His two volumes, Traite touchant le
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commun usage de l'ecriture franchise (1545) and Traite de la Gram-
maire franchise (1550), were to impress the reformers of the Pleiade
and many humanists.

George Raymond Shipman has gone into the reasons which drove
Meigret to conceive and formulate his original views, then into a
penetrating study of those views on language in general and on the
pronunciation of French. Trained as he was in modern linguistics,
he translated Meigret's views into our present-day terminology in
matters of phonology and reconstituted Meigret's probable pronun-
ciation, which was that of a ' Lyonnais ' tainted by southern influences
and perhaps even by Italian ones. His study of the most accurate
observer of French sounds in the sixteenth century is precise, shrewd,
and probably definitive, unless our present ideas of phonology undergo
drastic change, which seems doubtful. It is a scientific work accomp-
lished with method, subtlety, and insight.

More could have been expected from George Raymond Shipman,
who was marked by his elders as one of the few promising Romance
linguists. But in 1951 he had to interrupt his studies and to undergo
an operation for a growth on his left arm; the growth was unfor-
tunately a cancerous one, and one of the worst forms. It was feared
that the disease might not have been entirely eliminated from the
system, and that fear was realized. Early in January of 1953 he
entered a hospital in Washington, D. C, for what he thought was a
check-up, but his illness became rapidly worse and death came on
January 22, 1953, at the age of 42. It was fortunate that he did
not have to suffer the pangs of a prolonged disease. His parents
were summoned from Iowa and arrived in time to soothe his last
moments.

The book written by George Raymond Shipman is offered to
scholars and students in the field and will assure for him a niche
among the sixteenth century scholars. His memory survives in the
affection and regret of his many friends.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1.1. T H E PROBLEM OF MEIGRET'S ORTHOGRAPHY

1. 11. The intellectual curiosity of the French Renaissance pro-
duced, among other scientific advances, the first scholarly studies of
the language itself. It is no historical accident that some of the
chief poets and philosophers of the age wrote grammars and even
treatises on punctuation. These writers aspired to nothing less than
making French another classical language, worthy to be compared
with Greek and Latin. Since the Romans, once a rustic and un-
lettered people, had cultivated their language until it was a worthy
medium for Cicero and Vergil, the French reasoned that their lan-
guage might attain an equal height if it were likewise subjected to
the discipline of grammar. Hence they expanded the vocabulary,
formulated rules of grammar, and even conducted a long debate on
the rationalization of spelling.

Certainly the orthography inherited from the late Middle Ages
was a triumph of illogic and confusion. Foreigners often complained
of its irregularities, and even natives were sometimes vexed by its
silent letters and inconsistent representations of sounds. It retained
many spellings which had long since ceased to be phonetic: beste
[be: t9] ' beast \ it monstre [montra] ' he shows ', maistre [me: tra],
and many other words with consonants that had become silent in the
13th century. ' Etymological' letters were inserted in some words
to distinguish homophones and to suggest their real or supposed
Latin originals: doigt ' finger ' because of digitus, doibt ' must ' be-
cause of debet, both pronounced [dwet],1 or poids 'weight ' because
of pondus, though the word is actually from pensum.

Charles Beaulieux has described the steps by which 12th-century
spelling, which represented pronunciation with reasonable accuracy,
had become hopelessly corrupt by the 16th. The chief offenders were
the praticiens, or law-clerks, whose influence was unduly great because
they were often schoolmasters as well. Since they were constantly

1 In the 16th century a final written consonant was pronounced before a
following vowel in the same breath-group, or in pause at the end of a group.
Cf. Henri Estienne, Hypomneses de gallica lingua 94; Ferdinand Brunot,
Histoire de la langue franchise 2.268-72.

1



Z THE VOWEL PHONEMES OF MEIGRET

copying writs in both French and Latin, they carried over into French
Latinized spellings that were anything but phonetic. Besides display-
ing their learning, this Latinizing of French orthography served a
baser motive. The copyists were paid by the sheet, and by accumu-
lating extra letters they could discreetly fatten their purses.2

1. 12. The introduction of printing finally made books accessible
to people of moderate means, but the multiplication of the number
of readers aggravated the problem of spelling. Printers soon realized
that the overloaded orthography of the praticiens constituted a diffi-
culty for the reader of moderate education, and some of them under-
took to improve it. One of the most scholarly of them, Geoffroy Tory,
introduced the cedilla in words like fagon ' manner ' and distinguished
past participles from indicatives by the acute accent, as in donne
' given ' : donne ' gives '.3 These innovations soon became general,
but did not completely solve the problem. What was required was
not simply a patching up of the traditional orthography, but a radical
transformation to make it represent the pronunciation of the 16th
century.

1. 13. Several scholars therefore undertook to devise systems of
writing based on pronunciation, and had books printed in their re-
formed alphabets. Although their reforms were not immediately
accepted, these first efforts to transcribe actual speech are precious
documents for modern historians of the language; for some of the
authors also attempted to describe the sounds their letters represented.
Among them were learned men who earned a solid reputation in
other fields: the mathematician and poet Jacques Peletier, whose name
will often recur in this study; the poet Jean-Antoine de Balf; the
philosopher Petrus Ramus (Pierre de la Ramee) ; the physician
Laurent Joubert; and lesser lights like the schoolmaster Honorat
Rambaud, who discarded not only traditional spelling, but the Roman
alphabet as well.4

1. 14. The unquestioned pioneer of phonetic spelling, however,
was Louis Meigret of Lyons (c. 1510-c. 1560). He was the first to
advocate the abandonment of traditional orthography, and to state,
more cogently than most of his successors, the principles on which a
phonetic spelling should be based. He is not unknown to literary

2 Charles Beaulieux, Histoire de l'ofthographe frangaise 1. 87-209.
3 Beaulieux 2. 28.
4 Brunot 2.93-120.
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history, for he also wrote the first French grammar in the French
language. His contemporaries, however, seldom speak of his gram-
matical work. They knew him better as a translator of the Greek
and Latin classics, and above all as a propagandist for his own spelling
system. The books in which he described and used his new alphabet
stirred up a ' querelle' that involved several of the century's literary
men, and whose dust has not quite settled even yet. Scholars can
still argue rather heatedly over his merits and shortcomings, four
hundred years after his death.

The nub of the controversy is that Meigret, who declares that his
spelling is based on pronunciation, transcribes the sounds of the lan-
guage in ways that are sometimes sharply at variance with reliable
evidence from other sources. Even in his own lifetime, critics who
favored his principle of spelling by sound charged that he misrepre-
sented the pronunciation of the language. Moreover, the later history
of French as known to us appears to prove that these critics were
right. His treatment of the vowels, in particular, differs so much from
that of all other 16th-century spelling-reformers and orthoepists that
modern scholars often hesitate to accept his work as valid evidence.
They may admit the soundness of his principles, but are no means
sure, that his results were equally sound. He is a seemingly trust-
worthy witness whom no one, in fact, quite dares to trust.

1. 15. Meigret is not only the first of. the century's spelling re-
formers ; his texts, some 500 printed pages in his reformed alphabet,
are the most extensive transcriptions or attempted transcriptions of
16th-century speech that have survived. Obviously our knowledge of
early modern French would be enormously advanced if we knew
how far to trust this imposing mass of evidence when Meigret dis-
agrees with other writers. This, however, is precisely the question
that previous research has failed to answer. Despite the studies of
many scholars, Meigret's meaning in many passages is not yet clear
and some apparent contradictions in his work have never been ex-
plained. To,make sense of these obscure passages and to resolve
these contradictions is the object of our study.

What we know about Meigret's life—and that is little enough—is
so intimately bound up with his linguistic work that some knowledge
of its course is essential to a complete understanding of the works.
The only previous biographical essays are the article in Michaud's
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Biographie universelle 5 and the introduction to Foerster's reprint of
the Gramm§re.6 Both are now becoming rare and difficult to find
in any but the largest libraries, and both require minor corrections.
The following section incorporates some facts that these writers
omitted, and brings together the essentials of Meigret's life for the
first time in English.

1. 2. MEIGRET'S LIFE AND WRITINGS

1.21. Louis, or Loys, Meigret was born about 15107 in Lyons,
then a busy commercial town and an intellectual center as important
as Paris. It appears he grew up there and did not leave the city
until he was a grown man. His writings show that he received a
solid education, including, of course, a thorough grounding in Latin,
and some knowledge of Greek, a language that many people of the
era admired but few mastered. We do not know what his profession
was, though some passages in his books suggest that he might have
been a lawyer or a government official.8 If he was, the crabbed and
ill-spelled documents he had to handle may well have motivated his
labors to improve orthography. His interest in pronunciation may
also be related to his evident pleasure in music. He read deeply in
the works on language available to him—Priscian, Quintilian, Eras-
mus, and probably the early Italian grammarian Trissino.9

1. 22. About 1531 or 1532, some unidentified printer asked him to

6 28.146-52.
6 Louis Meigret, Le Trette de la grammeje Franc.o§ze, nach der einzigen

Pariser Ausgabe (1550) neu herausgegeben von Wendelin Foerster, Introduc-
tion V-XXX. Cf. also Verdun L. Saulnier, Louis Meigret, in Dictionnaire des
lettres frangaises: Seizieme siecle 506-8.

7 Certanly no later, and perhaps several years earlier. If he first worked out
his reformed spelling in the early 153O's, he may have been a very young man
then, but was certainly no child. See section 1. 22.

8 He reveals some knowledge of legal procedure in Grammeje 12.17-8;
Defenses A 3 verso; A Des Autelz 10, 66. Robert Estienne (Traicte de la
grammaire Franchise A 2 recto) calls him Maistre Meigret, a title which was
not restricted to lawyers in those days but meant only that he was a master of
arts. Certainly, however, it was not given to professional soldiers, and Blanchard's
attribution of the ' profession d'espee' to him is not supported by any other
evidence (Les Presidents a mortier du Parlement de Paris 206).

9 Cf. Pierre Villey, Les Sources italiennes de la Deffense et illustration de la
langue Frangoyse 82-100.
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study the problem of spelling and to work out a scheme for reform.
By this time, we assume, Meigret was already living in Paris, though
there is no sure proof of his presence there before 1540.10 To carry
out his commission, he prepared the first draft of his Traite touchant
le commun usage de l'escriture Franqoyse,11 a work destined to be
influential in its time. Before he presented the finished treatise, the
printer turned cool toward the project and decided not to publish
the book.12 During the next ten years Meigret offered the manu-
script to other printers, who likewise refused it because the reformed
spelling he prescribed was too sharp a break with tradition. Mean-
while Meigret earned a small literary reputation as a translator of
Greek and Latin authors. These works must have been fairly popular,
for his Polybius, the most successful, went through four editions
during his lifetime, and his version of Sallust, with the orations of
Cicero and Porcius Latro against Catiline thrown in for good
measure, was commissioned by the Connetable of France, Anne de
Montmorency.13

The printer who finally brought Meigret's system before the public
was Denys Janot, later Royal Printer.14 To avoid shocking the
general reader unduly, he set the body of the text in ordinary spelling,
reserving the reformed alphabet for the illustrative examples that
the author quoted in the text.15 Though his case lacked some of the
new letters Meigret suggested, Janot followed his author's prescrip-
tions as closely as his types allowed.

1. 23. This treatise is still one of the most persuasive tracts in
favor of spelling by sound ever written. In a pithy, closely-reasoned

10 It is tempting, but unsafe, to identify as the future grammarian the ' Maistre
Loys Meigret' who, with Clement Marot and others, was charged by the Parle-
ment of Paris in 1532 with eating flesh-meat in Lent. Later the Parlement
issued an order for the arrest of this same Meigret, but thereafter he disappears
from the records of the case. Cf. Alexis Fangois, Le Magnifique Meigret 21,
27-8.

11 Hereafter cited as Escriture. For the other cue titles used in citing Mei-
gret's works, see bibliography, section 1.

12 Foerster, intro., XIII-XIV; Biog. univ. 28. 147.
13 Sallust A 1 verso.
14 Despite Foerster's arguments, I hardly believe Janot was the printer who

originally commissioned the manuscript. If he was out of sympathy with the
scheme, it would have been less expensive to refuse to print it at all. Cf.
Foerster, intro., XVI-XVII.

16 A Des Autelz 48.
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introduction, Meigret indicts the spelling of the praticiens for grave
offenses against logic and reason. It had failed, he declared, to per-
form the true and original function of writing, the recording of the
sounds of speech. Every utterance is composed of a determinable
number of speech-sounds, or ' voix,' and a logical system of writing
would have just as many letters in the record of an utterance as the
utterance itself had ' voix'. This was the purpose for which letters
were originally invented, and any spelling that deviated from this
principle was ' false, deceptive, and damnable \16

He proceeds to demonstrate that the spelling of his day deserved
all these adjectives. It was guilty of ' diminution', or writing one
letter for two sounds, as cher for chier ' dear'; of ' superfluity', or
writing more than one letter for a single sound, as aorner for orner
' to adorn ', debvoir for devoir ' to have to '; and of ' usurpation ', or
using a letter to denote a sound properly indicated by another, as in
deca ' this side', Francoys ' Frenchman', which used c for / s / ,
though the proper ' power' of the letter was its classical Latin value
of /k/.17 The confusion caused by these defects is argument enough
against those who would preserve the ancient spellings, for the
antiquity of a custom is no defense unless it is supported by reason.
Our ancestors, from whom we received our orthography, have no
more right to make us conform to their use of the letters than to
their pronunciation. Nor do those who would keep the unphonetic
spelling merely because it ' looks better ' have a stronger case. Would
we not condemn a painter who added scars to a portrait that were not
in his subject's face? The use of etymological letters, and the dis-
tinguishing of homophones by silent letters, is equally indefensible.
Moreover, the principles are inconsistently applied, for we sometimes
insert the etymological letters, and sometimes not. Nevertheless,
we have no trouble in distinguishing the meanings of homophonous
words in connected speech. If we spell words just as they sound,
then, we shall not create any confusion; whatever is clear in speech
will be equally clear in print.18 It is better to make our spelling fit
our pronunciation, and not to corrupt the ' properties ' and ' powers '
of the letters.19

16 Escriture A 3 rectcn-A 4 recto.
17 A 4 recto-B 1 verso. The cedilla is used in this passage, but many books

of the time lacked it.
18 Escriture B 1 recto-C 1 recto.
18 C 1 recto.
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Though his terms are sometimes inadequate, Meigret's arguments
for spelling by sound are ' modern' enough. The chapter we have
just summarized presents nearly all the arguments in favor of it that
reformers have ever devised, and answers nearly all the objections
that traditionalists have ever offered. In his vigorous assertion that
writing is subordinate to speech, Meigret shows himself a man far
ahead of his times.

1.24. In the succeeding chapters Meigret draws up the inventory
and description of French sounds that his principles logically re-
quired. Here, again, he shows himself an innovator and an indepen-
dent thinker. In his treatment of the vowels he makes, for the first
time, the now customary distinction between ' open' and ' close' e
and o.20 Though his use of Priscian as a model leads him to increase
the number of consonant-signs unnecessarily,21 he generally dis-
tinguishes between sounds and letters much more accurately than
other 16th-century writers. For instance, he is one of the few to
define diphthongs in purely phonetic terms,22 whereas most others
applied the word indifferently to both true diphthongs and digraphs.
In general, he describes the sounds with surprising accuracy. Of
course he was not a phonetician in the modern sense, and his termin-
ology often seems naive or quaint; nevertheless, we can usually
transpose his descriptions into the language of modern phonetics
without difficulty. When he says, for instance, that z has ' je ne
sgay quel siflement avec fredon ',23 he is obviously describing a voiced
spirant like modern [z]. The book is refreshingly free from the
vagueness so prevalent in early works on pronunciation. Though the
modern reader occasionally has to puzzle over the meaning of some
of his terms, he finds that Meigret uses them consistently and pre-
cisely. His errors are unimportant and astonishingly few when we
consider that he had no guides except Priscian and his own observa-
tion. If Meigret had had as much exact knowledge to draw on as
his modern successor, he might have won an outstanding reputation
among phoneticians.

To represent the sounds he described, Meigret, Renaissance
Latinist that he was, wished to use the Roman letters in their ' puis-
sance ancienne', the values they had in Augustan Latin. In practice

20 C 4 recto; D 1 recto.
21 F 3 recto; E 2 recto.
22 D 3 recto.
23 G 1 recto.
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he could not always follow this principle. He had to make some
concessions to French tradition, and to invent or adapt new signs to
write French phonemes that were unknown to Latin. The alphabet
he finally proposes in the Escriture does not quite achieve his ideal
of a one-to-one correspondence between grapheme and phoneme, but
it is infinitely more accurate than the usual haphazard spelling of his
time.

1.25. Although the Escriture was merely a statement of his
proposals for reform, and did not apply the system to connected text,
it attracted much attention. References to it—by no means all of them
disparaging—are numerous in the 16th-century books. Du Bellay
praises the treatise, and Ronsard, lauding Meigret's ' sain et parfait
jugement', says he very nearly adopted the reformed spelling for
his first collection of odes.24 Punning allusions like Henri Estienne's
' Franc.ais de la maigre orthographe'25 or Beze's slighting reference
to ' maigres fantasies' about spelling reform 26 are not so compli-
mentary, but they show that the book was well known. Public interest
was great enough to justify a second edition of the Escriture in
1545.27 The little treatise made its mark beyond the borders of
France, for it inspired John Hart to devise a reformed alphabet
for the English language.28

1.26. In 1547 Meigret ventured to introduce one of his special
characters, the hooked ' § ouv§rt', into his translation of Cicero's De
Officiis. Encouraged, no doubt, by its success, he brought out, in
1548, his first text entirely in reformed orthography.29 This was the

24 Du Bellay, Deffense et illustration de la langue franchise, ed. Chamard,
bk. 2, ch. 7, pp. 267-8; Ronsard, CEuvres, ed. Laumonier 1.45. Ronsard's ode,
bk. 3, 15, is addressed to Meigret (ibid. 2.40-3.).

25 Conformite du langage frangais avec le grec 20.
28 Abraham sacrifiant, preface; quoted in Foerster, intro., XXII.
27 This octavo edition, somewhat less rare than the quarto of 1542, is usually

cited in modern works. Unfortunately, the printer of 1545 made arbitrary sub-
stitutions for Meigret's new characters and thereby misled several modern
scholars. Otherwise the texts differ only in minor details, but the replacement
of Meigret's g with e and of 6 with 6 makes nonsense of passages like Escriture
C 4 recto and D 2 recto (1542), which were perfectly clear in the quarto. In
this work we cite only the 1542 edition, in which Meigret's typographical
intentions were carefully observed.

28 An orthographie 57 recto.
29 Hereafter we shall call the books in reformed spelling the Phonetic Texts,

abbreviated PT.
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M^nteur, a translation of Lucian's *ev8o<£i\ifc, with an introduction
restating the principles of the Escriture. In 1550 he published another
pioneer work, the Trette de la gramm§re Franc,o§ze, the longest text
in his reformed alphabet, and the first French grammar in the French
language. In the opening chapters, he repeats once more his argu-
ments for phonetic spelling, and throughout the book he scatters
many useful remarks on pronunciation.

1. 26. The publication of these two texts fanned the smoldering
controversy between Meigret and the traditionalists into flame. Guil-
laume Des Autelz, an exceedingly youthful poet, wrote an abusive
Traite de l'antique escripture de la langue Franc,oyse, et de sa poesie,
contre l'orthographe des meigretistes, under the pseudonym of Glau-
malis de Vezelet.30 d t was a free-swinging and rather scurrilous
attack, revealing the author's immaturity and want of technical knowl-
edge. Meigret easily penetrated Des Autelz' anagrammatic disguise
and replied to ' Glaumalis' in his Defenses (1550). Though angry,
he was fair enough to quote long passages, preserving even the
original spelling, and to refute his opponent's arguments point by
point. Des Autelz countered with a Replique aux furieuses Defenses
de Louis Meigret (1551), this time under his own name. In the
second pamphlet he half retracted some of his earlier accusations,
but added others, to which Meigret again replied in a long diatribe,
Response a la dezesperee repliqe de . . . Des Autelz (1551). The
pamphlet shows that Meigret was becoming increasingly sensitive to
attacks, for in the last pages he also defended himself against the
disparaging remarks of another traditionalist, Theodore de Beze.31

The pamphlets of both writers are full of inelegant abuse, and add
little to our linguistic knowledge. Des Autelz' criticism was often so
puerile that Meigret could refute it with arguments he had already
used elsewhere.32

1. 27. The remaining text, however, is a linguistic work of great
importance—Meigret's reply to the objections of another reformer,
Jacques Peletier of Le Mans (1517-1582). Well known in his century
as a mathematician, poet, orator, and friend of Meigret's friends
Ronsard and Du Bellay, Peletier was also a student of pronunciation

30 Two editions, Lyons, 1548 and 1549, both lost. Meigret, however, quotes
long passages in his Defenses.

81 See section 1. 25 and fn. 27.
32 Charles-Louis Livet, La Grammaire frangaise et les grammairiens du XVI0

siecle 117-34; Brunot 2.106-7; Foerster, intro., XXIII-XXIV.
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and a spelling reformer. The system he devised and used in a number
of works 33 avowedly owes much to Meigret, whose principles Peletier
favored. Peletier had set forth arguments for phonetic spelling in
a Dialogue * de l'ortograftf e prononciacion Franc,o§se.34 Evidently he
wrote it soon after he had read the Escriture, but kept it in manu-
script until the M§nteur appeared. Before publishing it, he prefaced
the work with an Apologia a Louis Meigret, acknowledging his
sympathy with Meigret's purpose, but taking issue with him on
several points of pronunciation and graphic representation—above all,
on Meigret's treatment of the vowels. Peletier's was expert criticism.
He was one of the few qualified by study and experience to meet
Meigret on his own ground. His transcriptions, moreover, are of
special value because they evidently represent thg cultivated Parisian
speech of the time,35 and show at once why many readers objected to
Meigret's system. Some of his arguments, to be sure, are quibbles
apparently motivated by his chagrin at not having got his book into
print before Meigret's M§nteur, but most of them are too funda-
mental to be lightly dismissed. Nearly every doubt that modern
scholars have expressed about the accuracy of Meigret's vowel
representation is to be found somewhere in Peletier's Apologia.36

1.28. Meigret's Reponse a Iaqes Peletier (1550)37 is not free
from testiness, but it is the serious reply that the author of the
Apologia had a right to expect. In considering Peletier's objections
one by one, Meigret was inspired to reexamine the details of his
system and made important discoveries about his own pronunciation.
The Reponse contains some of Meigret's most mature thought, and

33 An easily accessible example is L'Art poetique de Jacques Peletier du Mans
(1555), ed. Andre Boulanger.

* For typographical reasons, italic e is used in a roman word and roman e in
an italic word for the diagonally barred e in the author's original MS.

34 We cite the second edition, Lyons 1555.
36 Peletier says he had corrected his provincial speech by listening to the best

Parisian pronunciation. Dialogue 23; J. Axelrod, A Phonemic Analysis of the
Speech of Jacques Peletier 4.

36 Cf. Brunot 2.107-11; Foerster, intro., XIX-XXI.
37 Foerster's chronological arrangement of the Rep. a Pel. and the pamphlets

against Des Autelz (Gramm§re, intro., XIV, XXIII) is clearly wrong. The
Rep. a Pel. cannot have appeared simultaneously with the Gramm^re or just
after it, for in Rep. a Pel 2 Meigret says the Gramm§re and the Defenses had
already been printed with his special character for ' I molle.' Both must there-
fore antedate the Rep. a Pel.
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is indispensable to our understanding of the puzzling divergences
between his rendering of the vowels and those of others in the same
era. One cannot deny, however, that it is also, in several places, an
obscure work. More than once it appears that Meigret has not really
answered Peletier; some intangible barrier seems to be interposed
between them. In general, Peletier's objections are easier for us to
understand than Meigret's answers. The vowel-system of Peletier
is very nearly that of modern French, so that to us he appears to
have the best of the argument. Though Meigret's usual penetration
and logic show no impairment in this essay, a number of passages
fail to make phonetic sense to us.

1. 29. Peletier did not continue the controversy. If the general
public shared the objections he offered in the Apologia—which is
highly probable—we know why Meigret was unable to publish any
books in his new alphabet after 1551. In 1554 he ruefully announced
that he had abandoned the system, implying that his printer 38 opposed
it because books in the ' meigretiste ' orthography did not sell. During
the next few years Meigret made a few more translations, and in
1558 brought out the fourth edition of his Polybius, not in Paris,
but in his native Lyons. One assumes that he had returned home in
his old age and that he died there soon after 1558, for the fourth
Polybius is his last known work.

He was a disappointed and perhaps an embittered man, but he
had not labored altogether in vain. Charles Beaulieux believes that
it was Meigret who firmly established the cedilla in French orthogra-
phy 39—hardly an adequate monument to such an original mind.
Many of the spelling reforms he suggested later became common
practice, but not until his share in them had been forgotten. His
greatest contribution is the most difficult to assess. Unquestionably
he was the founder of French grammar; Ferdinand Brunot has
shown that Robert Estienne and Ramus incorporated whole sections
of Meigret's work in their own.40 We cannot measure his influence
on orthoepists and phoneticians of later times, but it extended far
beyond the mere introduction of terms like ' close' and ' open' e.
Before Meigret, there had been hardly any serious attempts to study
the French language objectively; after him, there are grammarians

38 Andre Wechel, son of the Chrestien Wechel who had printed all the PT.
Cf. Meigret, Discours, A 2 recto-A 2 verso.

39 2 . 4 0 - 1 .
40 Brunot 2.148-9, 151-2.

0
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and writers on pronunciation in nearly every generation. Though
his part in first directing the attention of scholars to those studies
has been long forgotten, he may rightly be called the founder of
phonetics in France.

1. 3. T H E PRESENT POSITION OF RESEARCH

1. 31. Our chronological outline of Meigret's life reveals two facts
of utmost importance to our understanding of his work. The first is
that he was a provincial, and probably did not leave Lyons until he
was a grown man. Scholars have been aware of the fact, but have
not always realized its implications. When Meigret laid down the
bases of his spelling reform in the early 1530's, he had only lately
arrived in Paris, or may have still been living in Lyons. We should
expect, then, that his spelling-system would be based on the regional
pronunciation of his own city rather than on that of Paris, with-which
he was only imperfectly acquainted.

The phonetic texts, however, are the work of his middle life, and
were written after some years' residence in the capital. Such a long
stay in Paris could not fail to influence his own pronunciation, and
in actual fact we can discover several proofs of that influence in the
texts themselves.

1.32. The scholars who have studied Meigret have been quite
aware that his pronunciation was provincial, but they have never
succeeded in delimiting the extent of his divergences from Parisian
speech. Even allowing for the Lyonnais influence, his work presents
other problems. Eugene Gaufinez, to whom we owe an erudite study
of Meigret's vowel system,41 has listed the difficulties in words which
admirably summarize the position of studies on Meigret to this
moment:

Certaines donnees et certaines graphies de notre grammairien sont en contra-
diction formelle avec ce que nous savons du frangais de cette epoque . . . [Ses]
particularity . . . s'expliquent pour la plupart comme des provincialismes. Mei-
gret etait Lyonnais; peut-etre n'a-t-il parle dans son enfance que le patois de
sa ville natale; en tout cas le frangais qu'il a pu apprendre a Lyon n'etait cer-
tainement pas le frangais en usage a Paris, mais un frartgais regional, c.-a-d.
plus ou moins profondement modifie au point de vue phonetique par les sons du
patois parle dans la region. Ces particularities . . . qui lui ont attire le blame
de Peletier, de Des Autelz, et de Beze, Meigret les a naturellement appor-
tees a Paris, s'y est defait avec le temps de quelquesunes et a garde opinionatre-

41 Notes sur le vocalisme de Meigret.
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ment les autres. II n'en reste pas moins des cas ou la comparaison du vieux
lyonnais n'offre pas une explication satisfaisante des divergences de la langue
de Meigret d'avec le frangais parisien du XVIe siecle et il faut se resigner alors
a laisser la question en suspens.*2

1. 33. Some questions have indeed remained ' in suspense ' despite
the works of Livet, Beaulieux, Ferdinand Brunos, Charles Thurot,
Miss Mildred K. Pope, Alexander Ellis, Louis Kukenheim,43 and
others. If Meigret's work presents unsolved problems after so much
scrutiny from competent scholars, the newcomer might well despair
of making any further contribution. Nevertheless, all the studies we
have cited leave something to be wished for. Since the data on
Meigret have been equally available to all, it may not be out of place
to suggest that the residue of unsolved problems is the inevitable
result of their method. Some of the questions their studies left un-
decided might yield to a different approach.

1.34. Since these scholars were active, linguistic analysis has
acquired such a new method—phonemic analysis. Limited at first to
descriptive analyses of living languages, it has recently been applied
to historical records with encouraging results. As examples, we may
mention the studies of A. G. Haudricourt and A. G. Juilland,44

Robert A. Hall Jr.,45 and B. H. J. Weerenbeck,46 on phases of Gallo-
Roman and Old French phonology. An interesting contrast between
the older and newer approaches is provided by the articles of Gustave
Cohen 47 and Andre Martinet 48 on an 18th-century spelling reformer,
Gile Vaudelin. The only phonemic analysis of a 16th-century text
known to this writer is Joseph Axelrod's dissertation on Peletier,49 to
which we shall often refer.

1.35. The chief difference between the older 'phonetic' studies
and the newer phonemic analyses is the kind of information the in-

*2 Vocalisme 364. 5.
" See the titles listed under these authors' names in the biblography.
** Essai pour une histoire structurale du phonetisme frangais; Haudricourt,

Problemes de phonologie diachronique (frangais ei > oi) ;
*5 Old French Phonemes and Orthography.
46 Le systeme vocalique frangais du XIe siecle d'apres les assonances de la

Vie de St.-Alexis.
47 Le frangais en 1700 d'apres le temoignage de Gile Vaudelin.
" Notes sur la phonologie du frangais vers 1700. M. Martinet's gift of a

reprint of this article is gratefully acknowledged.
" A Phonemic Analysis of the Speech of Jacques Peletier (1517-1582).
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vestigator seeks in his material. The earlier scholars examined the
texts to find descriptions of how speakers of the past pronounced
the sounds noted by letters or combinations of letters, and tried,
whenever possible, to match the sounds thus described with those of
the modern language. Their researches have contributed much useful
knowledge, but are not free from certain shortcomings and biases.
Their accuracy is limited by the very nature of the material. The
16th-century writers were not phoneticians at all in the modern sense,
and their descriptions of sound-production are often vague and some-
times unintelligible. An investigator who seeks precise knowledge of
all the nuances of earlier pronunciation is sure to be frustrated, for the
texts often exasperatingly withhold precisely the information he
considers most crucial.

1. 36. Structural analysis enables us to avoid some of these frus-
trations and exploit the material to better advantage. Whatever the
technical deficiencies of the old writers, most of them were native
speakers with a native's consciousness of significant acoustic differ-
ences. Their very naivete about phonetics is a guarantee that the
contrasts they noted and commented upon were meaningful, for only
a relatively sophisticated hearer can isolate the allophones of his own
phonemes.50 Their efforts to define these contrasts therefore deserve
careful study, even though their terminology may be quite inadequate.
Even if they do not state all the differences between two phonemes,
they usually say enough to assure us that they felt some acoustic
difference, and enable us to correlate the acoustic contrast with a
difference in meaning that we can verify. Conversely, the things they
do not say may be quite as significant as what they say. If they are
unanimously silent about ah acoustic difference that seems funda-
mental to us, that does not disprove the existence of the difference in
their time, but it does tend to prove that the difference, if present,
was not significant in Ihcir structural pattern.

Hence we do not require complete descriptions of sounds to make
a valid phonemic analysis of the speech of the spelling-reformers, or
even of the poets. It suffices to know that phonemes / V i / and / V 2 /
could produce a significant contrast in an identical environment, and
to know at least one respect—quality, degree of openness, rounding,
or the like—in which they differed. If authorities agree, for example,

50 Cf. Edward Sapir, The Psychological Reality of Phonemes, in Selected
Writings 46-7.
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that the vowel represented by a of matin ' morning' was shorter
than the first vowel of niastin ' mastiff', we have proof enough that
the quantitative contrast was phonemic. It would be useful and
interesting to verify that the vowel of mastin was also more open,
but the further description is not essential. We have already equated
a difference in sound with a difference in meaning. On this basis, we
can reconstruct the total pattern of vowel phonemes from Meigret
or any other quasi-phonetic text, and sometimes even from a suffi-
ciently extensive sample of rimed verse. Our reconstruction will
not be complete as to allophones, but the phonemic pattern can be
determined.

1. 37. The novelty of the present work, then, lies in its treatment
of the evidence. We assume that Meigret based his vowel signs on
the phonemic system of his own earliest speech. To reconstruct that
system, we need only to treat the texts like any others taken down
from the speech of an informant.

In the first stage of the investigation, consideration of other records
from the same period is irrelevant and may be misleading. Our first
concern must be to reconstruct Meigret's vowel system from the
evidence of the texts themselves. If the system thus reconstructed is
internally consistent, we may proceed to the next step, comparing
it with the system Axelrod has established for Meigret's severest
critic, Peletier. Since Peletier's texts, also in ' phonetic' writing,
appear to record acceptable Parisian pronunciation of the time, the
confrontation will show at a glance where Meigret's provincial speech
differed from that of the capital. The tables of the two systems, we
shall find, show differences at the very points about which Peletier
most bitterly complained to Meigret.

Nor is this all. We shall discover that several of Meigret's hesita-
tions and seeming errors resulted from his trying to record the
phonemes of Parisian speech in his own orthography, which was
not completely adequate for the purpose. The texts even show some
steps in Meigret's adaptation of his own pronunciation to that of
the capital.

Finally, our study should serve to vindicate Meigret himself. He
has been undeservedly condemned, during his lifetime and afterwards,
for errors he did not commit and for mistakes which were historical,
not phonetic. We shall find that he recorded his own non-standard
speech with great accuracy, and identified not only all its vowel
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phonemes but a surprising number of their allophones. His ' error '
lay in basing his reformed spelling on a type of pronunciation that
was destined to be supplanted by another. Nevertheless, his careful
transcript of his own pronunciation can be, directly or indirectly, a
source of valuable knowledge about the speech of the 16th century
as a whole.



II. STUDY OF THE TEXTS

2. 1. MEIGRET'S REFORMED ALPHABET

2. 11. The works in which Meigret discusses the reform of spelling
and employs his new alphabet are the Escriture of 1542 and 1545, and
the five texts summarized in sections 1. 26-8, which we designate
collectively as the Phonetic Texts (abbreviated PT). The alphabet
used in them, arranged in Meigret's own order, is shown in our
Table 1.

2. 12. The alphabet actually employed in the PT differs in several
particulars from the one Meigret proposed in the Escriture. In the
latter work, he described several new letters which would have had
to be specially cast. In the PT these signs are replaced by others,
more readily available in a well-stocked print shop, or by digraphs;
one suspects that the changes were made at the printer's suggestion.
The only completely new character in the PT is the sign for /A/,
a small I with its upper serif prolonged and curled upward. (In this
work it is replaced, for typographical reasons, by Polish I.)

This revised alphabet does not completely meet the standard of a
one-to-one correspondence between sign and phoneme that Meigret
so clearly formulated in the Escriture. He compromised in several
ways with French tradition, and unnecessarily retained Greco-Latin
digraphs like ph, th, ch. His alphabet thus has four possible symbols
for /k/, two for / i / , two for /{/, and so on. Nevertheless, it is a
vast improvement over traditional spelling, and refreshingly free of
the excrescent letters and complications of the usual Renaissance
' belle escripture.'

2. 2. THE VOWEL SIGNS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION

2.21. From the beginning Meigret realized that the five Latin
vowel-letters would not suffice to represent the vowel sounds of
French, ' car je treuve qu'entre ces cinq voyelles nous en avons
aucunes qui sont moyenes.'* In the Gramm§re, he makes an inven-
tory of the vowels and the signs he uses to write them. We venture
to quote this passage at some length, to provide an example of the

1 Escriture C 4 recto.

17
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orthography as it appeared in connected text and of Meigret's blunt,
sometimes rambling style.

Or qant ao' voyflles je treuve qe la lange Frangofz' fn a juqes ao nombre
de sft, si divfrses fntr' files, qe Tune ne peut ftre pronongee pour Taotre,
sans manifest' off f nse de Torf lie: qof qe les aocunes ayet fntr' files une
grand' affinite. Nous avons done, a, e, ouvfrt, e clos, i, ou clos (aotremgnt
ne Toze je noter), o ouvfrt, u. E combien (affin qe je comfng' ao' premieres)
q'a eyt grand' affinite avfq Ye ouvfrt, qe j'estime tfl qe nou' le pronongons
fn mes, tes, vert, pers, serf, g pour leqel vous ecrivez qelqefofs ai, ou is,
a Timitagion de Tangien abus de Tecritture: com' f n maistre, mais, paix,
estre, teste, beste: il ft toutefofs gf rtein, qe nou' ne If s ozerions prononger
fn a. Combien aosi qe get e ouvfrt, eyt grand' affinite avfq Ye clos, tfl qe
vou' le pronongez §n merite, benitre, perir, mere, pere: il ne se trouvera
toutefofs vocabT fn toute la lange Frangofze, aoquel le Courtozant seuffre
la pronongiagion de Tun pour Taotre; f mfmemfnt Te. ouvfrt pour Ye clos.
Je vou' Ifss' a pfnser qflle grag' aora Ye clos, fn sf' [i. e. ge'] vocables mes,
tes, ses, si nou' Ty pronongons, come nou' fezons fn pere, mere: f come font
je ne sey qels effeminez mifions avfq un prfqe clos resfrremfnt de boughe:
crefians a mon avis qe la vof s virille de Thome ne soft point tant harmonieuze,
ny aggreabT ao' dames q'une laghe, fofbT f feminine'. . . . Venons aoz aotres
voyflles. Qelq' affinite q'fyt Yo ouvfrt avfq You clos, iT ne peuvet toutefofs
ftre proferez Tun pour Taotre: ny ne nou' sera lofzible de prononger trop,
come troupe, ne tort, come tour: ne de dire corse, trosse pour course, trousse.
Qant ao rfste dfs aotres voyflles, il n'y a point de difficulte. (Grammfre
9.6-29, 11.6-12)

Now as to the vowels I find that the French language has them to the
number of seven, so different from each other, that one cannot be pronounced
for another without evident offense to the ear; albeit some have a great
mutual affinity. We have, then, a, open e, close e, i, close ou (I dare not
write it any other way), open o, u. And even though (to begin with the first
ones) a has a close affinity with open e, which I take to be the vowel that
we pronounce in mes ' my ', tes ' thy ', vert ' green', pers ' blue-green ', serf
' servant', and for which you sometimes write ai or es in imitation of the old
misuse, as in maistre ' master ', mais ' but', paix ' peace', estre ' to be', teste
' head', beste ' beast'; nevertheless it is certain that we would not dare pro-
nounce them with a. Likewise, even though this open e has much affinity
with close e, as you pronounce it in merite ' merit', benitre ' to bless', perir
1 to perish', pere ' father ', mere ' mother', surely there is no word in the entire
French language wherein the courtier will suffer the one to be pronounced for
the other, particularly open e for close e. I leave you to imagine what ill grace
the close e would have in the words mes, tes, sgs ' his,' if we pronounced it as
we do in pere, mere — as certain effeminate fops do, with their mouths barely
open, fearing, I suppose, that a manly voice will not be so harmonious or pleas-
ing to the ladies as one that is spiritless, weak, and effeminate. . . . Let us pass
to the other vowels. Whatever affinity open o may have with close ou, one may
not be pronounced for the other; nor would it be permissible for us to pronounce
trop ' to much' like troupe ' throng', tort ' wrong' like tour ' tower', nor to say
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corse, trosse for course ' course, race ', trousse ' bundle'. As or the other vowels,
they present no difficulty.18

2. 22. In several places Meigret attempts to describe the produc-
tion of these vowels. Inevitably his descriptions are somewhat im-
precise, for in his time the role of lip-rounding and tongue-height in
vowel-formation was not understood, and the only way he could
distinguish one vowel from another was in terms of relative ' open-
ness ' and ' closeness ' 2 or of ' affinity.' Fortunately for us, he uses
these terms rather precisely in meanings that can be defined from
the texts themselves.

' Ouv§rt' and ' clos', for example, meant to him exactly what
they do to us, as the following quotation shows:

h'a e.t c.e.lle q'on ne saroe.t nier dezirer la plu' grand ouve.rture de bouc.he de
toutes l§s aotres [voyelles]; Qflle de 1'e. ouvgrte . . . a subseqemme.nt la plu'
grande de toutes l§s aotres, e. qelqe peu moindre de Ya, com' on peut voe.r e.n
james, ou e.n as, es, et. Puis vient apre.s Ve clos etant l'aotre plus ouv?rt. (Rep.
a Pel. 9 recto)

A is the one which undeniably requires a wider mouth opening than any other
[vowel]; that for open e . . . is thereafter greater than any of the others, and
somewhat less than for o, as may be seen in james ' never ' , or in as ' ( thou)
hast ' , es vb. ' a r t ' , et ' is '. Then comes close e, the other [e] being more open.

2. 23. An ' open ' vowel, then, was pronounced with a wider open
mouth than the close vowel with which it is compared. The open e
we now hear in jamais [zame] ' never ', tu es [tye] ' thou art', il est
[ile] ' he is ' must be very like the one Meigret pronounced in jamqs,
tu §s, il $t, and his close e in ete [ete] ' summer' and other words was
like ours. If a represented a vowel still more open than g, it must have
been like [a] in modern patte [pat] ' paw' or [a] in pate [pa: t]

18 The quotations from Meigret and Peletier throughout this work are pre-
sented as they appear in the original, with the following exceptions: / and v are
substituted where necessary for the i and u of the texts; Meigret's special char-
acter for ' / molle' is represented by Polish barred i; words quoted by these
authors as examples are italicized; the punctuation has been slightly altered for
greater readability, and a few obvious misprints have been corrected without
remark. The author's translations attempt to bring out the sense of the original
rather than to preserve the archaic flavor.

2 Though Villey does not mention it, these terms are very likely borrowed
from Trissino, who first applied the terms ' aperto' and ' chiuso' to the e- and
o- sounds in 1524. Cf. his Epistola de le lettere nuovamente aggiunte ne la
lengua italiana, in Tutte le opere 2.197-200.
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'dough' . Its proximity to q suggests [a] rather than [a] , but we
cannot be sure. The series of front unrounded vowels is completed
oy i. Though Meigret nowhere describes it, it was unquestionably
like the modern [i] of il [il] ' he ' , Philippe [filip] ' Philip '.3 In the
articulatory area of the front unrounded vowels, then, Meigret's
vowel phonemes were essentially those of the modern language. His
treatment of them has occasioned little discussion in his own time or
since.

2. 24. In determining the nature of the sounds represented by the
remaining vowel signs, u, o, and ou, we must be guided by Meigret's
use of the term ' affinite'. This word, again, is not so vague as we
might suspect. In his list of the complete alphabet (our Table 1),
the letters are not grouped in the traditional order, but by their
' affinities ' ; labial stops and continuants precede dorsals, and dorsals
precede dentals. The word may therefore be taken to mean ' having
some articulatory features in common.'

The vowel he calls ' ou clos ' and spells with the digraph 4 is said
to have an affinity with u. The latter vowel is not described any-
where in the PT, but contemporary sources unanimously speak of
it in terms that can apply only to a vowel like the [y] of the modern
language.5 If u represented [y], its likeness to the close vowel repre-
sented by ou must have consisted in an identical, or nearly identical,
degree of lip-rounding. By definition, ' o ouv§rt' is more open than
' ou clos,' and ' partakes of a and o '.6 This passage has led some
modern scholars to believe that Meigret was describing the [u] of
modern cou [ku] ' neck' and the [o] of corps [ko: r] ' body', but
the nature of his close vowel is far from certain. Nowadays we
apply ' o ferme ' only to the vowel heard in beau [bo] ' handsome ',
pot [po] ' pot', never to the / u / of cou, which is phonemically dis-
tinct from both / D / and Jo/. Meigret, however, seems to lump both
/ o / and / u / under his ' ou clos '. It is therefore probably unsafe to
identify either of his vowels with the modern / D / , / O / , / U / without
further investigation. All we can be sure of is that his open and

3 John Palsgrave equates it with Italian i in L'esclaircissement de la langue
Frangoyse, 6 and Theodore de Beze refers to its ' nativum ilium tenuissimum
sonum . . . caeteris linguis usitatum,' De francicae lingua recta pronunciatione 17.

4 It was clearly a simple vowel, not a diphthong; cf. A Des Autelz 65, quoted
in section 3. 41, below.

s Cf. section 3. 41.
a Escriture D 1 verso, quoted in section 3. 53, below.
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close back vowels differed audibly and had perceptibly different
degrees of openness. For the moment, we shall postpone discussion
of their possible identity with modern French phonemes by transcrib-
ing ' o ouv§rt' with [6] and ' ou clos ' with [6].

2. 25. These vowels occurred both short and long. Long vowels
are indicated thus: d g, e, i, 6, ou or ou, u. The symbols thus provide
indications for fourteen vowels which were acoustically distinct.
Meigret has told us enough about their production that we may ten-
tatively arrange them as in Table 2a.

2. 3. PHONEMIC STATUS OF MEIGRET'S VOWELS

2. 31. There is good reason to assume a priori that Meigret's vowel
signs represented distinct phonemes. Naive orthographies based on
the representation of ' sounds ' tend to be phonemic. The speakers
who devise them have a native's consciousness of the acoustic differ-
ences that can enter into significant contrasts, but usually fail to
notice non-significant variations. To identify the allophones of one's
own speech requires a sophistication which Meigret and his con-
temporaries could hardly have attained with their meager technical
knowledge. Except for the duplicate signs i and y, it is probable
that each vowel-letter stood for a phoneme. We need not, however,
take this assumption on faith alone. Given the fact that the vowel
letters represented acoustically distinguishable sounds, we may comb
the PT for words containing different vowel-sounds in an otherwise
simliar environment, and establish their phonemicity by the usual
method of minimally contrasting pairs. In actual fact, Meigret has
already performed much of this labor for us. By an interesting
anticipation of modern methods, he justifies several of his ortho-
graphic innovations by presenting contrasting vowels in such oppos-
ing pairs. The section just quoted from the Grammgre, for example,
contrasts the syllabics of tort ' wrong ' : tour ' tower ' and thereby
establishes the phonemic status of / 6 / and / 6 / . A threefold opposi-
tion is set up in the following passage addressed to Peletier, which is
worth quoting at length:

Ou p§nso^' tu qant tu a' f?t difficulte si 1'e. ouvgrt gt negessgr' £' penultimes
de ge' vocables naggres, pourtrqre, contrive, negessere, dizant davantaje q'e.lles
sont breves : te.llem§nt qe tu § d'avis q'on le.' prononge breves par e clos bref.
Par ge moyen nou' dirons contrere tout einsi qe compere. . . . M§s com' e.ntr'
aotres gem ot Grammer' §yt la perfultime bre.ve, il §t eze a decouvrir qe ges
aotres tienet plus de t?ms: come, fere, tgre, contrere, forggre, pourtrere, qe ne
f§t Grammere. (Rep. a Pel. 6 verso)
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What were you thinking of when you questioned whether open e is necessary
in the penult of the words nagqres ' not long ago', pourtrqre ' to portray', con-
trere ' contrary ', necessqre ' necessary', adding that they are short; it appears
you are of the opinion that they are pronounced with short close e. Following
this, we would pronounce confrere exactly like compere ' godfather'. But since,
among others, the word grammere ' grammar' has a short penult, it is easy to
discover that the others, like fire, ' to do', tqre, ' to be silent', jorqqre ' galley
slave', pourtrqre, ' portray' require more time to pronounce than grammere.

In the examples cited, the vowels written <?, §, and e all occur in
stressed penult syllables of the structure /C+V+re/. Meigret has
shown, moreover, that the vowels represented differed acoustically
in at least one respect: <? and § are more open than e, § is longer than
§ and e. Unless his ear was completely untrustworthy, he has proved
that the graphic symbols represent three distinct phonemes.

Meigret's use of this technique is one of the main props on which
our subsequent discussion rests. Sometimes we can corroborate his
remarks from the testimony of other writers; for example, Peletier,
Beze, Henri Estienne and others make exactly the same distinction
between / e / and / e / as Meigret.7 Often enough, however, his
analysis is unsupported by any other evidence. In such cases there
are two possible conclusions: (1) The statements are valid only for
his own dialect, or (2) the evidence to the contrary shows that he
was mistaken.

2. 32. Now if we compare the tentative system of phonemes we
have set up for Meigret with the schematic representation of Pele-
tier's system in 2b, or with that of the modern language in 2c,8 we
do indeed find striking divergences. The ' maigre orthographe' of
our grammarian distinguishes only seven short vowels, whereas his
contemporary Peletier has nine short oral vowels and four nasal
vowels.9 The modern language has twelve oral vowel phonemes and
four nasals. In compensation, both the 16th-century speakers appear
to have had a system of long vowels contrasting with the short ones
that has almost vanished from modern speech.

The number and nature of Meigret's differences from contem-
porary and modern analyses would be still more obvious if we could

7 Dialogue 24-5; Beze De Pron. 13; Estienne, Hypomneses 15.
8 The chart is frankly traditionalist in recognizing / e / and /oe/ as phonemes

distinct from / e / and /0/ .
9 Axelrod 300-5. An alternative analysis, of course, is to regard vowel nasality

as a separate phoneme.
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project the three systems simultaneously on one chart. Such a pro-
jection would at once reveal why his transcriptions have been hotly
discussed by his own contemporaries and ours, and show why a
number of modern scholars accept his evidence with considerable
hesitation. The ' areas of disagreement/ so to speak, may be summed
up in six points. We believe the following formulation is a fair
summary of the criticisms that responsible scholars, Renaissance and
modern, have ever offered against his vowel system:

(1) Meigret, like other 16th-century grammarians, is sensitive to
differences in vowel-length because of his Latin training, but some-
times fails to describe important distinctions of vowel-quality.

(2) Though he separated / e / and /e / , he provided no special
character for the unstressed final vowel (' e feminin') heard in the
16th-century pronunciation of bonne ' good', je donne ' I give'.
Against all opposition, he obstinately refused to recognize it as
anything but a short close e.

(3) He makes no provision for indicating nasal vowels, and
hardly speaks of their existence; yet we can prove from the PT
that they occurred in his own pronunciation. On the other hand, he
preserved an orthographical distinction between $n and an, as in
enfant ' child' that was archaic long before his time.

(4) His treatment of the front-rounded vowel represented by u
is not altogether clear. He writes it where the modern language
pronounces u, but in some words it alternates with eu: hurte ' a
blow ', Diu ' God ', liu ' place ', yus ' eyes ' where we should expect,
from his own description and usual practice, heurte, Dieu, lieu, yens.

(5) Though he was the first to use the terms ' open ' and ' close'
o in French, he attributes the close sound to words that now have
the phonemically distinct vowels / o / and /u / ; for him noz ' our'
and nous 'we, us ' were exactly alike (cf. 3. 52, below). Moreover,
his spelling of many words varies despite his theoretical distinction
between / 6 / and / 6 / : volonte or voulonte noun ' will', moton or
mouton ' sheep', and many others. Spelling-variations of this sort
were extremely common in his century, but why did the analyst who
so carefully distinguished open and close e utterly fail to differen-
tiate the back vowels adequately?

(6) He lists many more diphthongs than contemporary writers
on pronunciation, and describes some of them in ways that do not
agree with reliable evidence from other sources.
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These objections are not concerned with occasional provincialisms
like Meigret's je sarogs ' I should know ' for the more acceptable je
saurais, nor with quibbles as to whether pere ' father' had / e / as in
Meigret or / e / as in some other writers. Such variations do not
affect the total structure of the vowel system. The objections all
bear upon points where Meigret's pronunciation, if he has described
it aright, varied structurally from that of contemporary speakers
and of the modern language. The spellings they questioned may
either represent pronunciations that were dialectal, or outright errors
on Meigret's part. We assume that on other points, where no criti-
cisms were offered, his contemporaries found his orthography accept-
able. The only way to judge it is to examine the objections, and
Meigret's answers to them, in detail.



III. EXAMINATION OF T H E CRITICISMS

3. 1. T H E ROLE OF VOWEL-LENGTH

3. 11. One of Meigret's innovations was a mark like the acute
accent to indicate long vowels; his name for it is note de longeur
' sign of length'. The acute accent over e was first employed by
printers in the 153O's, but the mark may equally well be derived
from the Latin apex, to be seen on long vowels in some Roman
inscriptions. Meigret could have learned about it from Quintilian, a
writer he knew almost by heart.1

3. 12. The terms ' long ' and ' short' were not merely conventional,
but indicated a real difference in the duration of vowel sounds.
Meigret says:

Aotre ghoz' et la quantite d'une syllabe qi se mezure par le t§ns, § aotre l'ele-
vacion ou abbfssement qi ne jit pas en la qantite. (A Des Auteiz 20)

The length of a syllable, which is measured by time, is one thing; and the
rise and fall [of the voice], which has nothing to do with quantity, is quite
different.

Later in the same work, he makes the now familiar comparison
between vowel-duration and the relative time-value of musical notes :

Je treuve . . . qe la poze de la semibreve muzicalle ne contient qe tro^s braves
de notre modeste prononc.iac.ion Francoeze; come facilement chacun duit a tenir
1?' pozes muzicalles le pourra experimenter. (A Des Auteiz 68-9)

I find . . . that the semibreve of music is equivalent to only three short vowels 2

in our ordinary French pronunciation, as anyone trained to mark the musical
notes can verify for himself.

The comparison with musical notes shows that by ' vowel-length '
Meigret could have meant nothing but duration.

3. 13. Meigret and other grammarians of the time frequently insist

Mnst. Or. 1.7.2-3; cf. W. M. Lindsay, The Latin Language 4; 161-2.
2 ' Short vowels' or ' short syllables' seems to be the only possible meaning

here, for the breve (musical note) was twice or three times as long as the
semibreve. In Meigret's day, the time-value of notes was absolute, not variable
according to tempo-indications as with us. I am indebted to Miss Sylvia
Kenney for help in interpreting this passage.

25
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upon the observation of correct vowel-quantity, but they say almost
nothing about the qualitative differences between long and short
vowels. A modern scholar has remarked:

The sixteenth-century grammarians, Latin trained, were alert to detect quanti-
tative differences in the vowels, but their remarks on quality are meagre and
sometimes misleading. . . . It appears to have been Meigret who first recognized
clearly a qualitative difference in the ^-sounds proper and employed the terms
ouvert and clos; his analysis of the sounds was, however, unfortunately con-
fused by quantitative distinctions.8

3. 14. Contrasts of long and short vowels occur in modern French,
but the number of words differentiated by vowel-length alone, like
bette /bet/ ' beet' : bete /be: t/ ' stupid ', is small. More often,
quantitative differences are accompanied by a qualitative opposition;
the low-front short vowel of patte ' paw' differs in quality as well
as in length from the low-back long vowel of pate /pa: t/ ' dough'.
In many cases, vowel-length is merely the automatic result of occur-
rence in a stressed syllable before /v/, /z/ , /z/ , /]/, / r / ; e. g.,
cave [ka: v] ' wine-cellar ', ruse [ry: z] ' ruse ', rouge [ru: z] ' red ',
oeil [oe: j] ' eye, rire [ri: r] ' laugh '.4 The differentiate role of
vowel-length in modern French is thus unimportant, whereas quali-
tative contrasts are a basic feature of the vowel-system: fois [fwa]
' time ': foi [fwa] ' faith ' ; pecheur [pesoe: r] ' fisherman ': pecheur
fpesoe: r] ' sinner ' ; notre [notr] ' Our ' : notre [notr] ' ours '. To an
investigator conditioned by the modern vowel-system, the informa-
tion early writers give on qualitative differences is indeed ' meagre'.

3. 15. On the other hand, they are prodigal with their remarks on
the importance of quantity. Thurot writes: ' II n'en est presque
pas un qui n'ait reconnu des differences de duree entre les syllabes.'5

The books addressed to foreigners insist particularly upon these
differences. Palsgrave counsels his English readers that ' the true
soundyng of french wordes, as they come to gether in sentences, is to
gyve to every . . . vowell his just tyme of pronunciation longe or
shorte.'6 Sainliens, also writing for Englishmen, lists pairs of words
distinguished only by the length of the vowels: paste ' pale' : palle
' shovell or spade '; masle ' male-kind ' : matte ' a wallet'; pescheur

8 Mildred K. Pope, from Latin to Modern French, 211-2.
4 Examples from Paul Passy, The Sounds of the French Language2 43.
6 2. 568.
6 L'esclaircissement de la langue Frangoise, ed. Genin, 1.
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' a fisher': pecheur ' a sinner '.7 The first word in each pair has a
long vowel, marked by the customary silent s. Meigret anticipated
this technique of minimum contrasts, though he preferred to work
his paired words into illustrative sentences: Une fame de bien garde
sa bone fame ' A good woman keeps her good name ' (Menteur 16) ;
Charles frapo§t ceus qi le frapogt ' Charles hit those who hit him'
(Menteur 18) ; Tu dis, qe je le dis ' You say that I said so ' (Gram-
m§re 118. 19). Peletier has similar contrasting words in sentences:
je croe qu'il ut ' I think he had ' : je voudroe qu'il ut ' I wish he
had' (Dialogue 106).

3. 16. These examples, which might be supported by many others,
hardly prove that the grammarians were attributing artificial Latin
distinctions of vowel-length to their own language. On the contrary,
they reveal a fundamental structural trait of 16th-century French.
The history of the words they cite as examples often confirms their
analysis, e. g. masle ' male ', paste ' dough ' had a long vowel by com-
pensatory lengthening for the loss of an / s / in the medial cluster
(Lat. masculus, pasta).

The writers who insist so much on correct quantity tell us little
about other differences between long and short vowels, but the fact
that their remarks are ' meager' does not mean that they are ' mis-
leading,' or that the writers were deaf to significant distinctions of
quality. Meigret and others describe clearly enough the qualitative
contrast between the open e of gramm^re and the close e of compere.
It happens, however, that this qualitative contrast is correlated with
a structural trait—that it is, as we would say, phonemic. The dif-
ference of openness between the vowels of words like patte ' paw' :
paste ' dough', however, is never mentioned (though it probably
existed) because the difference in length, a trait which pervaded the
whole vowel system, was enough to establish the phonemic difference.
The grammarians' omission of any remarks on the varying degree
of openness is not ' misleading'; it is, on the contrary, a valuable
clue to the phonological structure of their speech.

3. 17. What the objection we have quoted reveals is not a fault
of Meigret's spelling system, but a characteristic weakness of non-
structural analysis. Investigators who searched the early texts for
' cognate' vowels, or sounds that could be equated with those of the
modern language, were prone to assume that the vowels fitted into

7 The French Schoolemaster, 1 verso - 2 recto. The glosses are, obviously,
Sainliens' own.
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the same structural pattern as our own. This led to another, equally
false, assumption that the early writers should have been alert to
note phonetic features that are structurally important in our time.
To the non-phonemic investigator, the failure of Meigret and others
to provide such information looks like negligence or serious oversight.

The structural approach reveals that the omission of such remarks
is quite as important as the presence of other data. If all gram-
marians agree on the importance of one feature, such as vowel-length,
and all are equally silent on the other differences between long and
short vowels, it follows that length, not quality, was the essence of
the contrast between patte : paste, matin : mastin, and other such
pairs. The evidence is too imposing to be rejected. We should indeed
like to know more about how the contrasting vowels were pronounced,
but the information the writers give us is enough to guide us to a
valid reconstruction of their system.

3. 18. Meigret, as we have noted, marked his long vowels with an
apex. We might follow his lead and set up a series of seven long
vowel phonemes contrasting with the seven short ones. A more
economical analysis, however, and one that takes the limitations of
our knowledge more fully into account, is to establish a single
phoneme of vowel-length, noted / : / . We can then say that it might
occur after all the vowel phonemes, as in bdtir /ba: tir/ ' to build',
contrgre /kon'trerre/ 'contrary', il dit /il di:t/ imperf. subj. 'he
said', Come /'kome/ ' Como' (see section 3:56), gout /gu: t /
'taste', il dut /il dy:t/ imperf. subj. 'he should have'. How the
presence of / : / modified the preceding vowel cannot be ascertained
from the texts, but our analysis leaves room for further work on the
subject.

3. 2. THE STATUS OF VOWEL NASALITY

3.21. Meigret's alphabet, as we have observed, had no special
characters for nasal vowels. To Brunot this seemed a serious over-
sight : Meigret, he believed, ' a eu tort de ne pas aborder la grosse
question de la graphie des nasales, mais il n'a fait que l'entrevoir'.8

A reason why he failed to treat the question is suggested by Gaufinez:
' Non seulement Meigret ne parle jamais des sons nasaux, mais ce
qu'il ecrit sur les voyelles suivies d'une nasale fait supposer qu'il
ignorait a peu pres completement ces sons.' 9

8 2.105.
9 Vocalisme 364.
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3. 22. We need not be surprised that Meigret does not use the
term ' voyelle nasale ', which was not coined until the 18th century,10

but his silence on the whole question is disturbing when we remember
that his contemporaries clearly attest the presence of nasal vowels
in 16th-century speech. Moreover, some vowels were demonstrably
nasal in the earliest period of the language.11 The Chanson de Roland
(11th century) has such assonances as renc ' row ' : Francs ' Franks '
(laisse 19) ; Rollant ' Roland ' : fent ' burst ' : sens ' sense ' (laisse
21). Moreover, nasal an and en do not assonate with oral a and e.11"
Obviously the presence of the nasal consonant in the same syllable
had affected both a and e, and had already lowered the latter until en
assonated with an. The en spellings, then, were already etymological
and non-phonetic. In the writings of Chrestien de Troyes (end of
12th century) the spelling has been adjusted to this change in pro-
nunciation, and the etymological en is replaced by an: antandre
' understand ', tans ' time '.

3. 23. By the 16th century, other vowels had been affected by a
following nasal consonant. Palsgrave tells his English readers that
the French pronounce ' certayne of their vowelles' namely a, e, o,
' in theyr brest' and that the sound ' yssueth . . . by the nose \12

Beze and Ramus say that m and n, following a vowel in the same
syllable, are not pronounced in the same way as they are when initial.
These authors call the change a ' weakening ' ; m and n become indis-
tinguishable from each other in post-vocalic position, and, according
to Beze, the tip of the tongue does not touch the teeth in forming
such an n.13 These writers probably mean that the graphic m and n
were not pronounced as consonants, but were simply signs of vowel
nasality. With Peletier, the same appears to be true.14 The curious
alphabet of Honorat Rambaud has a special sign, different from his
characters for m and n, which he places after vowels ' pour com-
mander de resonner comme un tonneau vuide apres qu'on l'a frappe,
ou une cloche ou bassin, ou une mouche a miel.'15 Odet de La Noue,

10 By the Abbe Dangeau; cf. his Opuscules sur la grammaire, Ed. M. Ekman 46.
lx Kr. Nyrop, Grammaire historique de la langue franchise3 1.29, 221, 225;

Edouard Bourciez, Elements de linguistique romane* 298.
l l a T. Atkinson Jenkins, La Chanson de Roland, intro., ci, ciii-civ.
12 Esclaircissement xv, 33.
13 Beze De pron. 32-3; Ramus, Grammaire, quoted in Livet, 196-7.
14 Dialogue 57; Axelrod 30-3.
15 Declaration des abus qu'on commet en escrivant 170 (Lyons 1578) ; quoted

in Brunot 2.118 n.2.
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writing near the end of the century, complains that ' nous avons
faute d'une voyelle qui seule puisse representer le son qu'a ceste
terminaison -omne', which did not rime with the endings -ome or
-ome.16

3. 24. We can also prove that nasal vowels existed in Meigret's
own pronunciation. He agrees with Beze and Ramus that m is not
' firm ' after vowels in such words as ghams ' fields ', cams ' camps \17

He says that n in §n allant ' while going', §n etant ' while being'
' doubles its power,' so that the phrases are actually pronounced as
if written §n nallant, en netant.18 A further proof that his vowels,
when followed by n or m in the same syllable, were unlike the same
vowels in other environments is his rejection of the traditional mm
and hn in words like homme ' man', comme ' as ' , donne ' gives'.
When Peletier, who retained these spellings in his reformed system,
objected to Miegret's home, come, done, Meigret answered:

Si nous dizons homme, comme, donne, il faodra qe nou' pronone.ions m e.n
horn' com' e.n ombre, e. com e.n comme com' e.n compozer: e. don e.n donne com'
§n donqes, q'onqes lange de bon Frangoes ne prononga: sinon qelqes Pariziens
mal apriz, qi encores ne 1?' peuvet prononger qazi qe du nes. (Rep. a Pel., 7
recto)

If we say homme, comme, donne, we shall have to pronounce the om of
homme as in ombre ' shade', the com of comme as in composer ' compose',
the don of donne as in donqes ' therefore', which no good French tongue ever
pronounced; save certain ill-taught Parisians, who even so cannot pronounce
them except, as it were, through their noses.

By Meigret's rules of syllable-division, the first of double consonants
was in the syllable with the preceding vowel.19 If he did not double
the m and n in the disputed words, it follows that the o of home
represented a vowel unlike that of ombre, and that there was a cor-
responding difference in his pronunciation of the vowels in the initial
syllables of come : compozer, done : donqes. Vowel nasality must
therefore have occurred in Meigret's French, whether or not he
realized its nature.

3. 25. Although the use of m and n as marks of vowel nasality is
defensible, one wishes that he had given a more explicit statement

1 Dictionnaire des rimes, quoted in Thurot 2. 519-20.
' Grammeje 49. 21-2.
1 Ibid., 18. 31-6.
'Grammere 23.8-11.
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of the fact. But perhaps the absence of such a statement is in itself
significant, like the absence of remarks on qualitative differences be-
tween his long and short vowels. The question turns on the interpre-
tation of the graphic m and n after vowel signs. Meigret says the
consonants in this position were weak, but he does not say that they
had no consonantal character at all. On the contrary, he explicitly
states that m and n after a vowel were not always pronounced alike:

Nous dizons je roms, tu roms, il romt. . . . Nous trouverons que . . . la pro-
nongiagion tire plus sur n, qe m. . . . Nou' dizons plus volontiers je roms, tu
rons, il ront qe nou' ne fe.zons rom, roms, romt, e. pront, tens, qe prompt, temps;
me.s pour aotant qe le Frangoe.s ne rejette pas la pronongiagion lejere (combien
qe diffigile) de m e.s susdiz vocables, je l'observ' §n mon escriture. Grammgre
109.30-110.2).

We say je roms, tu roms, il romt ' I break, you break, he breaks' . . . We
shall find that . . . the pronunciation is more nearly n than m. . . . We prefer
je rons, tu rons, il ront, to rom, roms, ront, and pront ' prompt', tens ' time'
to prompt, temps; but inasmuch as the French language does not reject the
slight (though difficult) utterance of m in the aforesaid words, I observe it in
my spelling.

Perhaps the pronunciation he describes was somewhat strained;
Des Autelz did not scruple to rime prompt with front.20 But if n
and m could be differentiated in post-vocalic position they were
consonants, not signs of vowel nasality. The nasalized vowels pre-
ceding them were therefore not phonemes, but allophones of oral
vowels.

3. 26. This conclusion is confirmed by other passages in Meigret's
works. He says there were four ' vo§s ' or sounds in bien ' well' and
the first syllable of trembler ' to tremble.'21 Any suspicion that he is
here counting letters, not sounds, is allayed by more conclusive evi-
dence. In his table of the alphabet (our Table 1), the names of »
and m are spelled §n, §m, exactly like the first syllables of §mplir
' fill', §nt$ndre ' understand '. Certainly the two letters did not have
identical names, and the spellings must be interpreted as [en], [em].
Finally, he thought that the pronunciation of ill-bred Parisians was
unduly nasal. If this trait impressed him, it must have been because
the nasality of his own vowels was comparatively slight, resembling

' Replique aux furieuses Defenses de Meigret 31-2.
Gramm?re 22. 8.
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the pronunciation still heard in parts of Southern France today.22

These passages explain why Meigret could equate the § of s§mblable-
ment ' seemingly' with the vowels of m§s ' my', t§s ' your', s§s
' his ' 2 3 or the ' ou clos ' of amour ' love' with the syllabics of nom,
' name ', non ' not \24 In his pronunciation post-vocalic m and n were
consonants. The nasalized vowels preceding them were, therefore,
not phonemes, but predictable variants of the oral vowels recognized
in his orthography.

3. 27. From the PT we can even glean some information about
the number and character of these allophones, though we cannot be
sure that our list is complete. The vowel most obviously affected by
a following nasal consonant was the one written o. Before m or n
it was so close that it sounded to foreigners more like [u].25 Since
Meigret equates it with ' ou clos ' (section 3. 26), the sound should be
assigned to his phoneme / 6 / .

Meigret does not describe the pronunciation of un, um, but he
does say the graphs represented sounds different from those of on,
om. Thus he objects to the Latinized spelling umbre for ombre
' shade ' because the first vowel is not like that of humble ' humble \26

We must therefore recognize fy] as a nasal allophone of / y / .

There is likewise no explicit statement of the effect of a following
nasal consonant on / i / , but the spellings show that his in and <?n did
not represent the same vowel. Nor were in, im equivalent to ain, aim,
ein, eim in his speech. Where the modern language writes ain,
Meigret usually spells ein : mein ' hand'. As we shall demonstrate

22 In Andre Martinet's study of the pronunciation of French officers in a
prison camp in 1941, 57 of 98 informants from the Midi said they pronounced
the n of chanter ' sing' as a consonant: La prononciacion du franc.ais contem-
porain 143-4. Cf. Rosset, Origines 163, n.; E. Bourciez, Precis historique de
phbnetique frangaise7 83.

23 Escriture C 4 recto.
24 Escriture D 1 recto.
25 Escriture D 1 recto; Cf. Palsgrave, Esclaircissement, 7; Awfeild's trans-

lation (1634) of Maupas (1625), quoted in Miss Pope 177; Behourt (1629),
ibid.; Erondell (1605) in Ellis 3. 827. ' O before n or m hath the sounds of oo
in our English word moone' Cotgrave, Dictionary, Brief Directions. See also
Martin's transcriptions for Germans in Thurot, vol. 2, appendix, and note finally,
Katherine's misapprehension of English gown in Shakespeare, Henry V, act 3,
scene 4.

26 Escriture D 2 recto.
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in 3. 53, ei in all positions represented a diphthong unlike ai; the
spelling main occurs, but only to record a lower-class pronunciation
of which Meigret disapproved.27

/ also occurred before a nasal consonant in the sequence oi, as in
moins ' less '. In other positions where the modern spelling has oi,
Meigret writes o§, but only oi occurs before tautosyllabic / n / , /m/ .
All these spellings, then, must represent diphthongs of which a non-
syllabic, nasalized allophone of / i / was the second element. The
analysis is almost certain for ei, ai, doubtful for oi, since we cannot
be sure whether it was a rising or falling diphthong.

Nasalized allophones of / e / and / § / also occurred. Nasal ' e clos '
is found only as the second element of the sequence ie, as in bien
' well'. Sometimes this sequence alternates with i§n: Parizien or
Parisian ' Parisian'.

Thus the available evidence enables us to add five nasal vowel
allophones to our inventory. There was a sixth, belonging to the
phoneme /a / , which requires more extended discussion.

3. 28. Meigret, alone among the spelling reformers, retains the
graphic distinction between an and $n: $nfant ' child '. As we have
seen, the distinction had ceased to be valid for some types of speech
several centuries earlier. Peletier followed the lead of Chrestien de
Troyes in writing antandre ' understand ', anfant ' child \ When he
saw that Meigret had retained the §n spellings in the M§nteur, he
objected that:

. . . de dire qu'il i £t diferance an la proiacion des deus d^rnieres silabes de
amant e firmamant, c'ft a fere a ceus qui regardet de trop pr§s . . . E \e peut
on ancor' plus c§rtainemant connoftre, quand on prononce ces deus proposicions
qui sont de m^me ouye, m§s de divers sans: // ne m'an mant de mot, e, II ne
qui sont de m§m£ ouye, m§s, de divers sans: // we m'an mant de mot, e, 77 ne
m'an mande mot. (Dialogue 25)

. . . to say there is a difference in the pronunciation of the last two syllables
of amant ' lover' and firmamant ' heaven' is to play into the hands of those
who are over-nice. . . . This becomes all the more obvious when we pronounce
these two sentences which sound alike, but have different meanings: 77 ne m'an
mant de mot ' He does not lie to me' and II ne m'an mande mot ' He doesn't
send me any news '.

For Beaulieux, Meigret's retention of the $n spellings shows that
he was a ' dupe de la graphie, et aussi de la prononciation des meri-

27 Escriture D 3 verso-D 4 recto.
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dionaux'. Like Peletier, he objects to Maigret's ' " prudgnt, dilij§nt,
gqels nous ne prononqons pas Ya [sic] si appertem§nt com' §n savant,
donant, aymant." ' But it was only ' grace a la graphie', according
to M. Beaulieux, that Meigret conceded: ' Combien qe l§s latins dyet
veniens, sapiens, nous ne dizons pas pourtant ven§nt, savqnt, mgs
venant, savant.'28

If Meigret was indeed misled by the traditional spelling, M. Beau-
lieux' objection reveals a serious defect of his orthographic system.
If he is guilty of nothing more than accurately representing a pro-
vincial pronunciation, the first objection loses its validity. Scholars
brought up in the French tradition may be grieved by Meigret's
divergences from the standard language, even at a period when the
primacy of that standard was by no means so well established as it
was in the next century. The mere foreigner may venture to suggest
that Meigret's transcriptions may still be useful if we can prove they
were accurate. Our grammarian offers clear evidence that his $n and
an represented difference sequences of phonemes; his answer to
Peletier will do for his modern critic as well:

Tu ne f§s point de doute de m'app§ller abuze, §n qe qe je n'ecris Manteur
pour Mfnteur, pour f?re lectur' a geul' ouve. rte com' un loup affame. . . . Or
voyons meintenant si quant un bon courtizan . . . pronongera entrant, [il] fera
point une te.ll' ouv§rture de bough' a la premiere syllabe com' a la seconde. . . .
Ou si on prononcera aosi ouv§rteme.nt terns come tant. . . . Vourroe. tu pro-
noncgr embler come ambles, % emplir come ample? . . . II s'e.n peut trouver ou
l'c % l'f ouv§rt y peuvet ftre indifferamme.nt, come prudent ou prudant, siange
ou sienge, la ou nou' ne diron' pas allent, savant pour allant, savant. (Rep. a
Pel 8 verso-9 verso)

You do not hesitate to say I am mistaken in not writing Manteur for Me.nteur,
to read with mouth agape like a hungry wolf. . . . Now let us see whether a
well-trained courtier . . . will ever pronounce entrant ' entering' with his mouth
so wide open on the first syllable as one the second . . . or whether tems ' time'
is pronounced as open as tant ' so much'. . . . Do you want to pronounce embler
' rob ' like ambles ' you walk ', and emplir ' to fill' like ample ' ample' ? . . .
There may be words in which a or open e may be pronounced indifferently, as
prudant or prudent ' prudent', siange or sienge ' knowledge', but we do not say
allent, savent for allant ' going ', savant ' learned '.

The passage clearly shows why he maintained the graphic dis-
tinction. The vowels of t§ms : tant, occurring in a similar environ-
ment, were perceptibly different in degree of openness, and were
therefore phonemically distinct. It was not the spelling that made him

28 1. 282 and M?nteur 12.
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reject ven§nt, sav§nt, but the phonemic difference between § and a
before n. Meigret certainly did not know that the ending -ando had
crowded out other participial-gerundive endings in Gallo-Roman
times,29 but he did know that the vowel in venant, savant was a. The
alleged dupe of the traditional spelling also wrote dezamparee ' re-
linquished ', despite the usual spellings emparer, ' to seize', desem-
parer ' to let go ' . He may not have known that emparer was bor-
rowed from Provencal amparar,30 but he did know that the first
syllable was not pronounced §m-.

Meigret, then, knew what he was about when he distinguished the
vowels of qnfant ' child'. Though he did not pronounce $n like the
majority of Frenchmen, his own examples and descriptions show
that the two vowels were in phonemic contrast before homosyllabic
/ m / and / n / as elsewhere. Our list of nasalized vowel allophones
must therefore be extended to include [a], a member of the phoneme
/ a / in contrast with [§], a member of / e / .

3. 3. T H E NATURE OF UNSTRESSED e

3. 31. The differentiation of Q and e, and the introduction of the
terms ' g ouv§rt' and ' e clos', was one of Meigret's enduring con-
tributions to French phonetics. By the end of his century the terms
were in common use, even among writers who scorned to play with
phonetic alphabets. Not even Peletier questioned the necessity of
the distinction, and he borrowed Meigret's sign, the ' § a cue', with
frank acknowledgment of its source.31 Today the manuals of French
pronunciation still preserve the distinction of ' e ouvert' and ' e
ferme', though for many speakers they appear not to be phonemes,
but positional variants of a single vowel phoneme /e / . 3 2

Meigret's works contain enough examples of contrasts between
Q and e to make it reasonably certain that the distinction was pho-
nemic. We have already noted his comparison of compere ' god-
father': grammare 'grammar ' (section 2.31). Other pairs are set

29 Bourciez, Elements 216.
30 Nyrop 1. 220.
31 Dialogue 109. Meigret himself took the sign ' from the old spelling, which

had misused it from the Latin diphthong ae ' (A Des Autelz 30). In the con-
temporary French pronunciation of Latin, ae and g were both [e],

32 Cf. George L. Trager, The Verb Morphology of Spoken French, Language
20.132.
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/set/ ' seven ' : get /set/ ' this ' ; l$sse /les'e/ ' left, remaining':
legon /le'son/ 'lesson'; bro(u)ghet /broset/ 'pike (fish)' : eqhet
/e'set/ ' occurs, happens'. Nevertheless, many words appear indif-
ferently with either vowel-symbol: tierse, ti§rse ' third ' ; possession,
possession ' possession ' ; interroger, interroger ' interrogate'. Some
of these variations must be nothing more than misprints; others may
represent true variations in Meigret's own pronunciation. The cen-
tury's orthographers and orthoepists are not at all unanimous in their
statements of the distribution of the two phonemes, and Meigret's
own natural pronunciation may have been affected by his Parisian
surroundings.

Variation between g and e is particularly frequent in pretonic
syllables, in the position where modern phoneticians sometimes dis-
tinguish an ' e moyen ' that is neither ' ouvert' nor ' ferme \33 It is
quite probable that in Meigret's pronunciation, as in modern speech,
the distinction between / e / and / e / tended to disappear in unstressed
syllables. Phonemically, the ' e moyen' might be interpreted as an
allophone of his /e / , but the uncertain spelling of many words
makes any inclusive statement of its occurrence difficult.

3. 32. Though other 16th-century authors almost unanimously ac-
cepted Meigret's open and close e's, they just as unanimously dis-
agreed with his analysis of a third sound, the unstressed final vowel
represented by e in words like donne ' gives ', bonne ' good '. Long
before there were French grammarians, the compilers of the manuals
of versification and dictionaries of rimes known as ' Arts de seconde
rhetorique'34 emphasized the difference between the ' e feminin'
of donne, bonne and the ' e masculin ' of donne ' given ', bonte ' good-
ness \35 The introduction of the acute accent to distinguish the latter
was one of the century's few real advances in orthography.

3. 33. How this ' e feminin' was pronounced in the 16th century
is not clear. French writers use phrases like ' mol et flac son,' ' son
. . . mol et imbecille ',36 because it was elided before a following

33 Passy 65.
34 A useful compilation of these, containing lists of rimes drawn up by the

old authors, is Ernest Langlois, Recueil d'arts de seconde rhetorique.
36 E. g., Pierre Fabri, Le grant et vray art de plein rhetorique (1521), quoted

in Beaulieux 2. 21; and the anonymous Traite de l'art de rhetorique cited in
Langlois 199-200.

36 Thomas Sebillet, Art poetique 43-4.
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vowel, but such remarks give no hint about the manner of its pro-
duction except to suggest that it was a lax vowel. Henri Estienne
is more explicit when he says that the feminine e ' seems to stay in
the throat, whereas the other e, which is called masculine, moves
forward to the teeth \37 English writers of the time appear to de-
scribe a vowel like the final of modern English sofa. Cotgrave com-
pares it to he in ' this English speech: Is he come ?' meaning,
obviously, the unstressed form of the pronoun, usually written: ' Is
'a come ' ? 38 Others compare it with the medial syllables of namely,
bodely [sic].39

These comparisons may be made to fit the modern pronunciation
of [a] only if one does not scrutinize them too rigorously. The vowel
now heard in le [la] ' him', me [ma] ' me', refaire [rafe: r] 'do
over' is a low-front-rounded lax vowel, similar to the [ce] of peur
[pce:r] 'fear'. None of the 16th-century writers, however, com-
pares unstressed e and eu; it is only in the next century that Cesar
Oudin mentions the likeness of [a] in monosyllables to [0] in
Parisian pronunciation, and the English grammarian Wallis likens
it to the last vowel of serviteur, which ' differs from the French
feminine e only in the fact that it is pronounced with the mouth not
so wide open \40 While the argument from silence is never con-
clusive, identification of 16th-century [a] with [ce] or [0] is far
from assured. One would expect the grammarians to make the
comparison if the resemblance had been at all marked.

3. 34. What we can be sure of is that most theorists of the age
classify the unstressed vowel, however it was pronounced, as a third
e-sound, different from both [e] and [e]. In this nearly all reliable
phoneticians concur, and the careful inventors of alphabets, like
Peletier, Ramus, and Baif, provide a special sign for it. Though its

3 7 ' E foemininum obtuso minusque claro atque adeo imperfecto quodam sono,
quasi faucibus inhaerente, effertur; quum alterum, quod masculinum vocari dixi,
ad dentes usque progrediatur. . . . ' Hypomneses 19. My former colleague
Howard Garey called to my attention the fact that this passage seems an attempt
to describe the difference in the ' feel' of a front and a central vowel.

38 Dictionary, Brief Directions.
30 Sainliens, The French Littleton; Erondell, The French Garden, both quoted

in Ellis 3. 822.
40 Eugen Herzog, Historische Spachlehre des Neufranzosischen 199; John

Wallis, Grammatica linguae anglicanae, quoted in Ellis 1. 171-2.
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exact acoustic nature cannot be determined, its independent phonemic
status is almost certain.41

Meigret alone, among the writers and spelling reformers, refuses
to recognize unstressed e as a separate phoneme. Despite all attacks,
he never conceded that the vowel was anything else than a short ' e
clos'. This interpretation is so different from any other writer's
that it is at once suspect. The only way to pronounce upon its
accuracy is to examine his successive treatments with great care.

His first mention of the ^-sounds has been an occasion of stumbling
for many readers:

. . . II me semble que tout ainsi que nous avons cest e commun que nous
divisons en masculin et feminin comme en bonne, et bonte, et que nous devons
appeller e clos. En semblable aussi avons-nous un e ouvert masculin, et feminin,
du quel la prononciation est entre a et e, lequel j'appelle e ouvert, comme qui
requiert une prolation plus overte que Ye commun, ainsi que nous voyons en
mes, tes, ses, semblablement,*2 es quelz certainement Ye sonne plus ouvert qu'en
bonne, bonte. . . . Nous prononc,ons en etre, bete, e ouvert masculin, et en
bonnet, briquet, furet, semblablement, nous prononcons Ye feminin. (Escriture
C 4 recto)

More than one reader has been baffled by the clear implication of
this paragraph that the final vowels of bonne, bonte were qualitatively
alike, differing only in length. To add to our perplexity, Meigret
applies the adjectives ' masculine' and ' feminine' not only to these
vowels, but to the open e's of bonnet, briquet. No satisfactory ex-
planation of the passage is possible until we discover exactly what
these terms meant.

3. 35. The explanation is to be found in the second pamphlet to
Des Autelz, where Meigret treats the same question in clearer
language:

Je di qe la lange Frango§ze n'a qe deus e, l'un ouve.rt, § l'aotre clos. Me.s §n
tant qe conge.rne la qantite, nous §n pourrons assiner qatre: qi sont Ye clos
long, come geluy de bonte, ghastete: l'aotre brief, come fame, bone. E si toe.
ou aotre veultez dire qe Ye brief eyt qelque differange forme.lle davfq laotre,

41 Axelrod's analysis of [a] as an allophone of /jzi/ in Peletier's speech seams
to presume more certainty than the evidence warrants (op. cit., pp. 28-9).
Peletier often speaks of the behavior of the vowel he writes e, but never really
describes its pronunciation. It seems safer to classify /a/ as a separate phoneme
when the evidence is so scanty.

42 The pronunciation with [e] is still common and acceptable, though [e] is
perhaps more frequent.
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efforge' vous de le prononc,er long: e. lors vou' ve.rrez voutr'abus: come qui le
pronongerez tout t§l, qe geluy de bonte, e. ghastete. De mgmes aosi avon' nous
1'e. ouve.rt long, com' il e.t e.n la te.rminalle de tous le.' pluriers, §'qels il se ren-
contre : come bones, vallqs: etant ao contrgre bre.f e.n leurs singuliers: come,
bonet, vallet. (A Des Autelz 30-1)

I say the French language has only two e's, one open, and the other .close.
But if we take quantity into consideration, we can distinguish four: long close e,
as in bonte ' kindness ', ghastete ' chastity ' ; the other short, as in fame ' woman',
bone ' good'. And if you or anyone else wants to argue that the short e is
basically different from the other, try to pronounce it long: and then you will
see your mistake, for you will pronounce it exactly like the e of bonte and
ghastete. Similarly we have long open e, as in the final syllable of all plurals
in which it occurs, e. g. bonqs ' bonnets' vallqs ' servants'; whereas it is short
in the singular of these words: bonet, vallet.

The evidence of this passage is confirmed by another in the
Escriture, into which he works contrasting e's in one of his typical
illustrative sentences:

' . . . Ung home a [sic] effondre ung huys ferme d'une buche ferme'. Ces
deux jerme ne sont en rien differens en substance de voix: mais tant seulement
en la quantite de la derniere syllable du premier jerme, qui est longue, a cause
de Ye que vous appellez masculin, et que proprement je vouldroys appeller e
long: attendu que la [sic] quantites longue ou briefve sont es voix, et qu'im-
proprement nous leur attribuons sexe. (Escriture B4 verso)

The meaning of ' masculine ' and ' feminine ' in the quotation from
Escriture C 4 recto is now perfectly clear; they mean ' long' and
' short'. Moreover, Meigret has demonstrated beyond all doubt that
his final unstressed e was a vowel quite unlike that described by other
16th-century writers. As Gaufinez says, ' Cet e n'est pour lui qu'un
e palatal ferme et bref, tel qu'il etait certainement prononce dans son
dialecte natal et tel a peu pres qu'il est reste dans la' prononciation
des Franqais du Midi.' 43

3. 36. Inevitably, Peletier disagreed with Meigret's treatment. His
system has a special character, e, for the unstressed vowel, and he
insists that there are three ^-sounds, not two:

Tu ne f |s que deus sortes d'e an ta d§rnier edicion [Le Mfnteur] . . . Tun
a keu? . . . qu? tu ape.ltfs e ouv§rt (qui plus propremant s'apeleroe.t e cler, a la
diference de Ye que nous disons feminin, tequel tu nommes e clos, e qui plus
convenablemant se nommero?t e sourd) ; l'autre sans keu? lequel tu f?z servir
de deus ofices: que tu ne sauro§s nier . . . §tr# chostf d'improdance e d'omission.
Car tu sez que nous an avons troe.s, lequez tu sans a ce mot defe.re . . . E ta

48 Vocalisme 370.
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faute se vo?t an ces moz ecrire, deduirt, pere: la ou tu ne mgz point d'e diferant
pour les premieres e pour les dfrnieres silabes. (Dialogue 24)

You use only two kinds of e in your latest publication [the Mgnteur] . . .
one with a tail . . . which you call ' open e' (more properly, it should be called
' clear e', to distinguish it from the e we call feminine, and which might more
fittingly be named ' dull e') ; the other, tail-less, which you use for two func-
tions. This, you cannot deny, is an imprudent omission. For you know we
have three of them, which you hear in the word defere ' to undo'. . . . Your
mistake is obvious in the words ecrire ' to write', deduire ' to subtract, deduce'
pert, ' father', where you make no distinction in the e's of the first and last
syllables.

3. 37. The objection Peletier raises in the last sentence goes to
the very heart of the difference between his and Meigret's treatment
of the unstressed £-vowel. For Peletier, the three vowels of defqrt
were quite unlike; he probably pronounced [defers], as one may
still do in singing or in overcareful reading of conventional verse.
For Meigret, this was not so; he explicitly tells us that the first and
last vowels of his def§re were alike. He answers Peletier, with a
pun on ' tu sans ':

Qant ao' troes e qe tu dis qe je s§ns differens ?n qe vocable def?re, je n'us
jam§s le nes si bon qe j'y ?n susse s^ntir plu' de deus, etans le premier e. le
dernier d'une mgme nature § qantite, § le second e. ouv§rt. Trouve' tu qe la
voyflle de la prepozicjon de, dont defer' et compoze, soft §n rien differ§nte de
la derniere de f?re . . .? (Rep. a Pel 8 recto-verso)

As for the three e's which you say I hear [or ' smell'] as different in the
word defqre, my nose was never so keen that I could scent more than two, the
first and the last being of the same nature and quantity, and the second open e.
Do you find that the vowel of the preposition de ' of, from', of which defgre
is a compound, is any different from the last vowel of fere ' to do'?

Now if the first and last vowels of Meigret's defgre were alike,
both must have been like [e] ; hence he analyzes the verb as a com-
pound with prefix de, which he equates with the preposition de. In
modern French, and in Peletier's recording of his own pronunciation,
the preposition and the prefix do not have the same vowel. Modern
French has de [da] ' from', demeurant [d9m0ra] ' remaining', but
defaire [defe: r] ' undo '. Peletier had exactly the same possibilities
of contrast, for he writes de, demourant, def§re. In Meigret's
orthography—and, we assume, in his pronunciation—such a contrast
was impossible, for he writes the words de, demourant, defgre, all
with the same vowel-sign. Unless he pronounced the last word
[dafera], which the evidence of A Des Autelz 30 and Escriture C 4
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recto seems to rule out,** both of the vowels must have been short
close e's.

Meigret was not the only speaker to ignore the distinction between
the prefixes de-, de-, re-, re-, as in reprendre [repradr] ' to find
fault' : reformer [reforme] ' to reform'. If we may believe the
testimony collected in Thurot, confusion of these prefixes was a
notorious trait of Southern speech in the 16th century, and persisted
even two centuries later. Tabourot in the 16th century, Father
Bouhours in the 17th, and Ferrand in the 18th, all speak of this
dialectal trait.*5 In all probability, Meigret is also recording a pro-
nunciation of this same type. His unstressed e, as Ellis long ago
conjectured, must have been more like [e] than the vowel of his
opponents, who pronounced a sound more like [9]. The spelling
oze je 'dare I ' of Gramm§re 9.11 (section 2.21, above) accords
with this assumption; if he had no contrast between [9] and [e],
Meigret did not need to write oze-je.

3. 38. The point at which the modern reader is likely to stick,
however, is not so much Meigret's description of the vowel as his
reduction of the difference between e and e to one of length alone.
Unlike the other pairs of short and long vowels, e and e almost never
occur under identical conditions. The character e, without apex, is
found in the following environments:

(1) In unstressed final syllables: je done, tu dones, il' donet, ' I
give, thou givest, they give'.

(2) In stressed final syllables closed by a consonant: doner, ' to
give \46

(3) In prestress syllables: def?re 'undo', ete 'summer'.
(4) In stressed open penult syllables: pere ' father'.

The character e, on the other hand, never occurs in situations (1),
(2), and (4), and in all the PT there is only one instance of its
appearance in (3) : ezement' easily'. This occurrence is in a passage

44 Beaulieux thinks that the pronunciation with [de-] was influenced by Latin
and that Meigret's def§re was an older, more popular pronunciation.

46 Etienne Tabourot, Dictionnaire des rimes frangoises, 15 verso; Bouhours,
Remarques nouvelles sur la langue franchise8, 556; Jean-Frangois Ferrand,
Dictionnaire grammatical de la langue franchise; all quoted in Thurot 1.120.

46 Vous dones ' you give' does not come under this category, for Meigret
allows -ez final as an alternative rendering of -is in some words. M§nteur.
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where Meigret contrasts the long penult vowel of esem§nt, adverb
formed from §se ' easy ' with the short vowels of bonem^nt' frankly ',
justem§nt ' rightly ', and comunemQnt ' commonly ', from bone, juste,
comune." Otherwise, it occurs only:

(1) In stressed syllables as absolute final, or followed by -J : done
1 given ', dones ' given ' masc. pi. part.

(2) In stressed penult of participles, always followed by -e: donee
' given \

In short, e does not occur stressed, and e occurs in unstressed
position only in §zem§nt. In 500 pages of text there is only one
exception to the statement that e and e are in complementary
distribution.

3. 39. Even if we have been able to follow Meigret thus far, we
must part company with him here. His phonetic description of the
vowels may well have been right, but the difference between e and e
appears to have been primarily not one of length, but of stress. Since
close e in stressed syllables was possibly longer than e elsewhere,
Meigret misinterpreted the difference caused by stressing and tried
to express it in terms of length.

His error was probably caused by deficient terminology and want
of precedent. When the Roman grammarians spoke of ' accentus ',
they were describing a language with phonemic pitch, not stress.
Meigret indeed devotes a long and baffling chapter to the ' accent ',48

but from the text and his attempts to show ' accent' by musical
notation, it is obvious that the word to him meant, not stress, but
intonation. When he wrote, there were no books to call his attention
to the differences in intensity which we summarize under the term
' stress', and he was evidently not acquainted with any treatment of
the subject in a modern language.

Even so, the error does not make his orthography any harder to
interpret. We need only remember that the apex on e represents, not
the phoneme of vowel-length / : / , but a phoneme of stress, / ' / . The
corollary is that / e / , unlike all the other vowels, was never long,
unless the case of qzemqnt could be matched with other words which
do not happen to occur in the texts.

*7 Rep. a Pel. 5 verso.
48 Grammere 179-90.
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3.4. THE FRONT ROUNDED VOWELS; THE PHONEME /0 /

3.41. The modern language has the front-rounded vowel pho-
nemes /y / as in vu [vy] ' seen' and /0 / as in veut [v0] ' wants'.
Some analysts recognize a third, the more open front-rounded vowel
phoneme, /oe/, as in peur [pce:r] 'fear'. Roughly speaking, these
vowels have the tongue-position of / i / , /e / , /e / , and the lip-position
Of /U/, /O/, /D/.

No such neat pattern is discernible in Meigret's system; in the
front rounded series he has only u. His texts nowhere describe its
production, but other writers clearly identify it as /y/ . ' Those who
pronounce Latin well', says Peletier, ' know that in this word
tumultus the vowel u is pronounced otherwise than in the French
word tumulte! 49 A number of English writers compare it to the
vowel of Scots gude, guid ' good'50 and Martin, in his transcriptions
for Germans, renders it with w.

In modern orthography the vowels /0 / and /oe/ are most com-
monly represented by eu, as feu [f0] 'fire', peur [poe:r] 'fear',
a spelling which shows that the vowels originated from a leveled
diphthong. The simplification had already been accomplished in the
speech of Peletier, who says that eu represented a simple vowel
sound,51 and that of Ramus, whose sign for it is an e with the
finishing stroke extended upward, suggesting a fusion of e and u.52

For Meigret, however, the combination eu still represented a true
diphthong, as he clearly says:

Or si ou eto§t diphthonge, notr' orelte decouvriro^t a la prolagion Yo, puis
Yu, com' file f§t e puis u, §n c.elle d'eu, com' ?n eureus: de sorte qe si nou'
demandons a une fame, ou §nfant, qelqe peu duit ?n son a. b. c. qe c/§t qi r§ste
de eureus, ?n ottant le premier e, il dira §zement ? sans difficulte ureus. . . .
Si aosi on te demandoet le reste de la prolagion de courir §n ottant co, § de
pouvre ?n tezant po, je croe. qe tu seroe assez fol de dire qe nou' avons pour
reste urir, e uvre: § de l'averbe ou, u ?n tezant o. A Des Autelz, 65

Now if ou were a diphthong, our ear would note in its pronunciation first o
and then u, as it hears e and then u in eu, as in eureus ' happy'. So if we aslc
a woman, or a child with some grounding in its ABC's, what remains of eureus
when we take away the first e, it will say easily and without hesitation: ureus.

49 Dialogue 12.
50 Cf. Erondell in Ellis, 1.227, n.; Sainliens, Schoolemaster, B 1 verso; Hart

in Ellis 1.167-8; Martin in Thurot, vol. 2, appendix.
"Dialogue 17.
52 Brunot 2.117, n. 1 and accompanying plate.
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Likewise if one asked you what remains of courir ' to run' when we take away
co, and of pouvre ' poor' when we remove po, I imagine you would be fool
enough to say that we have urir, uvre left over; and that from the adverb ou
' where', u remains when we take away o.

For Meigret, then, the diphthong heard in both syllables of eureus
must have been, phonemically, /ey/.

3. 42. Since Meigret had already said that eu was a diphthong,
Peletier found an inconsistency between the statement in the Escri-
ture and Meigret's practice in the Mgnteur. In the latter work, he
found hurte ' strikes', cue ' tail', where Meigret might have been
expected to write heurte, ceue. Did Meigret pronounce these words
with ' u tout nu ' instead of keue, heurte.. ' par diftongue ' ? 53

Had Peletier read the later PT before writing his remonstrance, he
would have found other puzzling alternations. In the Mgnteur, lieu
' place', Dieu ' God ' are given as examples of words containing the
triphthong -ieu /jey/.54 Later, however, Meigret says that yeus
' eyes,' mieus ' better ' may be pronounced yus, mius ' by contraction.55

Even before this work appeared, he occasionally wrote liu, Diu, piu
for pieu ' stake', and so on. Such spellings are too frequent to be
printers' errors.

The brief quotation from the Dialogue, above, contrasting ' u
tout nu' with ' eu diftongue' certainly means that Peletier thought
Meigret's hurte, cue were to be interpreted ['yete], f'kye]. Peletier
almost certainly pronounced [0rte], [k09].56 If the -iu spellings for
words that normally had -ieu are to be interpreted as [jy], the
problem is made more complex. According to Gaufinex, mius, Diu
axe Lyonnais forms, but liu, piu are Picardisms.57 He does not ex-
plain why a man from the South should thus incongruously mingle
forms from his own dialect with others borrowed from the extreme
North.

3. 43. The perplexity of Peletier—and of Gaufinex—evidently
arose from the assumption that u in all these examples is to be inter-
preted as /y / ; that hurte, cue, liu, Diu, and the rest were /'yrte/,
/'kye/, /ljy/, /djy/. Meigret's defense of his heurte,, cue, however,

63 Dialogue 22.
"Menteur 12.
66 A Des Autelz 57.
58 Azelrod, 28-9; cf. Gaufinez 398.
57 Vocalisme 403-4.
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throws some doubt upon this interpretation of the spellings. He
writes in answer to Peletier:

. . . II §t impossible q'une voyfll' aspiree se prononge lejierement: pense donq
si §n heurte on y prononc.e cet e aspire. Or come je considerasse la caoze
pourqoe il te sfmbloft etranje, j'ey trouve c.e, ou je n'avo§ jamfs p?nse, qi £t
de deu' manieres d'ti, dont l'un et clos, com' ?n tu, vu, courir sus, § l'aotre plus
ouv§rt com' il avient souvfnt §n la diphthonge eu com' ?n veu, aoqel Vu sone
plus ouv§rt q'?n vu, term, tu. Par c.e moyen si tu ottes <jet e de ceue § de heurte,
come f§t la bone prolac.ion, §n lessant Yu ouv§rt, tu trouveras sa nayve prolagion
Frangogze. Rep a Pel. 6 recto.

It is impossible to pronounce an aspirated vowel lightly; so ask yourself
whether the aspirated e is pronounced in heurte. Now as I sought the reason
why it seemed strange to you, I discovered something I had never thought of;
namely, two kinds of u, one of which is close, as in tu ' thou', vu ' seen', courir
sus ' attack ', and the other more open, which often occurs in the diphthong eu
as in veu ' wish, vow', in which the u is more open than in vu, tenu ' held', tu.
Wherefore if you remove the e from ceue ' tail', heurte, leaving the u open,
as the best pronunciation does, you will discover its true French sound.

The crux of this tantalizing passage is the nature of this second
' manner ' of u, the ' open u ' which Meigret discovered only in 1550.
We have seen before that his ear was more accurate than his vocabu-
lary of phonetic terms. Since he ignores the role of the lips and
tongue in forming vowels, the quotation shows only that the ' open u '
must have been a front-rounded vowel, but not so rounded as his
usual rendering of /y / . If this is so, one may suppose that the
tongue was also lower in pronouncing ' open u ' than in forming [y].
If the differences in rounding and tongue-height were small, it may
have been a vowel like that of German fiillen [fyln] ' to fill'. If the
opening was greater and the tongue correspondingly lower, it must
have been more like the modern [0] of feu [f0] 'fire'. Whatever
its exact nature, Meigret distinctly says it often occurred as the
second member of his diphthong /ey/, and must therefore be treated
as an allophone of his /y / . This, of course, was a dialectal pro-
nunciation. The pronunciation of eu as a diphthong was character-
istic of 16th-century Lyons.58

If the open u occurred only an allophone of /y/ , it is not surprising
that Meigret did not discover its existence until some eighteen years
after he had settled the outlines of his orthography. It was only
under Peletier's criticism that he listened more carefully to his own
pronunciation and discovered the positional variant.

58 Gaufinez, 399.
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3. 44. But in h(e)urte, c(e)ue, Meigret clearly tells us, he wrote w
to note the open u sound, not the close [y] which Peletier evidently
thought he meant. The open vowel, then, appears as a syllabic in
these words in 1548, when he wrote the M§nteur. By that time, he
had been a Parisian by adoption for some years. He could hardly
have failed to observe that in Paris the words he pronounced with
/ey/ had no diphthong, but the syllabic phoneme /0/.59 This offers
a plausible clue to the nature of his * open u'. The syllabic he heard
in the Parisian pronunciation of these words must have been like
the second element of his diphthong, and was, in fact, [0]. In his
somewhat archaic pronunciation, he had said, originally, [ke0e] where
the Parisians said [k0a]. In the course of time, he must have assimi-
lated his pronunciation to the Parisian one, replacing his original
[e0] with [0].

The omission of [e] from the sequence [e0] would be particularly
noticeable in a word like h(e)urte. Meigret's orthography signally
fails to solve the problem of ' aspirate h '; he retains the graphic sign
initially in words before which liaison and elision occurred, as Vhome
' the man', and also writes it in le hallebarde ' halberd' and others
before which liaison and elision did not take place. In words of the
latter kind, the h, according to Meigret, is not a sound, but gives more
' vehemence ' to the vowel it precedes.60 The ' vehemence ' imparted
to the initial vowel of h(e),urte by this h (a true aspirated [h] ?)
made it obvious to Meigret that he no longer said [e0rte], but [0rte].
The [0] which had been merely an allophone in his earliest pronunci-
ation had attained syllabic status; it was an acquired phoneme.

3. 45. The representation of this phoneme was a problem insoluble
in terms of his orthography. The sequence eu stood for a diphthong
/ey/, which he had probably retained in many words despite his
partial adaptation to Parisian pronunciation. The letter u represented
a vowel phonemically distinct from /0/ . He had two choices: To
devise a new character, or to use one of his existing characters in a
new value. Probably he did not formulate the alternatives so clearly.
In some words where eu was clearly a false spelling of his own
(acquired) pronunciation, he chose to represent /0 / by the letter that
stood for the vowel most like it, u.

If this assumption is correct, we can also explain the substitutions

59 Peletier, Dialogue; Axelrod 28.
90Escriture F 1 recto.
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Diu for Dieu, liu for lieu, mius for mieus and the rest without having
to assume that he mingled Northern forms in his otherwise Southern
speech. The ' contraction' of mieus to mius, yeus to yus means that
he assimilated his pronunciations of these words to the Parisian
standard in the same way that he corrected [hefirte] to [0rte] by
omitting the [e] from the sequences. Thus his [mje0s], [je0s]
became [mj0s], [j0s] just as [ke0e] became [k0e],

3. 46. This explanation has at least the merit of avoiding gratui-
tous assumptions about the precise phonetic quality of ' open u',
which we cannot verify 400 years after the event.61 On the other
hand, it does not conflict with what we know about the changes a
man's pronunciation may undergo after prolonged residence in another
dialect area. Finally, it explains the ' contracted ' iu forms without the
necessity of invoking both Lyonnais and Picard influences—not im-
possible, to be sure, but hardly supported by anything we know of
Meigret's career.

3. 5. THE BACK ROUNDED VOWELS

3. 51. The nature and distribution of the back rounded vowels
constitutes, according to Brunot, ' une des questions les plus embrouil-
lees du franqais au XVIe siecle \62 Meigret's analysis and treatment
of these sounds are only one aspect of the larger question. His or-
thography, in theory and practice, shares with the traditional spelling
all the defects that have made it so difficult for us to reconstruct the
back-vowel system of the time.

Meigret's alphabet has two symbols for back-rounded vowels, o
for ' o ouv§rt' and ou for ' ou clos', perhaps equivalent to [o] and
[u] of the modern language. These are the only vowels he dis-
tinguishes in this articulatory area until the Rep. a Pel. In that work
he announces his discovery of another sound not so open as [o] nor
so close as [u], but he gives it no special name or sign. If we assume
this was [o], it appears that he pronounced vowels very like the [D],
[o], [u] of modern standard French, as heard in votre /votr/
' your ' : votre /votr/ ' yours ' : voute /vut/ ' arch, vault'. The
first is usually called ' o ouvert', the second ' o ferme '. Graphically,

61 Gaufinez has some ingenious and plausible speculations on the development
of the eu diphthong in Lyonnais, but there is naturally no way to verify the
exact pronunciation of either element. Vocalisme 399-400.

62 2. 2 5 1 .
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these phonemes are now represented in a variety of ways: / D / by o
or au, as in mort /mor/ ' death ', j'aurai /zore/ ' I'll have'; / o / by o,
au, eau, or o, as in nos /no/ ' our', chaud /so/ ' hot', beau /bo/
' handsome', dome /dom/ ' dome'; and /u / quite uniformly by ou
or ou, as in fou /fu/ ' crazy ', gout /gu/ ' taste '.

In Meigret's alphabet, as in the conventional spelling, three of
these graphic devices were not available to represent back vowels.
The combinations au and eau (ao and eao in Meigret) did not repre-
sent [oj, but a diphthong [aw] and a tripthtong [eaw], respectively.
The sign 6, which today also represents [o], did not come into
general use until the next century. The graphemes o and ou thus
had to represent three back-vowel sounds. It is surprising that
Meigret, the pioneer who distinguished open and close e so satis-
factorily, should have egregiously failed to separate the back vowels
with the same degree of clarity.

A further difficulty is offered by his inconsistent use of these signs.
We find moton and mouton ' sheep', molins and moulins ' mills',
only a line or so apart.63 Similar oscillations between o and ou are
numerous in the PT. More numerous are the words where modern
pronunciation has [D] or [o], but which he writes with ou: prouffit
' profit', toutallement ' totally ', prouvient ' comes from ', troup ' too
much ', noutre poss. adj. ' our ', voulonte ' will', fourjer ' to forge'.
Less frequently, he has. only o where modern pronunciation would
lead us to expect ou: bolanjer ' baker '.

In this respect, again, his orthography is neither better nor worse
than the traditional spelling. Hesitation between o and ou is exceed-
ingly common in 16th-century spelling. Marguerite de Navarre has
arroser, arrouser ' to water '; povoir ' to be able' beside pouvoient
' they could '; oblier, oublier ' to forget \ Maurice Sceve spells volente
' will' in dizain 33 of his Delie, but voulente in dizain 40. Ou spell-
ings for words that now have only o are common: en voustre advis
' in your opinion ' (Rabelais) ; coulombettes ' little doves ' cf. modern
colombe (Jean Lemaire) ; proufondeur ' depth'. These examples
could be multiplied several times. Meigret's reformed spelling simply
continues the vices of the conventional system. His differentiation
of the sounds is so far from satisfactory that Gaufinez was moved
to remark that o in the PT may stand for [D], [O], or [u], and ou
for [o] or [u].64

63 G r a m m ? r e 28. 23 and 28. 2 4 ; 26. 26 and 26 .28 .
64 Voca l i sme 3 6 5 ; cf. 385-6.
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A number of theories, none of them altogether satisfactory, have
been advanced to explain these vagaries. Several scholars have
suggested that [o] was a much closer vowel than it is now, so that
writers of provincial origin were likely to confuse it with [u] and
spell it ou.65 This theory is plausible because pronouncing [u] for
[o], originally a provincial trait, became a fad in some elegant circles.
Henri Estienne ridiculed this foppish trick in the following snatch
of doggerel:

Si tant vous aimez les ou doux
N'estes vous pas bien de grands fous
De dire chouse au lieu de chose?
De dire j'ouse au lieu de j'ose ?66

Those who overdid this pronunciation were called ' ou'istes'.
' Ouisme' was characteristic of many provincial pronunciations,
among them that of Meigret's native Lyons.67 All this makes the
assumption of a closer [o] highly plausible.

It may be doubted, however, whether the assumption also suffices
to explain the frequent o/ou rimes in serious poetry of the 15th
and 16th centuries. The following are typical examples: trouble :
noble (G. Chastellain) ; mos 'words ' : tous ' a l l ' ; tost ' soon ' :
goust ' t a s te ' (Mystere de la Passion, Arras) ; propre 'proper '
: pourpre ' purple' (G. Cretin) ; sinocoppe ' fainting fit' : coupe
' c u p ' (Coquillart) ; oster ' to remove' : gouster ' to taste ' ; repos
' r e s t ' : potdx 'pulse ' (Marguerite de Navarre).68 The cases in
which rime-words now spelled and pronounced differently were
written with the same vowel-letters are also numerous: reproche :
touche (Alain Chartier) ; tourne : mourne (Christine de Pisane) ;
and even trope ' throng' : Calliope ' the Muse Calliope ' in Ronsard
himself.69 All these rimes would be quite intolerable to a modern ear.

On this question, the grammarians and spelling reformers give

66 So A. Dauzat, Histoire de la langue franchise 104-5; Ferdinand Brunot and
Charles Bruneau, Precis de grammaire historique de la langue franchise3 57;
Rosset 72.

86 Deux dialogues du nouveau langage frangais italianise, quoted in Thurot
1. 242.

67Beze De recta pron. 17; Peletier 22-3 (see below) ; Thurot 1.240, n.
68 15th-century examples from H. Chatelain, Recherches sur les vers frangais

au XVe siecle 19-20; Marguerite de Navarre, Le Mallade w . 65, 67, 158, 160.
69 Chatelain, loc. cit.; Ronsard, Odes CEuvres, ed. Laumonier.
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us no help. With few exceptions, the inventors of new alphabets
have only two characters for back-rounded vowels.

3. 52. From the data at our command, then, it hardly seems pos-
sible to determine whether o and ou in certain positions represent
[o], [o], or [uj, in the traditional orthography or in Meigret's PT.
The spelling does not differentiate the sounds; rimes add to the
confusion; the works of grammarians and spelling-reformers ignore
the problem. In short, with the knowledge we have, the problem is
insoluble.

There is good reason for our finding ourselves in this impasse.
The problem, stated in terms of discovering modern ' sounds' in
16th-century speech, is insoluble because it is a pseudo-problem.

Tacitly, the ' phonetic' approach of the older scholars assumes
that the sounds of earlier French which can be equated with those
of our century also had the same structural role as in our pronunci-
ation. It happens that the assumption is so nearly true that it intro-
duces no errors in most cases. Here, on the contrary, we are dealing
with a case where an inadequate statement of the question renders
it unanswerable.

Once again, we must emphasize that the early spelling reformers
were not phoneticians. Their orthographies are based on the pho-
nemes of contemporary pronunciation, and usually ignore non-signifi-
cant differences. This fact should be kept in mind when we study
such passages as Meigret's first discussion of the back vowels:

Venons maintenant a Vo, lequel je treuve en la langue franchise estre quelque-
fois prononce ouvert, come en cor, corps, corne, mort, et autrefois clos, comme
en tonner, foiler, non, nom; dont es aucuns nous adjoustons [ajoutons] ung u,
comme en amour, pouvoir, nous: lequel aussi nous escrivons sans u, comme
quant nous disons: Noz peres nous ont faict de grans biens, et toutesfois autant
y a il de difference en leur prononciacion qu'il y a entre deux gottes d'eau.
(Escriture D 1 recto)

After digressing to demonstrate that ou represents a single vowel
sound, not a diphthong, he returns to the question:

. . . A ce que je puis cognoistre nous ne trouvons cest diversite de prononcia-
tion qu'avec r. Car devant les autres consonantes il me semble qu'il se pro-
nounce tousjours clos. . . . Parquoy pour le moins nous fault il noter de n'escrire
james ou devant les autres consonantes, et escrirons povoir, covrir, coper, covoi-
tise tout ainsi que nous escrivons bonne, bonte, compaignon. . . . Et au regard
de \'o ouvert, il participe de To, et o, et est bien rare en la prononciation Fran-

e, avecq ce qu'il ne se treuve . . . qu'en aucuns vocables devant r, comme en
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cor, come, corps, mart, fort, bord, or. Ausquelz on pourroit dormer un point au
dessus, comme cor, corps, mort, pour denoter Vo ouvert, et escrire du simple o
tous autres vocables que nous escrivons avec la diphthongue ou. (Ibid., D 2
recto)

3. 53. Meigret's use of ' o ouv§rt' and ' o clos ' in this passage is
obviously different from ours. He calls the vowel of mort ' death',
cor ' horn ' open, as we do, but he finds an ' o clos ' not only in words
where we pronounce /o/ , like noz, but in others where we say / u / :
povoir ' to be able ', coper ' cut', nous ' us '. For him noz, nous are
no more different than ' two drops of water'—a proverbial expres-
sion equivalent to ' like as two peas in a pod'. Elsewhere he says
that the ou oi vouloir ' wish' should be simplified to o because the
first syllable is exactly like that of voter ' to steal \70 Meigret does
not simply ignore the difference between [o] and [uj ; he says, in
effect, that there is no difference.

Our own pronunciations of the examples he quotes are [no],
[nu], [vulwa:r], [vole]. In the light of that fact, we may conclude
that Meigret, misled by a dialectal pronunciation or a dull ear, over-
looked a phonemic distinction and did not know what he was talking
about. His keenness in finding other contrasting vowels, however,
makes it doubtful that he could have missed the difference between
noz : nous, vouloir : voler if it existed. The only other possible
interpretation is that the contrast really did not exist, and that for
him the vowels of these words were alike. If this was so, we can
formulate a coherent statement of the back vowel phonemes from the
evidence in this paragraph. He had two phonemes, / £ / ' o ouv§rt'
and / 6 / ' o clos'. The first was rare, and occurred only before / r / ;
the second occurred before / r / and in all other positions.

The graphic expedient he suggests for distinguishing these pho-
nemes was perfectly adequate if this formulation is true. Since they
occurred in contrast only before /r/ , the superior dot would dis-
tinguish the vowel of cor /kor/, mort /mort/ from that of court
/kort/ ' runs ', amour /amor/ ' love '. The digraph ou, which might
suggest a diphthongal pronunciation, could then be abolished and
replaced by undotted o: cort, amor.

3. 54. If he had followed this transparent scheme throughout the
PT, we should never be in doubt as to which vowel an o represented.
For reasons he does not state, he abandoned his original plan. Not

70Escriture E 1 verso.
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only does the dotted o never appear in the PT; 7 1 the ou rejected in
the Escriture is very frequent indeed. As we have noted, it often
alternates with o.

Nor is the distribution of the sounds, as he explicitly states it,
consistent from one work to the next. Despite the troup of the
M§nteur—a spelling which presumably indicates the closer vowel—
trop is more common in the later texts, and the Gramm§re expressly
contrasts its open o (sic) with the close ou of troupe ' throng \72

Although nos was equated with nous in the Escriture, implying that
both had the close vowel, he later states that nos ' our', vos ' your'
have o ouvert.73 The categorical statement that / 6 / and / 6 / are
found in contrasting position only before / r / is gradually modified
after the Mgnteur, and words like fol ' crazy', bloc ' block' are
admitted to lists of those with open o.74

3.55. Peletier devoted several paragraphs of the Apologia to
criticism of the section on the o-vowels in the Escriture and to
Meigret's use of o and ou in the PT. Surprisingly, he thinks that
both o and u are pronounced in ou, but because of their likeness, one
is not conscious that the two sounds are heard in one syllable.75 His
chief objection to replacing ou by o, however, appears to be that for
some readers o might suggest a vowel different from ou. This is
evidently the objection on which the following passage is based :

Qui t 'acordera qu'il failhe prononcer par o simple, ces moz, bone, comode,
conu, come, home, honeur? pour bonne, commode, connu, comme, homme, hon-
neur? E t qui pis ?t, qui t 'acordera qu'on do^ve prononcer troup, noutre, coute,
clous, nous artciens, par diftongue ou? au lieu de trop, notre, cote, clos, e nos
anciensl par o simple? Aucontrere, a qui as tu oui dire coleur, doleur, par le
m p n s o simple, que tu apples o ouv§rt? J 'e pris garde quelquefo§s a cela, e e
trouve que c'?t le vice de certains pais, comme de la Gaule Narbonnoe.se, Lion-
no^se, e de quelques androfz de l 'Aquiteine: ou iz diset le haut bot, un huts
overt, du vin roge: Aucontrere, un mout, une chouse e des pourreaus. . . .
J e te pri, Meigr^t, n'epousons point si afectueusemant la prolacion de notre pais.
(Dialogue 22-33)

71 Unless the nos, vos of Grammeje 80. 34 are the printer 's rendering of i t
The compositor who set up the 1545 Escri ture made the same substitution when
setting up the section just quoted in 3. 52.

" G r a m m e r e 11.9-12.
73 Grammf re 80. 34.
74 Mf nteur 15; Rep. a Pel. 7 verso.

"Dialogue 16.
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Who will grant you that we are to pronounce the words bone ' good', comode
' convenient', conu ' known', come ' like, as ', home ' man ', honeur ' honor '
with simple o, for bonne, commode, connu, comme, homme, honneur? And what
is worse, who will grant you that one ought to pronounce troup ' too much',
noutre ' our ', coute ' side ', clous ' close ', nous anciens ' our ancestors ' with the
diphthong ou, rather than trop, notre, cote, clos, and noz anciens with plain o?
On the other hand, whom have you heard say coleur, doleur with the same
plain o, which you call open o? I have noticed this now and again, and have
found that it is the vice of certain regions, like the Narbonnais, Lyonnais, and
parts of Aquitania; where they say le haut bot ' the upper end', un huts overt
' an open door', du vin roge ' red wine', but un mout ' a word', une chouse
' a thing', and des pourreaus ' leaks'. I beg of you, Meigret, let us not cling
so affectionately to our regional speech.

If Meigret had ignored the essential distinction of [o], [o], [uj,
Peletier would certainly not have spared him. Nowhere in the
Apologia, however, does he so much as hint at the existence of a
vowel intermediate between / 6 / and /6 / . His criticisms bear on
Meigret's replacement of the normal o by ou in trop, noutre, clos;
Meigret, influenced by his Lyonnais habits, has substituted /trop/,
/notre/, /klos/ for the Parisian /trop/, /notre/, /klos/. The objec-
tions, then, amount to nothing more than saying that Meigret of
Lyons did not pronounce the words like Peletier, the adoptive
Parisian. But like Meigret, Peletier knows only the contrast be-
tween / 6 / ' o simple' and / 6 / ' ou diphthongue'—the word is
equivalent to ' digraph' unless we grant Peletier's quite unsupported
assertion that ou was [ow].

It was Meigret, not Peletier, who first mentioned the existence of
a third o-vowel. He announces his discovery in his reply to this very
passage:

. . . Le/ Frango^s ont de.' vocables ambigues qi n'ont ni Ya ouvf rt te.1 qe nou'
le pronongons en trop, vol, bloc, mort, fort, Rone, ne parelleme.nt l'ou clous te.1
qe nou' le dizons ?n prou, dous, douttet, aosi ne dizon' nou' pas coleur come col,
ne douleur come dol: le'q§ls si tu veus repre.ndre on pourra aosi dire qe nous
ecrivons mal Rome, conduire, compozer, come, content, home, done, qi sonerogt
encore plus clos si m § n eto$t doubles come tu le.' dis y devour %Xxe: ny ne
trouverons e.n tous c.eus la qe Yo y so§t einsi ouv^rt come nou' le pronongons
en Come, ville d'ltalie, § nom d'un seint companon de seint Damyan. E qant
a roje dont tu blames 1?' Lionoe.s ? aotres, il' te le pourroe.t debattre contre
Rome, ny ne trouveras home qi die du contrgre, qe Yo ouv?rt ne You clos sone
n'§n l'un n'e.n Tun n'fn l'aotre e.n leur exgelle.nc.e, com' il' font e.n roc, froc, col;
prou, d'ou, douce. E pourtant a faote de charactere moyen, il If' faot lesser ao
bon ple.zir de l'ecrivein: combien q'il doe.t avizer de suyvre c.eluy dont la pro-
nongiagion approghe le plus. (Rep. a Pel. 7 recto, verso)
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The French have doubtful words which have neither the open o as we pro-
nounce it in trop, ' too much ', vol ' theft', bloc ' block', mort ' death', fort
' strong', Rone ' the Rhone river', nor the close o as we pronounce it in prou
' much ', dous ' sweet', doullgt ' delicate'; hence we do not pronounce coleur
' color ' like col ' neck ', nor doleur ' pain' like dol ' fraud'. If you want to find
fault with these, one might also say that we misspell Rome, conduire ' lead',
compozer ' compose', come ' as', content ' how ', home ' man', done ' gives ',
which would sound still closer if m and n were doubled as you say they should
be: nor will you find that the o in any of these is as open as in Come [' Como',
'St. Cosmas'], an Italian city [Como], or the name of a saint who was St.
Damien's companion [St. Cosmas]. As for roje ' red ' , for which you reproach
the people of Lyons and others, they might defend it against your Rome, nor
will you find any man to deny that neither open o nor close ou sounds in either
word in its perfection, as they do in roc ' rock', froc ' frock', col; prou ' much ',
d'ou ' whence', douge ' sweet'. Nevertheless, for want of an intermediate char-
acter, these must be left to the judgment of the writer, though he should attempt
to follow the one to which the pronunciaion most nearly approximates.

3. 56. The ' ambiguous' sound Meigret describes here was very
probably that of [o] in modern pot [po] ' pot', or one so like it
that the difference is unimportant. He has presented several words
which contained the three o-sounds he identified. Dol and col are
unquestionably [dol], [kol]. Doleur and coleur have the intermediate
vowel: [dole0r], [kok0r]. These vowels are not, however, in identi-
cal environments, for dol and col are close syllables which might occur
in stressed position, whereas the o of doleur, coleur was in open
sylables before the stress. Doulfyt certainly had [6], but the circum-
stances of its occurrence are not altogether clear. Meigret's sign 1 for
/A/ or /]/ rarely occurs alone, but is almost always preceded by /.
The spelling is therefore to be interpreted /doAet/ or /doljet/. If
the I was in the first syllable, that syllable was close and in pre-stress
position. In none of the examples given does the [o] occur under
the same conditions as [6] or [6], and therefore it is impossible to
prove that it was phonemically distinct from them.

Nor do the pairs Come : come. Rone : Rome show a contrast
between [o] and [6] under identical conditions.76 We have already
discovered that in Meigret's speech vowel-length was a significant
phonemic feature, whereas he says almost nothing about the quali-

78 In modern French Come (in both meanings) and Rhone are [kom], [ron],
but there is no reason to doubt that in Meigret's dialect they might have been
/ko: me/, / r o : ne/. The Chanson de Roland has Rosne assonating with open
o words in laisse 123, and Gaufinez attests an ancient pronunciation with open o
(Vocalisrne 386).
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tative differences between long and short vowels. The present pas-
sage is, indeed, his only indication that there was such a difference.
Even so, he did not discover it until 1550, some eighteen years after
he had first differentiated ' o ouv§rt' and ' ou clos' and suggested
the need for marking long vowels. Under the stimulus of Peletier's
objection, he listened more carefully to his own pronunciation. Just
as he had discovered ' u ouv§rt' as an allophone of his /y/, he now
discovers an intermediate o-vowel as an allophone of his short /6 / .

Meigret was the first French writer to identify [o] as a sound
distinct from [6] and [6], and Thutot has said that no other work
again mentions it until Du Val's Eschole frangoyse of 1604.77 It
would be more accurate to say that no writer between Meigret and
Du Val speaks of it as an o-sound; others describe it, but in other
terms. Brunot and Gaufinez have both commended Meigret for his
priority in discovering it, though the latter is surprised that he identi-
fied it so late in his career and believes that Meigret was at first
misled because the [o] of his time was closer than the sound we now
pronounce.78 Even so, Meigret's identification shows that he was a
phonetician of no small ability. A linguist who can identify non-
significant variations has passed beyond the level of naive phonemics.

3. 57. Any statement on the distribution of these phonemes should
be made with some reservations, for Meigret has explicitly identi-
fied the back vowels in only a few words. The following remarks
attempt to draw legitimate inferences from the evidence:

(1) In his earliest pronunciation, / 6 / evidently occurred only in
closed stressed syllables: cor /kbr/ ' horn ', mort /mort/ ' death'. His
early statement that it occurred only before / r / may have been too
sweeping, for later he admits words like dol /dol/, ' fraud', froc
/frok/ ' robe'. The presence of an allophone of / 6 / in doleur
/dole0r/ stated in Rep. a Pel 7, is a little suspect, for the spelling
douleur, implying /doleyr/, is too frequent to be accidental. Perhaps
he originally pronounced /doleyr/ and later modified his pronunci-
ation because of the word's resemblance to Latin dolor. Rosset be-
lieves that the pronunciation of a number of words was changed
because their spelling had been Latinized.79

The ' intermediate o ' he found in 1550 is a positional variant which

" 1 . 2 4 3 .
78 Gaufinez, Voca l i sme 383-4; Brunot , H i s t o i r e 2 .251 .
79 Or ig ines 75.
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occurs principally in tonic open syllables; come /'kome/ ' as', done
/'done/ ' gives '. If it was phonetically [o], we can see why he later
interprets the vowel of Parisian nos, vos [nos], [vos] as ' o ouv§rt'.

(2) The long open o of Come /'ko:me/, Rone / 'ro:ne/ 'the
Rhone river' is a phoneme distinct from both / 6 / and /6 / , and is
rather rare. Meigret's ' open' pronunciation of the vowel in those
words must have been a provincial peculiarity, for in the modern
language, these words and others now spelled with 6 have /o / . The
circumflex indicates an originally long vowel.

(3) In pretonic positions, as nearly as one can judge from the
evidence, Meigret's original pronunciation had only /6 / . This would
at once explain the numerous orthographic hesitations between o and
ou in that position. If there was no contrast, either o or ou might
stand for /6 / . Meigret, it will be recalled, had introduced ou some-
what unwillingly, and spellings like moton, molins simply represent
a relapse into his original manner. For the most part, however, he
shows a marked preference for ou in pretonic syllables: amowcez
1 brought along ', ecourghe ' flayed ', envelouppe ' enveloped ', syn-
coupees ' abbreviated ', toutallement ' totally '. On this assumption,
the identity he notes between the first syllables of voler ' steal',
vouloir ' wish ' becomes plausible, and his equation of nos, nous in noz
peres nous ont faict de grans biens can be explained as a result of
sentence stress. Since both words were in pretonic position, both
were /no/.

If the signs o and ou represent only two back vowel phonemes, the
interpretation of his spellings is somewhat less difficult than Gaufinez
thought, even though one cannot deny that Meigret's spellings are
often contradictory and inconsistent. From the somewhat scanty
evidence we may construct a few general rules of interpretation:

(1) O represents open o:
(a) Before tautosyllabic / r / : cor, mort.
(b) In monosyllables closed by / I / or /k / : col, roc.

(2) Ou, the usual spelling in monosyllables and the stressed syl-
lables of longer words, is always / 6 / : dous adj. masc. ' sweet', douce
adj. fern. ' sweet', course ' course '.

(3) 0 in pretonic syllables is nearly always /6 / , especially in words
where it alternates with ou: broghet, broughet ' pike', forjer ' to
forge ' : fourjez ' forged '; loanjes, louanjes ' praises '; portons ' we
carry ' : pourtant pres. part. ' carrying '; tormqnter ' to torture ' :
tourm^nt * torture'; tornet' they turn ' : tourner ' to turn \
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A few words of rare occurrence have o where the modern language
has ou: bolanjier ' baker'. In all probability, these words would
show an alternation of o and ou if they occurred more frequently,
and are therefore to be added to the list of those with /6 / .

3. 58. If the solution of the o/ou problem just proposed has intro-
duced some consistency and order into Meigret's seemingly capricious
treatment of the back vowels, that in itself tends to prove that the
analysis is correct. The case will be strengthened, however, if we
briefly review the historical evidence that appears to give it further
support.

The popular Latin of Roman Gaul had three back vowels: /u /
from classical Latin /u:/ , as in muru(m) ' wall'; / 6 / from classical
/o: / , /u/, as in rupta(m), Mod. Fr. route; and / 6 / from classical
/6 / , as in portam ' door '. The date of the fronting of /u / to a sound
like modern /y/ is disputed, but, whatever its pronunciation in the
early Middle Ages, assonances show that it was phonemically dis-
tinct from the other vowels. The more it was fronted, the more
room it left for the back rounded phonemes, / 6 / and /6 / . The latter
probably tended to rise to fill the place vacated by Latin /u / ; 8 0 by
1530, Palsgrave equated French ou with Italian M.81 In early old
French, the phoneme /of may not have been so high, nor the /y /
so fronted as now, but certainly the structural pattern revealed by
assonariced poems like the 11th-century Vie de St. Alexis and the
Chanson de Roland confirms the hypothesis.82 If we assume that u
already represented a fronted vowel, the only back-vowel assonances
in these long poems are fbf and fbf. The orthographic representa-
tion is often inconsistent, but there can be no question that only two
types of back-vowel assonance were possible.

In the 12th and 13th centuries, the disappearance of / s / in medial
clusters of the type / s / + C created a new set of long vowels, pho-
nemically distinct from those not originally in such a collocation.
Thus paste ' dough', originally [pasta], became [pa:ta], coste ' rib '
passed from [kosto] to [korta] or [ko:te].83 Two long back vowels,
fb:f and /6 : / , contrasting with the similarly articulated short ones,
were thus added to the existing stock. It is this pattern that Meigret's

80 A . G. H a u d r i c o u r t , P rob l emes de phonologie diachronique 215-6; A . Lloyd
James, Historical introduction to French phonetics 105, 107-8.

81 Esclaircissement 15.
82 B. H . J . Weerenbeck, Le system vocalique frangais du X I e siecle 258.
88 Cf. Mar t in Joos, T h e Medieval Sibilants, Lang. 28.227-8.
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orthography, with its careful discrimination of vowel-quantity and
its seeming poverty of signs for back-rounded vowels, faithfully
reflects.

Not only Meigret, but the majority of 16th-century spelling re-
formers, found that two symbols for back rounded vowels were
quite enough. The grammarians Palsgrave and Sylvius speak of
only two o-sounds; 84 Claude de Taillemont and Honorat Rambaud
likewise have only two symbols. The exact nature of Peletier's system
is somewhat in doubt. Like Meigret, he uses o and ou, but it is not
quite possible to determine beyond a reasonable doubt the sound or
sounds represented by his digraph au. Axelrod finds arguments to
prove that it stood for the diphthong /aw/,85 but the Dialogue con-
vinced Brunot that the digraph represented simple [o].86 Beze,
writing a generation later, comes nearer to saying that au is a simple
vowel: ' This diphthong is pronounced otherwise than it is written,
so that it differs little or not at all from the vowel o, as aux " garlic ",
paux " stakes ", vaux " vales " which hardly sound different to me
from os " bones ", vos " your ", propos ' remark ".' 87

The reformed alphabet of Petrus Ramus and his disciple, the poet
Jean-Antoine de Baif, is unique among the ' phonetic transcriptions'
of the time in providing three characters for short back rounded
vowels.88 The latter, who published two books of verse in his re-
formed character,89 uses Roman o for ' o ouv§rt', and a Greek
ligature like a figure 8 for ou. There is also a third character, an a
with its finishing stroke prolonged upward, suggesting a fusion of
a and u. In the latter's translation of the Psalms into ' quantitative'
verse, this character is frequently replaced by a Greek omega.90 It is
normally written in words where the traditional spelling has au: il
fu>t ' one must ' ; bew ' handsome '. Occasionally it alternates with o:

84 Gaufinez 384.
85 Pp. 23-5.
86 2. 260.
87 D e recta pron. 48.
88 Math ieu Auge-Chiquet , L a vie, les idees et l 'oeuvre de Jean -An to ine de

Baif 339; B r u n o t 2 .117, n. 1.
89 E t r enes de poezie fransogze an v§rs mezures ( P a r i s , 1574, republished by

Marty-Laveauz in La Pleiade Franchise 13, 1890) ;
90 Cf. E rns t Johann Groth, Jean Antoine de Baifs Psaul t ier ; Brunot 2.117,

n. 1.
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mort, but usually m<ort,' death '. Finally, it is used to write the particle
of direct address: o> die ' O God '.

This last use offers a clue to its exact pronunciation and thereby a
solution of the entire problem of the status of [o]. To write a
simple vowel intermediate between open and close o, Ramus and Ba'if
could think of no better expedient than to devise a character based on
a common French digraph, or to borrow a letter from the Greek
alphabet. If au represented / o / in their speech, the invention of a
letter based on this digraph is not astonishing, but it is interesting
to note that they did not think of providing roman o with some
digraph. The reason may be that the letter o was already so insepar-
ably linked with some other phoneme, probably /6 / , that its use for
/ o / would have been confusing.

The cumulated testimony of Baif, Beze, Meigret, and perhaps
Peletier shows that the sound [o], though present in the language
in much earlier times, did not acquire phonemic independence, so
to speak, until the diphthong represented by au was reduced, in the
late 16th century, to /o / . Through Meigret, Beze, and Baif to
Du Val, we can trace the successive stages of that reduction.

The official spelling of our own day, whose main lines were pretty
well established during the 16th century, offers an interesting con-
firmation of this theory. To find contrasts between modern /o/ and
/o/ , we have to pair a word normally written with o and one with au
or eau ' water ': botte [bate] ' booted ' : beaute [bote] ' beauty ';
pomme [pom] ' apple ' : paume [pom] ' palm of the hand '; bonne
[bon] fern. adj. ' good ' : Beaune [bon]. In other words, /o/ written
o and / o / written o are in complementary distribution. The present-
day spelling is a legacy from a time when [o] and [o] were still
positional variants.

3. 59. To sum up: Meigret correctly described, in the Escriture
and later works, his vowel system which included / 6 / and /6 / . The
manner of representation he suggested in the Escriture would have
been perfectly adequate to note this system unambiguously. Regret-
tably, he yielded to tradition by readmitting ou to his alphabet, and
then used the signs in an inconsistent and sometimes baffling manner.
Moreover, his pronunciation must have been altered by living in
Paris, and we cannot always be sure whether his transcriptions repre-
sent his original or an acquired pronunciation. Nevertheless, his
treatment of these vowels is less confusing than it has seemed, and
phonemic study confirms his analysis.
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3. 6. DIPHTHONGS AND TRIPHTHONGS 9 1

3.61. The French language of Meigret's time had several diph-
thongs which have survived in the modern language, and others which
have since been leveled to vowels. Meigret recognized more diph-
thongs than most of the 16th-century spelling reformers, and de-
scribed and wrote them in ways to which his critics objected. His
pronunciation of some diphthongs was certainly not that of the
majority of speakers; moreover, the descriptions are often hard to
interpret because his terminology was inadequate. Here again, how-
ever, a phonemic analysis can contribute to our understanding of
several difficult passages.

3. 62. Unquestionably ' diphthonge ' and ' triphthonge ' meant to
him essentially what they mean to a modern phonetician. With a
consistency rare in his century, he restricts his use of these terms to
' ung amas de plusieurs voyelles retenans leuf son en une seule
syllabe \92 Most contemporary writers are not so careful, and apply
the word ' diphthong' indifferently to phonetic diphthongs or di-
graphs. Meigret wavers a bit between the phonetic and conventional
applications of the word in Escriture D e recto, but in later works
he limits diphthong almost entirely to its phonetic use. This shows
best in his careful explanation that eu, composed of / e / and /y / , is
a diphthong, whereas ou, though written with two letters, is not.93

In the Gramm§re, Meigret lists no fewer than sixteen diphthongs
and four triphthongs94 His listing is purely alphabetic, without re-
gard to their phonetic structure. We may rearrange them by their
alphabetical components as in table 3.

It should be noted that y and short i are completely interchange-
able. Indeed, Meigret remarks that he would favor restricting 3/ to
the short i occurring in diphthongs,95 though he never applied this
principle rigidly.

3. 63. By definition, a diphthong is composed of a syllabic and
a non-syllabic element. The latter is usually called a semivowel or
semiconsonant, depending upon the general structure of the language
under consideration. Triphthongs are composed of a syllabic and

911 am indebted to George L. Trager for some useful advice on this section.
92 Escr i tu re D 3 rec to ; cf. Grammere 1*1.26-9.
93 A Des Autelz 65 (cf. above, section 3.41).
9*Grammere 15. 33-5.
9BGramm§re 13.26; Escriture C 5 verso.
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two non-syllabics. The chief problem for the modern analyst is to
determine which elements were syllabic and which non-syllabic, or,
in other words, which diphthongs were rising and which were falling.

Meigret himself knew nothing of this classification, of course,
but several clues enable us to classify his diphthongs as rising or
falling. The first is the survival of several of them in modern
pronunciations, standard or dialectal. Another is his statement that
the first vowel of a diphthong is never long, and that the second is
long only in certain predictable cases.96 By the first rule, a sequence
of two vowel-letters like io, yo notes a diphthong, whereas a sequence
like io does not.97 Though Meigret does not explicitly make the con-
trast, it follows that a word like venyons, venions ' we were coming'
has two syllables, whereas nagion ' nation' has three. The contrast
here is not so much one of a short and a long vowel, we infer, as of
a syllabic and a non-syllabic. Meigret quite consistently uses his
' note de longeur' to show that consecutive vowels are in separate
syllables : vue ' seen ' ; vie ' life ' ; Italie ' Italy '.

In some cases, the second vowel of such a sequence carries the
mark of length, and contrasts with similar sequences where both
vowels are short: frapo$t ' he was hitting' : frapogt ' they were
hitting'. Obviously the second vowel was the syllabic, for a semi-
vowel could hardly have been prolonged. The evidence of the
spelling, then, and that of the texts, enables us to classify immediately
most of the diphthongs in his list.

3. 64. There were three classes of rising diphthongs:
(1) Those written with i or y plus a vowel-letter:

(a) iu as in piu ' stake ', Diu ' God '. Most of these m-words
also appear with ieu. The reasons for believing that the u
here represents [0] have already been explained in section
3.44.

(b). ie, ie, i$ as in pie ' foot', Hen ' well', Parizien or Parisian
' Parisian'. The diphthong ie occurs only before / n / ; ie
only finally.

(c) io as in venyons, venions '(we) wer# coming', violet
' violet'. Gaufinez says io occurs only before nasal con-
sonants ; 9 8 he has evidently overlooked viotynge (A Des

86 M^nteur 13 ; Gramm^re 13. 5-7.
97 Rep. a Pel. 4 verso-5; cf. Gaufinez 378.
98Vocalisme 392.
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Rutelz 18) and violgt (Mgnteur 13, Rep. a Pel 6 recto),
where Meigret quotes two verses of Marot as examples of
' separation ' of a normal diphthong by poetic license.

(d)ia as in fiange 'fiance', pagiamm§nt 'patiently'. This
diphthong apparently occurs only before /n / or /m/.

For nearly all these spellings, contrasting sequences occur with i-
as the first element. We may therefore assume that the element
written with i or 3/ was the semiconsonant [j], which modern pro-
nunciation has retained in all the words quoted as examples.

(2) Rising diphthongs consisting of u plus a vowel-letter:
(a) ui, ui as in huis ' door ', pi. huis.
(b) M? as in mu$t' mute '.

The lengthening of i in huis shows that it was syllabic. I have
found no example of long § in uq, but since both these diphthongs
occur in modern pronunciation with the semivowel [ij] as first
element, one may assume that Meigret's pronunciation was similar
to ours.

(3) Diphthongs with ' open o ' as first element plus a vowel-
letter :
(a) OQ, o§ as in frapo§t, frapogt.
(b) oi as in moins.

Meigret calls the first element of the diphthongs in (a) ' open o ',
but this hardly means that it was phonetically [0]. We have already
seen that / 6 / included such a comparatively close vowel as [o]. The
spelling indicates a pronunciation that was current in standard French
until the 18th century and survives even today in dialect, [we]. One
might expect him to write ou§, but he insists that ' close o' never
occurs as the first element of a diphthong; forms like oui ' yes' and
Louis 'Louis' are dissyllabic." Peletier (following Meigret, to be
sure) and other reformers also adopted the o$ spelling; perhaps the
tongue height in forming the glide [w] was not so great as for the
vowel / 6 / . At any rate, [w] is the most likely transcription for the
first element.

The composition of oi in moins ' less ' is not clear. Meigret always
writes oi, not 0$, before homosyllabic nasal consonants, but the later
history of the language inclines one to believe that it was not like the
oi in royal (see 3. 65 below). Beze seconds Meigret's statement that

"Mfnteur 15-6.
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oi.before a nasal was not [we] or [we].100 Since it is now [we],
one may assume that Meigret pronounced [wi], and that nasalization
subsequently lowered the vowel to [e].

3. 65. The rising diphthongs known to Meigret have been pre-
served fairly well in modern French. On the other hand, he has
falling diphthongs that have vanished from the language and have
been replaced by simple vowels. Those he lists are:

(1) Diphthongs with i or y representing the second element, as:
(a) §i (ey) or ei (ey) as in eymer, eymer ' t o love ' , mein

' hand'. It is impossible to say whether the variations be-
tween e and e indicate differing pronunciations, or are
merely printers' substitutions.

(b) ai (ay) as in aymer 'to love' (an older pronunciation) ;
main 'hand' (a lower-class Parisian pronunciation).

Though ai and ei were interchangeable in conventional 16th-century
spelling, they represented different diphthongs for Meigert. This is
proved by his remark on the changing pronunciation of the verb 'to
love': 'Nou' n'oyons plus dire aymer si souvgnt q'eymer.'101 That
both spellings represented true diphthongs is proved by his frequent
fulminations against the conventional use of ai to represent 'open e',
and the fact that his orthography could render three different pro-
nunciations of 'I have': fay, fey, fe.102 The diphthongs must have
resembled those heard in Spanish hay 'there is', ley 'law'. In
Meigret's own pronunciation, only ei occurs before a nasal consonant
in the same syllable; in this position, one or both of the elements
must have been nasalized. Ain represents a lower-class Parisian
pronunciation which he disliked: main 'hand'.103

(c) Oi as in royal, ' royal', but probably not as in moins
' less'.

Meigret pronounced [roi'al] or [roi'jal], as his controversial
pamphlets against Des Autelz reveal. Des Autelz argued that in
royal, ayant ' having ' they belonged to the second syllable.104 Meigret
denied this, asserting that ayant had the same diphthong as its ' primi-
tive ' ay ' ( I ) have \105 The participle in Meigret's speech was there-

' De recta pronunciatione 53.
Gramm§re 12.16-17.

1 Mfnteur 27.
; Escriture D 3 verso.
Replique 39.

1A Des Autelz 55.
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fore [aiant] or, with development of a consonantal glide, [aijant],
but not [ajant], and we assume he treated royal in the same fashion.
The o was therefore syllabic.

(d) Ao, as in aotre ' other ', vaot ' is worth \
This diphthong is frequent in the PT, and the spelling provoked

much criticism. Peletier, who wrote autre, vaut, says:
Tu regetes . . . du Franc.o§s la Diftongue composes de la premiers e cinquieme

voy§le qui £t au: pour laquele tu m?z ao. . . . Tu sez que la Diftongue au se
prononce aussi simplemant; si fft bien la Diftongue eu, laquele tu n'otes ni ne
sauro§s oter de notre Frangofs. . . . Ie te pri, Meigrft, garde toe. an voulant
£tre trop curieus, de tomber ou d'etre cause que les autres tombet au vice des
Parisiens, qui au lieu d'un seau d'eau, diset un sio d"io. Car sans point de faute
il t'ut autant valu me.tre un o simple tout d'un moyen. M?s tes oreilhes an
conseilh, tu conno§tras que les premieres sillabes de cautele e cause ne sonnet
point autremant que geles de cautela e causa. . . . Puis il te do^t souvenir de
la proucheinete que tousjours a ue la Diftongue au avec la voyele o: comme on
set par les moz Latins caudex e codex; Claudius e Clodius; sodes pour si audes,
e les autres. E pareinsi, combien que notre prononciacion tournat pTus sus ao,
que sus au (ce que je n'appergu jam^s) ancores ne sero^t ce que curiosite a tog,
de chfrcher les choses de si pr§s. (Dialogue 17-18)

You exclude . . . from the French language the diphthong composed of the
first and fifth vowel, which is au: for which you use ao. . . . You know that
the diphthong au is pronounced as a simple vowel; this is also true of the diph-
thong eu, which you have not removed, nor could you remove it, from our
French . . . I beg of you, Meigret, beware lest by your scrupulousness you fall
or become the cause of others' falling into the bad habits of the Parisians, who
for un seau d'eau ' a pail of water' say un sio d'io. For beyond all doubt you
might as well have written plain o once for all. But if you heed the counsel
of your ears, you will realize that the first syllables of cautele ' craft', cause
' cause' sound no different from those of cautela and causa. . . . Then you
should remember the close kinship that the diphthong au has always had with
the vowel o: as we know from the Latin caudex and codex; Claudius and
Clodius; sodes for si audes, and others. And for this reason, even though our
pronunciation should be nearer ao than au (which I have never observed) it is
still overscrupulous of you to make such a fine point of it.

The meaning of this passage would be clearer if we knew how
Peletier pronounced Latin. Axelrod has argued, from Peletier's
remarks here and elsewhere, that au could not have represented [o].
His reasons are, briefly: (1) Peletier's objection to Meigret's ao as
justifying the substandard pronunciation of un seau d'eau as un sio
d'io. (2) His description of a dialectal pronunciation of an in Nor-
mandy and elsewhere ' quasi commtf s'il i avofet aun par dif tongue \106

108 Dialogue 124. ' Diftongue' here, as elsewhere, means ' digraph.'
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' The au of aun must thus clearly represent a low vowel [w], for if it
represents [o], then the dialectal pronunciation of / a / . . . would
be near enough to / 6 / so that the comparison with it would have been
inevitable.'107 (3) The comparison of cautela, causa and the rest
seems to indicate that for Peletier ' these two Latin forms differ in
pronunciation, that therefore Latin au is not pronounced [o], and
consequently that French au is likewise not [o] \108 (4) Though
Peletier says that au is a simple sound, this is not conclusive, since
/ e j / and /ow/ are regarded as simple sounds by phonetically naive
speakers of English.109

The present writer does not find these arguments altogether con-
vincing. If Peletier had the phoneme /o / , as in modern French, the
only way he could have written it would have been au. Taking him
at his word that au ' se prononc^ simplemant', the aun by which he
transcribes the Norman pronunciation of an would represent [on],
not the [un] his century pronounced for graphic on. Unless we have
misunderstood him very much indeed, Peletier tells Meigret that a
simple o would have been just as good to represent the sound of il
vaut as Meigret's ao, and au is also unambiguous, because it is very
near [o]. Strictly speaking," the examples from Latin are irrelevant,
but they do represent a similar change from /aw/ to /o/ , which,
Peletier thinks, justify the use of au in French. In short, Peletier
probably objected to Meigret's spelling because he thought the latter
—whom he, so far as we know, never met—was trying to represent
with his ao the simple phoneme /o/ .

For Meigret, however, the digraph could not have represented
anything but a diphthong, as the following shows:

Je ne croe pas q'il so§t home si dehonte ayant l'experi§nc.e de la lange Fran-
gofze, qi oza aff§rmer oir ut a la fin de vaut com' il f§t §n veut, § q'il ne
conffsse oir plutot ot par o ouvfrt §n vaot. (Defenses D 1 recto)

I do not think any man experienced in the French language would be shame-
less enough to say that he hears ut at the end of vaut ' is worth' as he does
in veut ' wishes', or that he will not rather avow he hears ot with open o in
vaot.

In another place, Meigret asserts that o is nowhere so open as in the
diphthong ao.110 This may be less a sober statement of fact than a

107 P. 24.
1 0 8 Ibid.
l ? 9 P . 25.

"°Gramm§re 13.3-4.
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rhetorical exaggeration, but the pairing of veut and vaot shows why
Meigret did not retain the traditional au. For him, the u would have
represented a variety of /y/ , perhaps the [0] he had discovered in eu.
The second element of the diphthong he wrote with u in il veut was
not the same as the second part of the diphthong of il vaot; hence the
conventional vaut was inadmsisible. The o of ao may have been a
[w]-glide with a very low tongue position, which would explain his
remark that o was more open here than in any other position.

(e) Aou is attested only in aout ' August' and its rarity makes it
suspect. It may have been a diphthong /aw/ with a higher tongue-
position than in vaot, but it may equally well have been dissyllabic
/ao/, [au] in careful pronunciation. Modern pronunciation makes
the latter assumption seem more probable.

3. 66. This leaves only two diphthongs, one very rare whose exact
classification is doubtful. They are:

(1) Ea, specifically attributed only to eaje ' age'; ' on dit bien
aosi aje, § §t la diphthonge ea bien rar' §n Frances \1X1 Its subse-
quent leveling to [a] suggests a rising rather than a falling diphthong.
An ea diphthong with the second element nasalized may have been
present in neant ' nothing'—or should Meigret have written neant
to show it was dissyllabic?

()2 The diphthong eu was certainly /ey/, and we have already
given our reasons for believing that the second element was, phonetic-
ally, [0]. It is not impossible that it was a rising diphthong, and
that the first element was rounded. Meigret gives no clue, however,
as to which element was the syllabic. If eu was a rising diphthong,
a non-syllabic [e] was the first element.

3. 67. Meigret also lists four triphthongs as occurring in the lan-
guage. These were a source of difficulty to foreigners, who tended
to pronounce words like beao in three syllables (this is apparently
what he meant by writing it be a o), whereas they ought to be pro-
nounced ' jointes, serrees [i. e., serrees] § lejierem§nt \112 The
triphthongs were:

(1) eao as in beao 'handsome'.
(2) iao as in aniao, anayo ' lamb ', speqiaos masc. pi. adj. ' special'.

It is not quite accurate to say, as Gaufinex does, that iao is attested
111 Gramm^re 12.4-6.
112 Mf nteur.
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only after w,113 for spegiaos, ojigiaos masc. pi. adj. ' official' are
found. Nevertheless, it is not so frequent as eao, and may have
occurred only after /A/, and / s / . The e which spells the first element
is always printed as ' e c los ' ; it is in unstressed position and was
probably much the same sound as the final e of done ' gives '. Baif,
it may be noted in passing, writes beau with his characters for [9]
and [o ] : be<o [b9o]. The third element of both diphthongs was [u],
for Meigret complains of the traditional u114 just as he rejects au as
a representation of the second element in his ao [au]. Phonetically,
then, these triphthongs were probably [eau] and [jau].

(3) leu, yeu as in mieus ' better ', yeus ' eyes '. The first element
was, of course, [ j ] . Reasons were presented above for believing
that the final u represents the ' u ouv§rt', or [0].

(4) Veil as in je vueil ' I want', and euil as in (je) deuil ' I
mourn' are both called triphthongs, though only ueil is actually
listed in Meigret's inventory;11S the other, euil, turns up as a sort of
afterthought when he discusses the present indicative of douloer ' to
mourn \116 Though he insists that these sequences of letters are
triphthongs, they never appear without the final -il. Words ending
in a vowel-letter followed by -il, like conseil ' counsel', pareil ' like'
are usually supposed to have terminated in /A/ in the 16th century;
Peletier, for example, writes conselh, parelh, with Ih for /A/. Meigret
also devised a special character, I, for this sound, and first introduced
it in the Gramm§re, but even then, he used it only medially, as in
bailer ' to give' and continued to write conseil, pareil. One sees no
reason why he should not have used his I finally if these words ended
in that sound. There is some evidence that Peletier's way of pro-
nouncing the words might not have been the only one. Palsgrave says
that ei in conseil is to be pronounced as English ei in obey, sley, grey,
' the e to have his distinct sounde and the i to be sounded shortly and
confusely \117 Certainly this description fits the modern [koserj]
better than [-seA]. Henri Estienne also observes that words like
oeil ' eye' (Meigret writes euil) are so pronounced by some ' that a
long e, with a very thin i sound, is heard'.118 Masset (1606) says

113Vocalisme 403.
114 Gramm r̂e 12. 38-13. 3.
315 Gramm§re 15. 35.
116 Gramm<?re 104. 20-21.
117 Esclaircissement 13.
118 Hypomneses 51.
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that in oeil ' I, final se liquefie en i \119 It is possible, therefore, that
Meigret also pronounced such words with [-ej] rather than [eA.].
If the -i$ spelling really represented [j], we must reckon it as a
separate phoneme, contrasting with [i] belonging to / i / : conseti
/konsej/; j'ey /zei/.

As for the other elements, we can accept Meigret's spelling at
its face value and analyze than as [qej], [e0j], or [qei], [e0i]. The
first of each pair would be approximately the pronunciation Estienne
seems to describe for oeil. Meigret gives us no help in decomposing
it into its constituents.

3.68. The study of the diphthongs and triphthongs has added
several new sounds to our inventory: [j], [w], [q], [i], [u], [e].
With these, as part of the same problem of classification, we should
list [0]. No phonemic ordering of these is quite free from objection,
but the following probably approximates their status:

(1) We recognize three semiconsonant phonemes, / j / , /w/, /u/ ,
as in modern French.

(2) The sounds [i], [u] and [0] might be assigned to these
phonemes as variants occurring after vowels, were it not for the
fairly well attested possibility of a contrast between the final sounds
of conseil and j'ey. If this final sound was in both cases [i], there
is no problem, but if conseil had [-ej], we can restore the balance
of the system only by assigning [i], [u], and [0] to the vowel
phonemes / i / , /6 / , and /y/.

(3) The [e] of eao, eu, ea belongs to /e / .

" 9 Exact et tres-facile acheminement a la langue Frangoise 2.



IV. CONCLUSION: MEIGRET'S VOWEL PHONEMES
AND THE VALUE OF HIS TESTIMONY

4 : 1 : In the preceding pages we have assembled evidence from
the PT on Meigret's vowel system and tried to assign the identifiable
sounds to their proper phonemes. The system that emerges is essen-
tially the one already shown in table 2, and the phonemes we have
identified, with their allophones, are as follows:

4.2. VOWEL PHONEMES AND THEIR ALLOPHONES

/ i / : high-front-unrounded vowel, written i'y:
[i] as second member of diphthongs:

j'ay, j'ey [zai], [zei] ' I have, loyal [loial] or [loijal]
'loyal'.

[I] (probably) before /n/ , /m/ in same syllable:
mein [mein] ' hand ', feint [feim] ' hunger', fin [fin] ' end'.

[i] elsewhere: fini [fini] ' finished', il dit [il dit] ' he says '.
/ y / : high-front-rounded vowel, written u. Similar to, though possibly

not so high or fronted as [y] in modern French vu [vy]
' seen' :

[y] (probably) before homosyllabic / n / :
un [yn] ' one '.

[0], ' u ouv§rt' as final element of diphthong or triphthong:
(h)eureus [e0re0s] 'happy', lieu [lje0] ' place' yeus [je0s]
' eyes'. After Meigret had lived in Paris for some years,
this [0] evidently assumed phonemic status in his pronunci-
ation of some words; cf. sections 3. 43-4.

[y] elsewhere: vu [vy] ' seen'

/ e / : ' e clos', higher-mid front unrounded, written e;
[e] before /n/ , /m/ in same syllable: bien [bjen] ' well'
[e] (perhaps) as non-syllabic element in diphthongs and triph-

thongs : eaje [eaze] ' age'; peu [pe0] ' little, few'; beao
[beau] ' handsome'. Possibly the [e] in eu was more
rounded than elsewhere.

[e] elsewhere: ete [e'te] 'summer'; pere ['pere] 'father';
defere [de'fe: re] ' undo '.

69
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/ e / : lower-mid front unrounded vowel, written g:
[e] before /n/, /va/ in same syllable: Parisian [parizjen]

'Parisian'; enfant [en'fant] 'child',
[e] elsewhere: m$s [mes] ' my '; mqttre ['metre] ' to put'

/ a / : low-front or low-back unrounded, written a:
[a] before / n / /m/ in same syllable: qnfant [en'fant] ' child ';

ample ['ample] ' ample '.
[a] elsewhere: il va [il va] ' he goes '.

/ 6 / : ' o ouv§rt', low or mid-back rounded vowel, written o:
[6] probably much like modern [o], occurring in monosyllables

before /r / , /I/ , /k/, and perhaps elsewhere: cor [kor]
'horn', vol [vol] ' theft '; froc [frok] ' robe' ;

[o], closer than [6], and occurring in pretonic and tonic open
syllables: doleur [dole0r] ' pain', com$nt [ko'ment] 'how',
come ['kome] ' like, as'. Probably also heard in Meigret's
later pronunciation of trop [trop?] 'too much', nos [nos]
' our '; see section 3. 54.

/ 6 / : ' Ou clos', back-rounded vowel higher than ' o ouy§rt' and
probably similar to modern /u/. Written o, ou:

[u] very close and nasalized before /n/, /va/ in same syllable:
donques ['dunkes] 'therefore'; composer [kumpo'zer], 'to
compose'.

[6] (probably like modern [u]) elsewhere: ou [6] 'where';
moton or mouton [moton] ' sheep'; portant or pourtant
[poftant] pres. part. ' carrying '.

4. 3. NON-LINEAR PHONEMES

/ : / : phoneme of vowel length, written with apex over vowel. The
ways in which / : / affected the quality of vowels it accompanied
are not described.

/ ' / : phoneme of stress. Its presence or absence affected a final / e /
in ways not described. A final / e / unaccompanied by / ' / might
be elided before a following vowel. Cf. Section 3. 39.

4. 4. SEMICONSONANT PHONEMES

/]/: front-unrounded, written i or y: bien [bje] 'well '; yens [je0s]
'eyes'; venions, venyons [ve'njons] '(we) were coming'. Pos-
sibly also written -il in conseil [kunsej]; see 3. 67.
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/w/ : back-rounded, written o: fo$s [fwe] 'time, occasion',
/u/: front-rounded: huts fin's] 'door' mu§t [muet] 'mute'.

4. 5. This is the vowel-system that Meigret's orthography is in-
tended to represent. In the strict sense, it is not a phonetic alphabet,
but a set of symbols to record the gross acoustic features of his pro-
nunciation and to reveal its significant contrasts. We have seen how
he justifies his graphic inventions by the method of minimally con-
trasting pairs. Though he could identify some allophones, a sure
instinct prevented him from complicating his spelling with unneces-
sary additional signs for them.

The pronunciation he recorded was provincial and somewhat
archaic. He lived and wrote before any of the standardizing influ-
ences of later times—the prestige of the glittering court of Versailles,
the French academy, universal education, the railway and the radio—
had accomplished the leveling of regional varieties of speech and
imposed a standard to which every speaker tries, more or less, to
conform. This archaism was not such a blemish as some scholars of
later ages have thought. Meigret records his own pronunciation
clearly and accurately, and makes a good case for most of his devi-
ations from the usage of Paris. With great fidelity, he has preserved
the vowel-pattern and the diphthongs of the age before the great
transformation which added the phonemes /0 / and / o / and removed
vowel quantity as a significant factor. With the exception of /a/,
his system of vowel phonemes is exactly the same as that which
Weerenbeck has reconstructed for the llht-century Vie de St.-
Alexis. A record of such ancient pronunciation, made by a scholar
whose linguistic thinking was in many ways strikingly modern,
cannot fail to be precious.

By another fortunate accident of history, we have records of 16th-
century Parisian speech as accurate, it appears, as Meigret's tran-
scriptions of his own. His controversy with Peletier enables us to
compare the vowel structure of the language at two successive stages
of development. Meigret was thereby forced to reexamine his own
pronunciation, and he was able to explain its divergence from Pele-
tier's in ways that clarify problems of 16th-century speech as a whole.

4. 6. Our findings enable us to resolve the seeming paradox stated
in the introduction—that Meigret's sound principles led to apparently
unsatisfactory results. Once his intentions are clear, the meaning of
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his work becomes obvious. It is quite futile to expect him as a guide
to Parisian speech of the 154O's, for his spelling is based on his own
pronunciation. If we once admit this fact, we can accept his work for
what it is—a dependable record of provincial speech—and utilize it,
with other such records, as an indispensable source-work.

Finally, this study may serve to restore the reputation of an un-
doubted genius who has not always received the credit he deserves.
Within the limitations inevitable for one who lived in the faint dawn
of linguistic science, Meigret produced an astonishingly accurate
description of his native language, with no aids except Priscian and
his own extraordinary intelligence. He was not only the founder
of French grammar, but the founder of linguistic studies in France.
Every writer who has reconstructed the history of the language and
described it as it was spoken, has built upon the sure foundation laid
by Louis Meigret.
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TABLE 1

MEIGRET'S REFORMED ALPHABET WITH PHONETIC
EQUIVALENTS

(after Gramm§re 21. 7-23)
-ETTER

a

e
i
o

o, ou
u
y

b
P
f
ph

u,v
c
k

q
g
ch
d
t
th

c., s
z
ch
1
I
m
n
n
r
j
X

NAME EQUIVALENT

a
§ ouv§rt
e dos
i Latin
o ouvgrt
ou dos
u
i Gr§c

be
pe
ef
phi

u consonante
ca Latin
ca Grgc; kappa
qu
ga, gamma
cha aspire
de
te
the aspire
es
zed
che

§1 molle
§m
§n
?n molle

?r

i consonante
ix

a

e
i
6
6
y

i, j

b

P
f
f
V

k
k
k

g
k
d
t
t
s
z
s
1

m
n

r
z

ks, gz

EXAMPLES AND REMARKS

pas ' not'
m§s ' m y '
mere ' mother'
di t 'said '
mort ' death'
molin, moulin 'mill'
vu ' seen'
* de la mgme puissance qe

IT (21)
beao ' handsome'
pere ' father'
f ?re ' to do'
Philipe* Philip'
ouugrt ' open'
ceur ' heart'
(never used in PT)
qu ' who ', qel ' which '
lange ' language'
charactere ' character'
devour ' must'
tel ' such'
Mathieu ' Matthew'
f agon ' manner', s i ' if '
dezordre ' confusion'
ghien ' dog'
Louis ' Louis'
bailer ' to give '
montrer ' to show •'
non * not'
gaiier ' to gain, win'
rompre ' to break'
jour ' day'
dixion ' word ', exam§n ' ex-

amination ', expozer ' to
set forth'
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TABLE 2a

MFJGRET'S APPARENT VOWEL SYSTEM

FRONT BACK
UNROUNDED ROUNDED ROUNDED

i i: (i) y y: (u)
e e: (e) ° 6 6: (o, ou)
e e: (§) 6 6: (o)
a a: (a)

Nasal vowels: None

TABLE 2b

PELLETIER'S VOWEL

FRONT
UNROUNDED ROUNDED

i i: y y:
e e: 0
e e:

9

a a:

Nasal vowels: a, e,

SYSTEM

BACK
ROUNDED

u u:

6 6

O, 0

TABLE 2C

VOWEL SYSTEM OF MODERN STANDARD FRENCH

FRONT
UNROUNDED

i
e
e
a

ROUNDED

y
0
ce

BACK
ROUNDED

u
o
D

a

Nasal vowels: a, e, 6, ce
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TABLE 3

TABLE OF MEIGRET'S DIPHTHONGS

75

Initial
vowel

i

u

0

e

§

a

ou

Final vowel

i

—

ui,
ui

oi

ei

ai

—

u

iu

—

—

eu

___

—

0

io

—

—

—

ao

—

e

ie

—

—

—

__

—

k
u?

o§,

—

—

a

ia

• —

—

—

ea

—

ou

—

—

—

—

aou

—
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FOREWORD

On this, the occasion of the publication of the papers and
discussion of the Fourth Annual Round Table Meeting on
Linguistics and Language Teaching, it is a happy duty to
acknowledge the debt of the Institute of Languages and Lin-
guistics to all those who have made the Meetings possible
and fruitful. First and foremost thanks should go to Father
Edmund A. Walsh, S.J., since it is his vision and wisdom,
constantly applied, which have made not only the Meetings
but the Institute itself possible, and who has steadily insisted
that both Institute and Meetings have an important contri-
bution for American education and culture.

It is also a pleasure to thank the many collaborators who by
their papers and their discussion have made the Round Table
Meetings steadily more stimulating and worthwhile.

ARCHIBALD A. HILL, Editor.





INTRODUCTION

THE VERY REVEREND EDWARD B. BUNN, S.J., President,
Georgetown University, made the following welcoming re-
marks :

It is a very great pleasure to be here. I must confess that
I am not too well-acquainted with all the details of the Insti-
tute and its subject-matter and techniques, but through more
frequent contact with your Director, I am becoming better
acquainted with its work. Lack of acquaintance, however,
is no indication of lack of interest.

You know, we Jesuits have two guiding aims that we follow
in our educational program. One is stability; those things in
a program of education that are constant; and the other is
adjustability;—adaptability and versatility to meet the needs
of the times.

Today it is quite clear how necessary it is to develop the
science of linguistics and the applications of this science in
inter-communication among all nations of the world—lan-
guages are now seen more clearly than ever as the basis of
inter-cultural communication.

It is gratifying to see what has been achieved through these
Round Table discussions and what contributions you are
making for the country, because your work in languages and
the science of linguistics is, as I see it, a vital necessity for
the day. I regret deeply, however, that Father Walsh, whose
wisdom and experience have been so important to the Insti-
tute and these conferences, can not be here today.

I won't detain you longer. You have work to do.
L. E. DOSTERT, Director, The Institute of Languages and
Linguistics, spoke briefly on "The History and Purpose of
the Round Table Meetings":

I can echo the Rector's expression of satisfaction at the
development of these Round Table Meetings, a development
which is not due to the ingenuity of any one person but to
the devoted interest of many.

In the first year, we were not quite sure whether the Round
Table Meetings would signify anything at all. It is very easy
to organize large conferences where many sonorous platitudes
can be uttered. We hope these Round Table Meetings are
something rather different. We believe they bring together
people who are earnestly interested in the general topic of the
meetings: linguistics and language teaching.
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In that first year, I went to Henry Grattan Doyle, who
gave me the benefit of his advice. I went also to Henry Lee
Smith, Jr. He gave me some suggestions about the project.
The fact that I went to both of them really symbolizes the
objectives of these meetings.

It is easy to say that linguists don't get along with teachers
of languages, and that teachers of languages don't know any-
thing about linguists. There is a great deal of truth in this;
and many of us deplore the fact that there should be any
truth in it at all. Merely to deplore the situation, however,
does not help much. We were bold enough to think that we
could gather both groups around the same table, and that
the results would be happy for both.

One reason for the Round Table Conferences is that lin-
guistics is a word about which people are surprisingly con-
fused. Even the Institute has suffered from such confusion,
since in the files of a prominent learned society, it was referred
to as "The Institute of Languages and Literature," because
languages and linguistics—obviously the same thing—was
taken as a mistake. There is purpose, therefore, in trying to
get people in the language field to know more about linguistics,
and to get linguists to become aware of problems in language
teaching. We know that linguistics has made and continues
to make contributions to language pedagogy. There are diff-
erent ways in which such contributions are attempted. One
way is to subordinate totally what might be called the lan-
guage aspect of a program to a strait jacket of linguistics.
This is being done. Another is to separate language and lin-
guistics from cultures. That is being done too. Another is
to try to recognize that the three concepts of language, lin-
guistics and culture are inseparable; that no language lives
in a vacuum away from its culture. This is part of our
endeavor here.

The Institute was really first thought about in Niirnberg
by Father Walsh. He was there as consultant to the U. S.
Chief of Counsel. He said one evening, "You know, what we
will have to do when we get back home, is to see what we
can do to preserve some of the results of the intensive lan-
guage programs of the war years." This was the initial idea
which eventually was to lead us to the establishment of this
Institute.

I am very glad that after the first year of Our existence I
was able to pass on the job of the Round Table Meeting to
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some of my associates. The second meeting was under the
chairmanship of John De Francis, who has become the gen-
eral editor of the Monograph Series on Languages and Lin-
guistics. The third Report was edited by Salvatore Casti-
glione. This fourth meeting has been directed by Archibald
Hill. I want to thank him publicly for the fine program
he has prepared.



I

Problems of Testing in Language Instruction

Some Principles of Language Testing
JOHN B. CARROLL

Harvard University, Chairman

Before introducing the speakers on the panel I should like
a few words, first, to indicate that I believe our topic is
very timely. This panel presents us with an opportunity to
bring together two groups of people. I am not quite sure how
to describe them; we might call them "linguisticians" and
"psychometricians," respectively. The term "psychometric-
ian," as a matter of fact, is a fairly well accepted usage in my
profession. I sometimes think of myself as a psychrometric-
ian, but often we find that a psychometrician is merely a per-
son who administers individual intelligence tests, so that psy-
chometricians are sometimes thought of as holding a rather
lowly position in the professional hierarchy. Let us call our
panel members applied linguists and applied psychologists.

There is an obvious community of interests between these
groups when we get into problems of language testing.' Lin-
guists and language teachers have been concerned with these
problems, and so have psychologists, if only because the latter
are occasionally worried about passing the language require-
ments for their Ph.D.'s. That is another story which I will not
go into here, except to say that at least some psychologists
have been notoriously unfavorable to the idea of having to
pass these language requirements. Other psychologists, how-
ever, have become seriously concerned with problems of lan-
guage testing.

The pursuit of language teaching seems to involve particu-
larly intriguing problems of testing and measurement. These
problems have generally been considered under two headings:
"aptitude" and "achievement." We have organized the panel
so that the first two speakers will be primarily concerned with
problems of measuring aptitude; the other two, with problems
of testing achievement.
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What is the question we ask when we talk about aptitude?
This question is, "Can we predict how well an individual will
acquire a second language, and can we identify people who
will learn languages easily?" The assumption underlying any
work in this field is that there exist things that we can meas-
ure in an individual, before he begins his learning, which
will help us forecast or predict whether he will acquire second
languages easily. Presumably these things that we are going
to measure in the individual are traits of ability, or of moti-
vation, or personality and interest. We know that the number
of things we can measure about an individual is legion.

The second question relates to achievement. Here we ask,
"How well has an individual learned a foreign language; how
much has he achieved in this language?" What assumptions
do we make in this connection? The simplest assumption, I
suppose, is that in learning a language the individual is learn-
ing a new linguistic code, and it seems that it would be very
simple to find out whether an individual has learned this new
linguistic code. But of course learning the code implies being
able to use that code in various situations.

Language teachers frequently speak of the four categories
in which use of language is manifested, viz., speaking, aural
comprehension, reading, and writing. And again it is assumed
that it should be readily possible to measure achievement in
each of those four categories.

Actually, questions of aptitude and achievement must be
considered together. If aptitude can be equated to various
traits in the individual, and if achievement can be equated to
ways in which the language code can be used, then these
things must interact. We must remember that even the most
complete bilingual is fundamentally the same person regard-
less of what language he is speaking; the same traits that are
characteristic of him when he speaks one language are carried
along with him when he is speaking another. To make this
point a little clearer, let us look at the problem of measuring
an individual's achievement in his native language.

We have mentioned the four modes of language behavior,
speaking, understanding, reading, and writing. A number of
psychologists and educators, however, have been interested
in whether one can properly think of the use of the native
language in those particular four rubrics. In passing, I may
observe that there seems to be an assumption, when we are
talking about foreign language teaching, that all foreign
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language learners are in some sense equal in their own lan-
guage. In a sense they are, since they all know, presumably,
the same linguistic code. But there are also wide differences.

Psychologists have not presupposed that language abilities
can be categorized in any particular way, at least not in any
a priori way. They use various methods, chiefly statistical,
to sort out abilities. One of these statistical methods is that
of factor analysis, which is used in an attempt to discover
the fundamentally independent dimensions of individual dif-
ferences that are manifested in various kinds of performances.
When we study language performances in this way—per-
formances on various kinds of tests and in various situations
in which the individual can be observed and rated—we find
that there are quite a number of "factors" or dimensions of
individual differences. One of the most familiar is the one
that is concerned with how much vocabulary the individual
has, and I think that this same factor involves knowledge of
various other aspects of the linguistic code, aspects which may
be summarized as the "grammar" of the language. This fac-
tor is, therefore, the extent to which the individual knows
the linguistic code of his own language. One can then go on
and find many other factors, that is, kinds of facilities in
various types of performances (some of which may seem
rather odd), for instance, facility in doing anagrams, facility
in giving a large number of words that fit certain restrictions,
facility in free association, and facility in naming a series of
colors rapidly and without blocking. We also find that there
is a trait which seems to be rather independent of vocabulary,
namely the ability to put sentences together in some kind of
syntactical coherence. We find further, and I think this is
very important in language testing, that even in connection
with the native language, people differ tremendously in their
speaking ability. I do not mean necessarily public speaking
ability, but simply the ability to emit language spontaneously
and effectively in various situations. Finally, there are differ-
ences in the rate of speech, the speed of articulation, careful-
ness of articulation, and so on. All these things can be meas-
ured strictly in terms of the individual's ability in his own
native language.

Now it is time to ask this question: "Would we find the
same kinds of dimensions if we were testing an individual in
a second language, a language which he is learning, or which
he has presumably learned?" Probably we would. We can
certainly measure vocabulary in a foreign language, or more
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generally, we can measure differences in the extent to which
the individual has learned the new linguistic code, as such.
We would also find differences in the skill of the individual in
using the language in various situations. You could measure
his reaction time in a second language. As a matter of fact,
this has been done. Primarily in studies of bilingualism,
investigators have measured a child's reaction time to words
in his native language and to words in another of his lan-
guages. They then form a ratio between these measurements
to find out the relative strength of the separate systems.

All this therefore implies that in measuring achievement
in a foreign language we probably ought to bear in mind the
kind of traits that the individual manifests in using his own
language. We also have to decide what kind of achievement
we are talking about. Are we1 interested in simply "knowledge
of the linguistic code" as can be most readily measured by a
vocabulary test? Or are we interested in some other kind
of language achievement? I think we have to be a little care-
ful in accepting various "clever" methods of measuring
achievement, because many of these clever methods may be
measuring relatively unimportant traits as far as use of a
language is concerned. I wonder, for instance, how important
reaction time is in using a language. We do not know the
answers to such questions as yet.

I think there is another important conclusion here, namely
that in appraising achievement in a second language, we must
do so in terms of the level at which the individual uses his
native language. If a person has been reared in a given cul-
ture all his life and still has not acquired a very large vocabu-
lary, there is very little reason to suppose that he will acquire
a large vocabulary in a second language. If a person has been
reared in a given culture, his own culture, for most of his
life and still can not carry on a very satisfactory conversa-
tion, there is very little reason to suppose that he can ever
do this in a second language. All of which leads, I suppose,
to the conclusion that probably some of the best predictors of
success in learning a second language will be measures ofa
how well the individual uses his own language.

I would like to make one final point, which is that the
whole question of predicting aptitude in second languages will
hinge to a considerable extent on the type of instruction which
is used. I think you are all familiar with the changes in the
type of instruction which have occurred rather dramatically
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in the last few years. The last study of any great importance
in predicting foreign language aptitude was done by Henmon
and his associates in 1928.1 This was at a time when the
grammar-translation method was the order of the day, and it
is not surprising therefore to find that Henmon discovered
that measures of general intelligence, reasoning, and induc-
tive capacity were best for predicting success in learning a
second language. This was, of course, because the instruction
of that time presented for the student what was essentially an
intellectual problem, a formal intellectual exercise.

We have very little evidence as to the kinds of factors that
would be involved in predicting success under the kinds of
instruction which we find today, where aural-oral skills are
emphasized. I could list for you a great many traits that
I think might come into play, for instance the ability of indi-
viduals to imitate or mimic the phonetic or phonemic struc-
tures of utterances. Since as yet I do not really know which
of these traits are important, however, I think it would be
worthless to catalog my hypotheses at this time.

Selection for Language Training by a Trial Course

JAMES R. FRITH, United States Air Force Institute
of Technology

About two years ago the Air Force ran abruptly into the
problem of selecting language students. Substantial require-
ments had developed for airmen with a good command of
foreign languages. I would like to choose one language—
Mandarin—from a substantial list and discuss the selection
problem with reference to it alone. It will illustrate the selec-
tion problem and one kind of solution. The solution we have
arrived at is to select the students by trying out all the candi-
dates in a four-day trial course in the language. The trial
course for Mandarin is not the only one in use in the Air
Force. It is not even the original one. I have chosen to dis-
cuss the Mandarin trial course because I know it best from
personal contact.

To meet the Air Force demands for speakers of Mandarin,
a training program was established on a university campus.

aV. A. C. Henmon, et al. Prognosis. Tests in the Modern Foreign
Languages (New York, 1929).
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The level of competence that its students were to attain upon
graduation was described in terms of the job they would be
assigned to. The jobs were such that primary emphasis was
to be placed on their ability to speak and understand the lan-
guage. Orders went out to the Career Guidance staffs of Air
Force indoctrination centers to select airmen to fill the
Mandarin training quotas. Criteria had to be established for
selecting the airmen and, since there were no suitable tests
for predicting success in learning to speak a foreign language,
the Career Guidance people settled on the following items:
(1) AFQT of 69 or better, (2) technician specialty aptitude
index of 7 or better, (3) a high school diploma or the equival-
ent, (4) a desire to study the language.

The airmen were chosen accordingly and sent off to the uni-
versity. The standards of the training program were neces-
sarily high and the bad news started to roll in three weeks
after the course started. When the totals were in, an even
50% had washed out of the program. Let me say here that
the high rate of attrition cannot be blamed on the Career
Guidance staffs which selected the students. As far as I know,
no one has yet devised a fool-proof set of criteria for predict-
ing on statistical evidence who will succeed in learning a new
language quickly. The safest choice of students would be the
cream of the crop at each indoctrination center. This choice
is not open to the Career Guidance staffs. It would mean the
channeling of the best talent in the Air Force into language
training without appropriate consideration for all the many
other kinds of jobs which require bright young airmen. Part
of the problem then, was to fill the Mandarin quotas with
airmen who were good risks without taking all the top rank-
ing airmen at the indoctrination centers.

A solution had to be found which did not rely too heavily
on statistical evidence and on the word of the airmen that
they wanted to study Mandarin. The numerical criteria were
obviously faulty. Some of the better prospects, according to
the criteria, had failed. Some students near the minimum
standards were succeeding. The most suspect among the
criteria, however, was the word of the airmen that they
wanted to study the language. The truth of the matter is
that they could not know, with any degree of certainty,
whether they wanted to do all of the things that a study of
the language involved. They had no clear notion as to what
was involved. An obscuring factor in their statements was
the fact that they knew where the training would be conducted
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and were probably influenced by the prospect of a tour of
duty on a university campus. There was ample evidence in
the initial Mandarin training group that many students had
not given much thought to the vital question of whether they
wanted to endure five or six gruelling hours of class every
work day, with additional hours of study in the evening, for
months on end. Thus another part of the problem was to
acquaint the airmen with the nature of the assignment they
were volunteering for before they were assigned.

And so the trial course came into being.
The sole purpose of the trial course in Mandarin was to

select students who had a good prospect of succeeding in the
full-scale training program at the university. It was a selec-
tion device and not a training program. It was set up to
reduce the number of dollars and man-hours that were being
spent to fulfill the Air Force requirement for airmen who
knew the language. (Since I shall be talking alternately about
two different courses—the trial course and the ultimate train-
ing course at the university—to avoid confusion, I shall use
the term "trial course" to refer to the selection program con-
ducted at the indoctrination center, and the term "training
program" to refer to the intensive language course at the
university.)

It was a matter of indifference whether the trial course
taught them anything of permanent value about the language.
It was important, however, that the students should not be
misled either as to the nature of the language or as to the
nature of the training program. For this reason the trial
course had to be as sound linguistically as it could be made,
and it had to demonstrate to the students, as accurately as
possible, the problems and rewards of the training program.

With these purposes in view, the selection team was
recruited from the staff of the training program itself. The
materials used are those of the first few days of the training
program. A comparable class-day was established—six hours,
three in the morning and three in the afternoon. And the
pattern of instruction is substantially the same. There are
five particular points, however, on which the trial course
differs from the training program. Class time is divided
equally between live instructors and mechanical drills, where-
as in the training program there are always live speakers
for at least four hours each day, and mechanical drills never
exceed two hours. Sections as large as eleven have been
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allowed at the beginning of each run, as against a maximum
of eight in the training program itself. The difference here
is temporary. Attrition in the trial course soon brings the
sections down to a comparable size. A third difference is in
the pace of the work. Students must get their bearings in the
first few hours of the trial course. There is no time for the
easy-going start which often characterizes the opening week
of a course. A fourth difference is that no time is set aside
for review. This modification was introduced to assist in
gauging the ability of the candidates to retain vocabulary and
structural patterns. And finally, short quizzes of not longer
than ten minutes, are given somewhat more frequently during
the trial course than during the training program.

The length of the trial course has varied. It began as an
eight-day program. Then two things happened which led us
to reduce the length to four days. One was an accident of
timing which forced us to run a four-day program on one
occasion. It turned out that subsequent attrition from the
training program was no higher among the airmen selected
after four days than it was among those who had had the
eight-day trial course. The other thing that happened was
that we reviewed our experience and discovered that there
were no significant changes in the appraisals of the candi-
dates after the fourth day. In fact we found that it was pos-
sible to make firm selections after two days in 70% of the
cases. This gave rise to some conjecture that we might be
able to do an effective selection job in less than four days.
The deterring factor was that the remaining 30% were the
cases which were hardest to judge. We are interested in select-
ing people who will succeed. But looked at from another point
of view we want to select all who will not fail, if I may make
a distinction. The distinction is related to a principle the Air
Force calls maximum utilization of human resources. (Why
use an A- student if a C- student can do the job?) The 30%
whose capabilities were still in doubt after the second day in-
cluded some who would not fail. So the third and fourth days
were retained in the trial course and devoted mainly to the
rather delicate task of spotting these people.

The establishment of the trial course did not completely
circumvent the need for criteria. As I have pointed out the
criteria which were originally used for actual selection were
now relegated to a pre-screening stage where they were less
crucial, though still necessary. In a sense, the trial course
reduced the selection process to one basic criterion: success.
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But there remained the problem of defining success. The
recent experience with the initial training group in which
attrition had been 50% provided a rough but workable defini-
tion of what is meant by success. Stated approximately suc-
cess, (and that is the only way it can be stated) included all
the following things:

1. Retention of 90% of the vocabulary of the trial course
at the end of the fourth day, as measured by tests
administered orally with written translation responses.

2. Comprehension of 90% of utterances using the vocabu-
lary and the structural patterns introduced during the
trial course, as measured by tests administered orally
with written translation responses.

3. Ability to recognize the phonological distinctions of
Mandarin, as measured by dictation tests in which the
utterances were recorded in romanized script with ap-
propriate tone designators.

4. Ability to make the phonological distinctions of Man-
darin, as measured by instructors' ratings.

5. Ability to recombine the vocabulary within the limits
of the structural patterns of the trial course, as meas-
ured by instructors' ratings.

I do not want to dwell on the inexactness of these standards.
Their main defense is that they have been fairly constant
and fairly effective.

The criteria of an AFQT score of 69 or better and the Apti-
tude Index of 7 or better were used to pre-screen in the first
three groups for the trial course. One-third of the candidates
pre-screened according to these criteria were selected to go
on to the training program. On the recommendation of the
Career Guidance staff, the pre-screening criteria were then
raised. The AFQT minimum score was increased from 69 to
70 and the Aptitude Index minimum was raised from 7 to 8.
Since that time about half of the candidates in the trial course
have been selected for the training program.

It should be pointed out that students were always free
to withdraw voluntarily from the trial course. It is inter-
esting to note that voluntary withdrawals dropped sharply
when the pre-screening standards were raised. They had
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averaged 35% with the original standards. With the new
standards they have dropped to an average of 10%.

We frankly do not know what we are measuring with the
trial course. It is very probably not as general a thing as
language aptitude. It seems more likely that we are getting
rough measurements on something which can be stated as
follows:

Ability to master the phonological distinctions of Mandarin
quickly.

Ability to learn quickly to manipulate the structural pat-
terns of Mandarin.

Ability to retain Mandarin vocabulary and grammar.
Interest in entering the Mandarin training program.

Yet the Air Force has had some experience which indicates
that this is not quite all. A trial course in Russian has been
used successfully as a device for selecting students for other
Slavic languages. However, since we have not assigned any
of the products of the Mandarin trial course to training pro-
grams in other languages, any attempt to say what else it
may measure besides the items listed above would be largely
conjecture.

The essential fact which emerges from our experience with
the trial course is that it is a reasonably effective device for
predicting who will succeed in the intensive Mandarin training
program. Attrition for the program has dropped from 50%
before the trial course was established, to an average of 18%
since. While we have not completely overcome the attrition
problem, we have made a substantial gain against it. Trans-
lated into dollars, each run of the trial course has represented
a saving to the federal government of something over $10,000.

A Clinical Approach to Foreign Language Achievement

WILLIAM J. MORGAN, Aptitude Associates, Merrifield, Virginia

Two years ago I was called in as a psychological consultant
by a Government Agency which was interested in sending
some of its employees to a local university for instruction in
Russian. In addition to myself there was another consultant,
a linguistic scientist renowned for his persuasive powers and
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executive acumen. It was, therefore, not very long before the
officials of this Agency had agreed to enroll students in an
experimental, intensive Russian language program. But the
inevitable question came up. Said one of the officials, "Even
though we do our best in picking those employees who should
or could benefit the Government from their study of Russian,
are there not language aptitude tests that can be given before
the students are enrolled, in order to weed out those who are
inept in the learning of languages?"

The linguistic scientist said, "It is best to enroll the student
and let the instructor decide, after a week or two, whether
the student has the capacity to learn the language. To the
best of my knowledge," he said, "there are at the present
time no valid tests of language aptitude."

Naturally, we disagreed. It was a good thing that we did,
because we began a series of experiments on language apti-
tude, working together, trying to assemble the knowledge we
needed for the prediction of language proficiency. Although
he was quick to challenge statements unsubstantiated by evi-
dence, Professor Dostert was even quicker to cooperate in
the search for evidence. He was, of course, right that there
were no language aptitude tests valid or even suitable for
much of the intensive, improved forms of language instruc-
tion which linguistic scientists have developed in recent years.

One of the first things we agreed to do was to give the first
class of 13 students a battery of psychological tests before
they began their language course. These tests included:
Verbal Intelligence, Iowa Language Aptitude, English Usage,
Reading Speed, Reading Comprehension, Ability to Follow
Oral Directions, a short outline for educational and vocational
data, a personality inventory, and a so-called "Written In-
terview Questionnaire" which easily lent itself to "protective"
responses by the student. Within a few days the tests were
scored, the questionnaires analyzed, and I sat down to study
not only the test scores but the pattern of the student's life
history including such aspects as the amount and kind of
education he had received, whether or not he had earned
honors, whether he had studied languages before and if so,
how much and of what kinds, marital status and number of
dependents, fluency in writing, level of motivation, and so
forth. At least one hour was devoted to the study of each
student's folder, at the end of which I gave the student a
language aptitude rating of A, B, C, D, E, or F with plus or
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minus modifiers following each letter rating, when necessary.
When the characteristics of each student had been studied
and a rating made for each one, the students were ranked in
the order in which I believed they would be ranked for
language achievement by the instructors at the end of the
course, in terms of quartiles, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th. I did
not know and had not met the instructors in the course, and
except for general information as to the nature of the course,
I knew nothing about it, and had not myself ever studied
Russian. The predicted end-of-course achievement ranking of
students was written up in memo-report form and given to
the responsible Agency training official. It is a matter of
record. The Agency official who was shown the report merely
commented, "Don't you think you've gone a bit too far out
on a limb?" We made it a point, this training official and I,
to let it be known that predictions had been made, but the
envelope which contained the predictions was sealed and its
contents were not divulged to anyone else until the end of
the course.

When the Georgetown end-of-course achievement rankings
were obtained from Professor Dostert, we discovered a most
amazing relationship. In 12 of the 13 cases, the predictions
in respect to quartile placement were accurate. The only
mistake made in the 13 cases was to predict that a female
student would be in the 2nd quartile; she landed in the 3rd.
In 12 out of 13 cases there was definite agreement between
the predictions of the psychologist and the achievement rank-
ings made by the Chief Instructor and reviewed by Professor
Dostert. And, mind you, I did not personally know the
students; I had never interviewed them. I knew them in
terms of their test scores and the information and answers
they had supplied about themselves in response to questions
we had phrased.

This experiment is not cited to prove that I am possessed
of powers of extra-sensory perception, but merely in order
to show that it is possible by means of careful, individual
study of a student's psychological folder to derive reasonably
accurate predictions of language achievement. There is, of
course, one very serious limitation to the widespread use of
this technique: professional psychologists trained and in-
terested in doing this sort of work are in short supply. Realiz-
ing that we could not continue to invest my time in this kind
of program, we undertook to administer to all our students
scheduled to study Russian at the Georgetown Institute of
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Languages and Linguistics a wide battery of psychological
tests in order to find those which would have the greatest
predictive value.

You will be interested to know that in a preliminary run
involving a sample of from 55 to 70 students we found posi-
tive product-moment correlations between aptitude test scores
and instructors' ratings of language achievement at the end
of the course as follows:

Following Oral Directions (Army Alpha, Subtest #1) .33
Modern English Usage Test (Antonia Bell Morgan) .35
Reading Speed Test (Minnesota) 40
Verbal Intelligence Test (A.B. & W.J. Morgan) 42
Reading Comprehension Test (Adaptation of AGO/

CCT) 52
Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Abilities 60
All the correlations were significant, and the trend was al-

most identical when the correlations were on the basis of
instructors' rankings in class, rather than instructors' ratings.
The rankings and ratings were based on proficiency examin-
ations in language achievement.

We carried out a more detailed study of the Iowa Foreign
Language Aptitude Examination. In 163 cases we obtained
a correlation of .58 for rank in class and Iowa scores, and a
correlation of .48 between the instructors' ratings and Iowa
Scores. For these 163 cases a four-fold expectancy table
shows us that if we had set the 50th percentile point on the
Iowa norms as the critical point for selecting or rejecting
students for language training we would have been right in
80 percent of the cases, in the sense that those we accepted
would have obtained Superior, Excellent, or Satisfactory
evaluations at the end of the course, and those we rejected
would have obtained Mediocre, Poor, or Failure evaluations
at the end of the course. But by so doing we would have let
in 8 percent that would do below-average work in spite of
being above the 50th percentile on the Iowa, and we would
have rejected 12 percent that would have done above-average
language work in spite of Iowa scores below the 50th per-
centile.

Now this finding is very interesting when we contrast it
with the findings obtained from the experiment concerned
with an individual analysis of each student. In the Iowa study
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we have a predictive efficiency of 80 percent, and whereas in
the individual analysis of the 13 cases we have a predictive
efficiency of 92 percent. Statistically, I am probably not justi-
fied in assuming a reliable difference between these two ex-
periments, but since my paper is concerned with clinical in-
terpretations I should like to be permitted to speculate as to
the reason for the difference, assuming that the difference is
a reliable one. I think that the clue is obtained from another
study we conducted in connection with students studying Rus-
sian.

At the end of the course when the instructors evaluated the
language proficiency of the students, they were also asked
to provide us with ratings of each student's personality and
work habits, in terms of the following descriptions:

Ability to Work and Get Along with Others
Interest and Enthusiasm in his Work
Ability to Grasp Instructions and Plans
Desire to Improve his Work
Judgment and Common Sense
Ability to Obtain Results and Get Things Done
Initiative
Thoroughness and Attention to Necessary Details

A personality and work habit rating-score was derived for
each student and these scores were correlated with the evalua-
tion ratings for language proficiency at the end of the course.
In 154 cases, covering 13 different classes, we obtained statis-
tically significant correlations in 11 of the classes, and these
statistically significant correlations varied from 166 to .94.
For all of the 13 classes the Mean (Z'-corrected) correlation
was .71, significant, as the statisticians say, at the one per-
cent level. Now, how can we tie this up with what we have
already said?

There are a number of possible interpretations but for the
moment I should like to call your attention to one interpre-
tation with which no linguistic scientist or language instruc-
tor could possibly quarrel, namely, that personality and work
habits, what in the jargon of some psychologists are called
"non-intellectual factors," are important in the learning of
languages.

And here we come to the crux of the problem. I believe that
the individual analysis has greater predictive efficiency than
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the group testing approach, be it Iowa or any other test, be-
cause the psychologist in making his predictions on the basis
of clinical data, which include test scores, takes into account
non-intellectual as ,well as intellectual factors. Attitudes,
motivation, age, energy potential, rigidity of thinking, per-
severance, capacity of the individual to make new adjust-
ments, all these things and many more, are important in
learning languages.

I believe that the intellectual factors beyond a certain point
add little to language learning in the standardized instruc-
tional programs. An intellectual basis for language learning
is indispensable. We do not have to be told that. And, of
course, we know that as you increase the pace and pressure
in a language course, you want brighter students who can
pick up the stimuli and react to them more quickly. But to
speak in conventional symbols, of what value is an IQ of 200
or 180 or 160 in the usual intensive language course? Are
the possessors of such IQ's, for that reason, better off than
the usual 120 to 140 Government employee who is permitted
to take a language course? I believe not. / believe there is a
law of diminishing returns for intellectual capacities beyond
a certain point, and that other more critical factors come into
play, some of which I have mentioned already.

In order for us to get to know these factors better, and the
roles they play in language learning, I would recommend as
an important part of our studies of language learning that
,we undertake careful, analytic psychological and language
achievement case studies of students, such case studies being
compiled by the linguistic scientist and the psychologist work-
ing as a team. I think that by such methods the direction
which research should take on language learning could be
plotted more accurately, and permit us more readily to rid
ourselves of the notion that there is an intellectual faculty, a
unitary trait, "language aptitude." There is no such thing
as language aptitude. There are, however, many intellectual
and personality traits and work habits which in particular
environmental situations can be combined, used, and developed
to make it possible for the individual to acquire the new set
of habits which we call language.

If this particular research-team approach which I have
stressed, is put into use, the knowledge, the clues, the insights
and intuitions, if you will, which the linguistic scientists have
acquired through their everyday, practical intimacy with
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problems of language learning will be made available to the
psychologist (who should combine both research and clinical
skills), and he can then engage in more accurate evaluations
of a student's potentialities. Combining this knowledge with
results from work-sample-situations (more often known as
tests), the psychologist will be able to do more than merely
predict how well the student will perform in a particular
course. He will be able to estimate the optimum performance
of which the student is capable, and to advise both student
and instructor as to the means by which his optimum per-
formance may be attained.

What I have recommended will, I feel certain, come about.
It is just a matter of time. This nation will some day wake
up to the importance of foreign languages in the effective con-
duct of our international policies, and greater opportunities
and wider programs will be available to its citizens, whether
in or out of Government, to study foreign languages both here
in this country and abroad. Linguistic scientists have the
opportunity to develop and exploit predictive techniques in
anticipation of demands for more extensive and intensive
language instruction which will some day be forced upon us.
Much needs to be done, because so little is known, and that
which is known about predicting language learning is not
well organized at all. What I recommend is the cementing
of an alliance between linguistic scientists and psychologists.
I have in mind especially those psychologists who have
knowledge of, and respect for, research but whose primary
interest is the use of their knowledge in helping to adjust
human beings to their environments, particularly when the
environment is associated with learning a language. If you
cannot find such people to help you in your studies of language
learning, then I suggest that you breed them in the sense that
you alert the American Psychological Association to your
needs, and try to work out with that Association a program
for the graduate training of psychologists who will be
equipped to work in the field of linguistic science.

Implications of Experience with College Board Language Tests
PAULA THIBAULT, Educational Testing Service, Princeton,

New Jersey

I have been asked to tell you about a few of the things that
the Educational Testing Service has learned about foreign-
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language testing. Only the College Board tests are mentioned
in the title of my talk, but my comments really apply to all
the language tests that ETS publishes. However, we know
most about the Board tests: the continuity of so many years,
the existence of a large number of parallel forms, the large
size and relative stability of the populations involved, the
opportunity we have to study, revise, and refine each year—
these are advantages that not every testing program is blessed
with.

As I thought over in the last few weeks how I might sum-
marize some of the results of our experience, I was struck
—as I am periodically—with the notion that we seem to know
how to put together impeccable tests—for some purposes,
that is; of their limitations more later—but we do not know
why it is that they work.

So instead of telling you what we have learned, much of
which comes under the head of score distributions, coefficients
of correlation, and so forth, which are published in various
places; or under the head of "knack" for item-writing, which
is largely just a matter of common sense and experience, I
decided to speak about some of the things we have not learned,
in the hope that some of you may perhaps know the answers.

One of the questions that puzzle us is why language tests
always look so good according to certain statistical criteria.
Most of you have probably heard of the biserial r ; it is an
index of discrimination by which the effectiveness of indi-
vidual items may partly be judged. I do not want to go into
technical explanations, but briefly, it works like this: when
the students answering a given item correctly have much
better scores on the test as a whole than those answering
incorrectly, that item has a high r; when those who answer
an item correctly are no better than those who answer incor-
rectly, the item has an r of zero; such an item obviously con-
tributes nothing to the measurement of whatever trait the
test is supposed to be measuring, and is generally thrown out
before a test reaches final form. If an algebra item accident-
ally slipped into a Spanish test, it would have an r of near
zero, because the students who can solve equations are not
necessarily the best Spanish students.

Now language tests tend to produce r's that are the envy
and admiration of my colleagues in other subject-matter
areas. Why is this? Of course, low r's are often caused by
ambiguities, double answers, and other such technical defects,
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while high r's are reassurance that these defects are probably
not present. In this respect it is gratifying that our very
conscientious and hard-working committees of examiners are
able to turn out such good items. But uniformly high r's in
a test also suggest that the skills being measured are homo-
geneous, that all these skills are part of the same skill, or,
in our case, that people who can do one kind of linguistic task
can do other kinds as well. I find this hard to believe.

There was a time when a Board test consisted very largely
of vocabulary; perhaps three fifths vocabulary, one fifth gram-
mar and syntax, and one fifth reading comprehension. You
would expect at least the grammar section to have shown
signs of testing something peculiar to itself. But no: it
showed the same high r's as the vocabulary sections that made
up the bulk of the test. Of late years, the amount of voca-
bulary testing has been sharply reduced, mainly because of
the committee's very real concern about their tests' having
an adverse effect on teaching practices. And, in their effort
to be fair to students who have been subjected to a wide
variety of teaching methods, the committees have devised
new item-types; they have tried to make up for the absence
of spoken material with situational items employing in large
degree the language of social interchange and daily life in-
stead of the literary idiom favored by reading courses. Do
you think either the new items or the old showed a drop in
r? No.

Or to take another example: an advanced German reading
test for one of our programs consists roughly of one half
plain vocabulary, one third vocabulary in the context of read-
ing passages, and one sixth comprehension questions on those
same passages. Now I would like those comprehension ques-
tions to have generally lower r's than the other items in the
test. I have a hunch that there are plenty of people who can
find their way around in a German newspaper by means of
judicious inferences here and there, but who can't possibly
guess out of context that such a word as Wirbelsaule means
spine rather than fluted column, or spiral, or tornado, or
wheel, or axle. I don't want their standing in the test to be
depressed by the presence of some wily characters who have
spent the week before memorizing a word list. So, instead of
basing the wrong choices in the comprehension items on mis-
interpretation of treacherous words and phrases in the text,
as we often do, we very carefully build items as if they were
English reading items; we try to get~ at the central ideas,
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find out if the candidates can follow the arguments advanced
by the author, and so forth. And what happens? The r's
go up. Granted, this wasn't a formal experiment, supported
by all sorts of tests of significance. But the incident is not
an isolated one.

Another small study points in the same direction: some
of the Board's language tests have used only English-to-
foreign vocabulary items, some have used only foreign-to-
English, and some have used both types. We were interested
in getting an idea of whether the two types of item tested
appreciably different abilities or kinds of training. Judging
from personal experience, I felt sure that they did, and that
therefore it might be well to include both in all the language
tests. A study was made of the March 1952 Spanish test,
which used both types; correlations were figured between
scores on these two parts and on every other part of the test;
the correlation of the two vocabulary sections with each other
was .855, or, corrected for attenuation, 1.02. Moreover, the
correlation of these two sections with the other parts of the
test—the grammar and reading sections—was very similar.
All this seems at least to suggest that the two sections provide
essentially the same information about the candidates.

From a practical point of view the implications of these
results are very pleasant. They seem to mean that, as long
as we meet our usual standards of reliability, adjust item-
difficulty so that scores will be nicely spread out, and pay our
respects to face validity, our worries are over. One might al-
most conclude that all College Board candidates are magni-
ficently taught, that their teachers have emphasized equally
all aspects of language learning, and that the youngsters are
ready for anything. Or one might be tempted to infer that
mastery of one language skill implies mastery of the others.
Of course this is nonsense. At least, the Chicago Investigation
strongly suggested that this is nonsense in the case of oral-
aural achievement versus reading.

But it is just this oral-aural achievement that is the great
concern of the Board's language committees at present. They
do not want to penalize students who have been trained by
the newer methods, and, above all, they do not want to act
as a brake to experiment and progress. Unfortunately, very
serious practical considerations make it impossible for the
Board at present to add spoken tests to its offerings. There is
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not only the problem of creating equivalent conditions of ad-
ministration in over 500 centers; there is also the problem
of setting aside in each center at least four rooms, all properly
proctored, and getting the right students in and out of them
at the right time; there is the problem of expense, both to
the Board and to candidates themselves; there is a problem
of security—and all this still refers only to tests of aural
understanding. When you get to tests of oral production,
with the additional time required and the need for objectify-
ing scores, the problems hardly bear thinking about.

I know we are not going to find the ultimately right solu-
tion as long as we have to stick to pencil-and-paper tests, but
I can not help hoping that we may get nearer a solution of
sorts than we have gotten yet. I would be pleased, to start
with, if we could invent some items that looked as if they
had something to do with what is taught in oral-aural courses,
and that did not show discouragingly high correlation with
reading.

The trouble must be, since one can not believe the apparent
implications of those high biserial r's, that our statistical
techniques are too crude to allow us to draw any conclusions
other than that we have highly homogeneous tests. What
seems to be needed before we can make significant improve-
ments in our tests in the way of weighting various aspects
of language learning in an equitable way, is a series of de-
tailed factorial studies that would tell to us what aspects are
differentiate, and would give us a clearer idea of the com-
mon factor that obscures everything by bringing about uni-
formly high r's.

Meanwhile, since we seem to have solved the problems con-
nected with producing highly reliable tests, scores on which
spread out along a curve that permits good discrimination at
almost all points, we are left to concentrate our energies on
face validity, on constructing items that look as little like
tests as possible, and as much as possible like the kinds of
problem one is faced with in using a foreign language. This
means more than purging the tests of any vestiges of "the-pen-
of-our-gardener's aunt," apportioning vocabulary reasonably
between bookish and everyday words, and selecting a variety
of samples of reading matter; to these matters our test au-
thors already devote a good deal of thought and discussion.
It also means devising wrong answers to the items in a real-
istic way.
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The whole question of how to construct effective distracters
for objective items is one of the most fascinating connected
with the science of measurement. Everybody knows that dis-
tracters have to be plausible; otherwise all the students could
simply guess the right answer and there would be no test.
But how plausible, plausible on what basis, and to whom?
These are questions for which there is no simple answer to
be found in a statistical formula, and concerning which one
has to rely largely on judgment, experience, and intuition. No
doubt many little questions in this area would yield to experi-
mental investigation. Such investigation has not, to my
knowledge, taken place, except in a few isolated instances.
I think this is all right. Testing is a means and not an end,
and what "works" need perhaps not be examined too closely,
except insofar as it offers hints towards the solution of basic
problems, such as those, for instance, concerning the nature of
learning.

Still, there are all sorts of intriguing little subjects for
investigation in this area of the distracters. And, in the
absence of investigation, there are all sorts of pitfalls for
the test-constructor who has not defined to himself in con-
siderable detail the objectives of instruction, attainment of
which his test is supposed to measure. For instance, to refer
again to vocabulary—simply because it is the easiest thing
to isolate—how "well," how accurately, under what sets of
circumstances do you insist that students know a given word?

If you present the word habiller to French students and
offer the choices furniture, talkative, remotely, to dress, you
ascertain only that those who answer correctly are aware
of the probability that the er is a verb ending; if you present
the same word with disentangle, enthrall, proscribe, dress, you
can assume no more than that those who answer correctly
know that habiller is a fairly common word having to do with
a daily-life activity; if you present it with live, become accus-
tomed, become skillful, dress, you find out a little more; those
who answer correctly can probably distinguish this word in
their reading from some of its cousins: habiter, s'habituer,
habil. On the other hand, you risk confusing just those stu-
dents who are acquainted with all four words and who, when
they meet them in a prose context, will not have a moment's
doubt about which is which. So how are you going to find
distracters such that they will be enticing to your poor group
and not tempt your good one for a minute, however you are,
for purposes of this test, defining the groups?
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I have no easy answer. The only solution at present seems
to be to scrutinize every item and every choice with the utmost
care and to ask yourself in each case: "Is the student who
picks this wrong answer likely to be one of those who, in my
judgment, ought to do badly on the test?" Opinions differ
sharply, and even the several Board committees have differ-
ent philosophies about what constitutes a good distracter.
One makes it a principle to select distracters on the basis of
frequency: that is, distracters are selected which are the same
part of speech as the key word, and of approximately the
same frequency, but otherwise quite unrelated; one combines
this approach with ingenious combinations of possibility in
compounds; one has until lately employed almost every con-
fusion device imaginable, insisting that, by whatever twisted
logic, all its distracters have a recognizable relationship to
the key word; or that via a mispronounced or misspelled
homonym it may be related, since it is in the same general
semantic area as the correct answer.

We would certainly like to be able to make up our minds as
to which approach was preferable. We scan the item-analysis
data time after time looking for some hint. We have found no
difference that we can spot from informal examination. One
of the difficulties is, of course, that many other factors are
operating, and that the two types are not utterly distinct.
Also, it must be noted that the groups of candidates in the
various languages differ in the amount of training they have
received; the French group contains a higher proportion of
three- and four-year students than the Spanish group, and
so forth. Nevertheless, I am constantly surprised to find no
difference in reliability and discriminating power in items
built according to the two philosophies.

There are, however, a few rules of thumb that can be
worked out for special cases. For instance, one of the prob-
lems is the construction of a small number of extremely diffi-
cult items to provide discrimination among the top fifth or
tenth of the population. If you could be sure that your ignor-
ant students would skip the hard items rather than take a
chance on a lucky guess, you would be fairly free to pick any
kind of decently plausible distracters, their purpose being
simply to hide the rightness of the right answer. But when
a good deal of guessing goes on, then, if your distracters are
not even more attractive than your right answer, about a fifth
of your ignorant students will hit accidentally on the right
answer and reduce the item's effectiveness for discriminating
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between the excellent and the merely good students. For this
purpose, then, one often has to give up the attempt to test
certain very important difficult words, and to choose one's
items from those words for which there exists very obvious
boner equivalents—such a word, for example, as the French
se derober, to steal away. If the poorer students are offered
the translation to undress, they will pounce on it with perfect
confidence, leaving only the best students to mark the really
not very plausible correct answer.

Of course, you are penalizing some students for knowing
robe and recognizing the privative prefix de. But maybe you
can comfort yourself in this case with the thought that if
these students happened to respond to a command involving
this word with their confidently philological interpretation,
they might find themselves in a pretty baffling real-life situa-
tion.

Time is too short for me to go into all the other considera-
tions connected with the choice of distracters: the different
approaches necessary for different types of items; the pre-
sumed difference of reaction at different levels of maturity;
the fact that there is a multitude of linguistic skills that can
be tested only by requiring the student to resist the temptation
to apply other very valuable, but inappropriate, linguistic
skills. Nor can I examine the validity of the assumption that,
even if a student may be misled in an individual item by in-
appropriate application of linguistic sophistication, his skill
will show up in his total score, since skill is more often likely
to help than to hinder. Some of the most puzzling problems
concern the testing of reading comprehension by extended
reading passages. Shall we go on the assumption that
reading a foreign language is or should be very similar
to reading one's native language, and ask the kind of ques-
tions that might be appropriate for testing reading abil-
ity in the native language? Or shall we look for all the
stumbling-blocks created by different linguistic patterns and
see how many of them our American students can avoid?
This latter technique would seem to be the obvious one
for a diagnostic test; how valid it is for a general achieve-
ment test we are not sure. So far we have tended to use ques-
tions of both kinds, and, as I indicated before, they both seem
to work equally well.

I can summarize: everything seems to work equally well
in language achievement testing, and our problem at present
is no longer that of producing technically satisfactory tests,
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but that of continuing, on the basis of experience and intui-
tion, the search for tentative answers to the questions to
which statistics and experimental psychology have as yet
offered no answers.

Test the Language
ROBERT LADO, University of Michigan

Everything in my experience points to the language itself,
as modern linguistic science understands it, as the most
rewarding area of progress in foreign language testing. By
concentrating on the language I can achieve completeness in
testing pronunciation and grammatical structure, I can
achieve objectivity in testing pronunciation, the language
element which was previously considered an intangible in
language testing, and I can achieve independence from par-
ticular courses of study or textbooks.

What do I mean by concentrating on the language? Bloom-
field's well known illustration of Jack and Jill will help us
answer this question:

Suppose that Jack and Jill are walking down a lane. Jill
is hungry. She sees an apple in a tree. She makes a noise
with her larynx, tongue, and lips. Jack vaults the fence,
climbs the tree, takes the apple, brings it to Jill and places
it in her hand. Jill eats the apple. This succession of events
. . . consists of three parts, in order of time:

A. Practical events preceding the act of speech.
B. Speech.
C. Practical events following the act of speech.1

This view of language can be schematized for our discussion
as follows:

Situations Situations
Language

Preceding Speech Following Speech
(finite system)

(infinite) (infinite)

'Leonard Bloomfield, Language (New York, 1933), pp. 22-23.
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Although the events possible in our universe are infinite,
they are communicated from speaker to listener by means of
language, which consists of a limited number of signalling
elements. No one understands all the events possible in our
universe, yet all normal speakers of a language use and under-
stand all the significant sounds, all the major grammatical
structures within a limited vocabulary in their native lan-
guage. I concentrate on the language when deliberately and
systematically I test for mastery of the signalling elements
of the language. I assume completeness not when I have tested
the student in his handling of all possible situations, or even
a random sample of situations if either were possible, but
when I have tested his mastery of all the signalling elements
in the language.

This point of view is diametrically different from one often
favored. I assume that if a student has mastered the signifi-
cant language elements he will be able to handle the situations
in which language is the vehicle, if the situations are familiar
to him. The opposite point of view assumes that if a student
can react properly in a situation he is the master of the lan-
guage used, and if he does not react adequately to the situa-
tion he is not master of the language. The effect of these
points of view on the kind of tests that we produce is quite
noticeable. I list and describe the language elements I am
going to test and then control the situations in such a way
that I specifically test mastery of these language elements.
From the opposite point of view a situation is selected first,
and the student is tested on his handling of that situation.
The assumption that successful handling of a complex situa-
tion involving language implies mastery of the language is
not necessarily a safe one; it is often possible to by-pass lan-
guage in grasping a situation. In Bloomfield's illustration it
would be quite possible for Jill to look at the apple, look at
Jack, and say perhaps, "It's a beautiful day, isn't it?" And
Jack might vault the fence, climb the tree, and fetch the apple
for her just the same.

That this is not merely an academic possibility is shown
by the test of aural comprehension in English prepared by the
Investigation of the Teaching of a Second Language. In that
test, I took the answer sheet and proceeded to answer the
questions without having heard or seen the passages on the
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records. My scores on the four long passages were 80%,
54%, 78%, and 58% correct.2

One also observes this "situation" approach in the tests of
oral production of the Investigation:

Each test was designed in three parts, intended to measure
three essential aspects of oral skill: (1) the ability to
report a single, simple act or situation in precise words,
(2) the ability to express a sequence of ideas fluently,
(3) the ability to converse.3

One needs to ask, what act, what sequence of ideas, and what
conversation? There are infinite possibilities.

The situation approach results sometimes in preoccupation
with using a variety of voices as if this were a major consider-
ation, while the significant sounds of the language are not
critically tested. A test of speaking proficiency may actually
use pictures and anecdotes as stimuli and never test the use
of questions.4

Although the techniques to test pronunciation on pencil-
and-paper tests may seem my important contribution, they
are not the essential part of my work. What is essential is
that I am testing for the structural elements of the language,
and more specifically for those elements which by a systematic
comparison of the native and the foreign language I know
will be most difficult to master.

That this is a fruitful approach has been evidenced in a
number of ways:

(1) My Test of Aural Comprehension in English,5 which
attempts to sample language difficulties, correlated highly
with the composite opinion of eight teachers who had been
in close contact with the students for a period of six weeks.
The correlation was .85.

* R. Lado. Measurement in English as a Foreign Language. (Ann
Arbor, University Microfilms, University of Michigan dissertation 1950),
pp. 15-17.

3 F. B. Agard and H. B. Dunkel. An Investigation of Second-Language
Teaching. (Boston, 1948), p. 56.

4 Bernard Bloch notes that the phonemes / p / and /z/ did not occur
in a sample text of 2000 running phonemes, while the phoneme /a /
occurred 296 times. "Studies in Colloquial Japanese IV. Phonemics,"
Language, XXVI (1950), 115.

8 English Language Institute, University of Michigan, 1946.
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(2) The range of the test is much greater than appears
to those who overlook the specific linguistic nature of the
problems tested. Of the more than 3,000 foreign students
tested only three have made perfect scores, and successful
Ph.D. candidates usually score between 80 and 90 of a possible
100. These data should dispel the idea that "it is easy to
follow utterances of a few words . . . Continuous discourse is
much more difficult."6 Continuous discourse may actually give
away the answers instead of making them more difficult.

(3) Because it is time-consuming to give interview tests,
because the scoring is not completely objective, and because
the highly trained people to give such tests are not always
available, I developed paper-and-pencil techniques to test
pronunciation. To validate the techniques I gave a test of
pronunciation giving it to seventeen non-English speaking
students. I put away their answer sheets without scoring
them, and then asked the students to read the test aloud to
me. I then correlated the score I gave them on their actual
pronunciation of the items with the score they got when
taking the test silently. The correlation was .85., The number
of items in this part of the test was 40. We can expect that
by doubling the length of the test—other things being equal
—the correlation would rise to .92.

(4) Perhaps the most dramatic confirmation that in sys-
tematic testing of the language elements lay progress, came
when I correlated scores on one of these paper-and-pencil
tests with three other tests, two of which were direct listen-
ing tests. The paper-and-pencil test was my English Lan-
guage Test for Foreign Students 7 which contains a section
each on pronunciation, grammatical structure, and vocabu-
lary. The other three tests were my Test of Aural Compre-
hension, Test of Aural Perception, and Examination in Struc-
ture. 8 The correlation between the paper-and-pencil test and
the average of the other three tests was .89 in a sample of
a 100 students.

Further development and validation of these paper-and-
pencil techniques is now going forward. Pronunciation, which
seemed the most difficult of the linguistic skills to test, is now
perhaps the simplest. And with pronunciation becoming an

•Agard and Dunkel, op. cit., p. 259.
'Ann Arbor, Wahr's Bookstore, 1951.
8 English Language Institute, University of Michigan.
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integral part of language tests, we can expect more adequate
emphasis given to pronunciation by teachers who may have
neglected it.

This experience and other experiences that could not be
included in this brief paper seem to point definitely to the
language as the center of rewarding work in language testing.

JAMES R. FRITH (U. S. Air Force Institute of Technology)
asked Dr. Morgan, in the discussion which followed the First
Session, if there were other language-aptitude testing pro-
grams sponsored by the Federal Government.

WILLIAM J. MORGAN (Aptitude Associates, Merrifield, Vir-
ginia) replied that the Adjutant General's Office of the De-
partment of the Army had been experimenting with tests by
pencil-and-paper, directed towards pronunciation, which Dr.
Lado had emphasized as important. The program, however,
had run into many complex variables and standardization
had therefore not been successfully achieved. Dr. Morgan
also observed that Professor Dostert had suggested, though
he had not fully formulated, the possibility of testing by
means of tape stimuli and recorded student responses. Dr.
Morgan also remarked that the discouragingly high r's cited
by Dr. Thibault seemed to correlate with the rather mysterious
entity, "abstract intelligence," which has played consider-
able part in British psychological literature. "If language-
aptitude testing is to be significantly improved, it will have
to go beyond paper-and-pencil tests, beyond personality tests,
and be based on a systematization of the finding of linguistic
scientists and language teachers."

L. E. DOSTERT (Institute of Languages and Linguistics) dis-
cussed testing activities at the Institute:

We have prepared here recently, under the direction of
Professor Hugo Miiller, four of the Army Language Achieve-
ment Tests. For these, because we were requested to do so,
we followed the pattern of achievement tests that are already
in being. We are also asked every year by the World Health
Organization to test about 120 of their employees for pro-
ficiency in English and Spanish. The test is of importance
to the employee, since his promotion is affected by it. We
therefore try to test for oral as well as written skill. The
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test is not systematized, nor have we been able to draw gen-
eral conclusions from either of these testing programs. Yet
if any one is interested, I think these annual tests might
easily yield valid data, and might well fall into an intelligible
pattern of skills.

In elaboration of Dr. Morgan's remark about the use of tape
in testing, I can explain that there is now a tape machine
which might well be very useful in mass testing. It is an
ordinary tape recorder, but with two heads geared to pick
up sounds on different channels. The material to be heard
and imitated would then be placed on channel one, and the
student's response on channel two. In such a system, the
stimulus would be the same for all students, eliminating the
variable of individual voice qualities. Such a test would
examine the keenness of auditory perception, and much more
importantly, the student's ability to distinguish between
sounds of the foreign tongue which to an American ear norm-
ally seem close to each other. In the student imitations, you
would also test his ability in production. Such a program of
double-tape testing has not yet been set up, but seems to offer
hopeful possibilities.

PAULA THIBAULT (Educational Testing Services) asked about
the techniques used by Dr. Lado in testing pronunciation by
mail.
ROBERT LADO (University of Michigan): I was afraid of that
question, since to answer it may distract from what I feel
is my main point. There are, however, several techniques.
For instance, I employ pictures, say a bell, falling rain, and
a cake. Over each there is a word, or rather the framework
of a word. The /e/ in bell is missing, as in the /ey/ in rain and
cake. The student is asked whether the missing elements rep-
resent the same or differing sounds. The same purpose can be
achieved by the use of sentences with missing elements, so
that pictures are not essential. Or key words and numbers
may be used, asking the student to identify a missing ele-
ment with the proper numbered key word. Stress can be tested
by asking the student to identify that part of a written sen-
tence which would normally receive the heaviest stress.

PAULA THIBAULT : I am a little worried by the fact that you
use isolated words rather than sequences.
JOHN CARROLL (Harvard University): Would this technique
be applicable to a language like German?
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ROBERT LADO: The technique for testing stress employs
sequences, and it is important that the heaviest stress coin-
cides with the high point of the intonation curve.

The method has not been applied to German. I should like,
myself, to know the answer to Dr. Carroll's question.

WILLIAM J. MORGAN: All of us today have emphasized dif-
ferent aspects of the same problem. I should like once more
to say that we need a team to work in the field, a team com-
posed of linguistic scientist, native tutor, and psychologist.
If Mr. Boldyreff is here, I should like to have him comment,
since he was one of those who evaluated the original group
of Russian students, and had some interesting comments on
exploitation of individual aptitudes in a group which at first
seemed homogeneous.

C. W. BOLDYREFF (Institute of Languages and Linguistic):
As an active teacher, the problem of aptitude is one which
I face every day. The practice that my colleagues and I have
adopted is an attempt to evaluate the student's general intel-
lectual capacity, and to discover if there are any character-
istics likely to interfere with his success. In any language
teaching situation, there is apt to be a group which fits the
individual student's capacities better than do other groups.
For instance, once more or less by accident, I transferred some
students who had fallen behind their class. When they found
themselves in a group more suited to their intellectual level,
that is to say, a group which had reached a level like their
own in the native language, these lagging students suddenly
began to show much greater progress. For instance, one of
our students studied diligently for three years, showing an
admirable desire to learn, but with so little success that for
three years I wondered what was the matter with him. Only
after I had studied the organized, detailed descriptions of
intellectual level in the native language, could I understand
the trouble. Had he been placed in the proper group, his
effort would not have been so largely wasted. If we could
evaluate each student before he is assigned to class, and put
him in a group with similar skills and interests in the native
language, the achievement level of all students would be
raised.

HENRY LEE SMITH, JR. (Foreign Service Institute, Depart-
ment of State): This session has been very valuable, and all
of us have been gathering ideas which will ferment for a long
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time. I should like, however, to describe some experiences in
language testing during the war, both because I should like
the members of the panel to comment on it, and because it has
already been the basis of what I hope was fruitful disagree-
ment with Dr. Morgan. I should specifically like to know why
the results of these tests proved as useful as they did.

A group containing Professor Moulton, now of Cornell,
and myself were forced to devise a test in a single afternoon.
We were told that we were about to receive forty German
prisoners who were to begin immediate intensive work in
English, as a pilot group. It was necessary to grade these
men almost at a minute's notice. We took, almost at random,
a section from the Army Manual of Spoken German, which
had been prepared to teach German to speakers of English,
and made up fifty true-false questions based on it. We also
made up questions on two anecdotes, one of which seemed
to us relatively easy, and the other about as tough as it was
possible to get. We gave our men instructions in German,
explaining how to mark the test. Many had never heard of a
true-false test before. We explained that Americans were
"test-happy"—a characteristic absent from German culture.
Many groaned at this point, since the selection process to
which they had been subjected had meant that they had been
tested by many people before they arrived at our camp. The
selection of these men will give some idea of the premium
placed on designing a successful test. The group had been
chosen for training which would fit them to cooperate with
Americans in occupied Germany, so that it was obvious that
it was extremely important to know whether these men could
work with Americans in real-life situations of considerable
complexity. In short, we were testing not only for ability to
handle English, but for adaptability to American customs
and ways of doing things.

After the instructions had been given in German, the
true-false questions were twice read in English. Then the
anecdotes were read twice in English, and English questions
were given on them. This part of the test was, of course,
of the comprehension type.

We found it relatively easy to divide the papers into five
main groups, ranging from those who were bilingual or
nearly so, down to those who could only say "O.K." The
results were then checked against the full dossiers we had
on each man, giving his German education, his history as a
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prisoner, and the impressions of a skilled interviewer. We
found a very high degree of correlation between the two—
the more interesting in that our questions were often directed
towards pronunciation, as were Dr. Lado's. The interview
and the test correlated almost 90 percent, and when after-
wards the men were put into groups for training, we found,
as did Mr. Boldyreff, that our only failures were men who
were unable to adjust to the intellectual level of the non-lin-
guistic parts of the course. We also found that there was a
similar high correlation between the man's education in Ger-
many, his participation in prison-camp activities, and his suc-
cess in the course. We also found another rather interesting
detail. The answers were in writing. Those men who could
imitate an English handwriting, free of German letter-shapes,
showed ability also to produce articulated English written
sentences. A man who could only answer in isolated words did
not fail the comprehension test, by the way; he simply went
into a lower group.

After some practice with the test, we were able to give
it in a half hour to as many as ninety men. Since we used
a public address system, we could have given it to many more
had space been available. We could train enlisted men to
score the tests, so that a good sergeant could get full results
on a run in about five hours. This was then followed by inter-
views, also given by trained enlisted personnel. The remark-
able fact is that in grading four hundred and fifty men on a
scale from A to E, we only once had to change a rating. This
mistake (if you will) involved one man who voluntarily re-
quested reclassification into a lower group where he would
get more training in the structure of the language. We found
that a man might, in the course of the two-months course, move
from a C group to a C-plus group, but in only the one instance
did we have to change the basic grouping. We also found that
the prediction we made on the basis of what I suppose we
should not have called "language aptitude" correlated almost
one hundred percent with the man's success in those parts
of the training which were not linguistic, and with their sub-
sequent success in military government operations in the
field.

This is all very haphazard and unstatistical, but I should
very much like to have some of the panel tell me something
about why this test worked so well, even though it was given
in no more than half an hour, and followed by an interview of
five minutes.
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JOHN CARROLL : I might offer a very brief reply. I think that
this is a demonstration of something Dr. Morgan said; com-
petency in language and in learning languages is a very
central part of the G factor, or the general intelligence. What
you were really testing was this factor, measured by how
much English the prisoners had learned in their previous
experience.

JOHN KNIGHT (Adjutant General's Office, Department of the
Army): I should like to ask Dr. Thibault if the college en-
trance board language questions were timed?

PAULA THIBAULT: The language examinations are one hour
long, and so arranged that about ninety percent of the stu-
dents finish ninety percent of the questions.

S. V. KALE (Instructional Film Research Program, Pennsyl-
vania State College): At Pennsylvania State College we have
experimented with films, using Russian for our example, as
a secondary means of language instruction. Though the proj-
ect is wider in scope, it includes a testing procedure, and it is
this I should like to describe. We produced several different
kinds of films, giving a short, nuclear course in vocabulary.
The first part of the fihn course gave some idea of the student's
facility in handling the vocabulary taught, the second part
(the main part) tested the speed of learning. The course
proved to be quite valuable in predicting the student's success,
not only in Russian, but in such other courses as French and
German.

About four hundred students, all taking foreign language
courses, participated in the film course and tests. At the end
of the semester, their grades in regular language courses
could be correlated with the scores on the film tests, so that,
as you can see, there was a large amount of valuable data
available. The College also had available a test of language
aptitude constructed by two psychologists at Pennsylvania
State College, and it is interesting to report that the film
scores correlated better with the student's actual grades than
did the results of his psychological test. We feel, therefore,
that we have been able to show that a couple of hours spent
on evaluating the student's language ability at the start of a
course, is time well spent. If we can predict how well or
badly a student is likely to do in language courses, the instruc-
tor can then apportion his time and effort in individual guid-
ance where it is most needed. We are indeed, so convinced
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of the worth of our program that this spring we will launch
a film testing program on a larger scale, making every effort
to increase its predictive power to the utmost.
ELIZABETH JEN YOUNG (Institute of Languages and Lin-
guistics): I should like to ask Dr. Frith, first, how many
quizzes were given in the four day trial course, and second,
if the quizzes were primarily on comprehension or on both
comprehension and pronunciation of Chinese.
JAMES R. FRITH : The quizzes were all comprehension quizzes.
There were no quizzes on pronunciation; for pronunciation
we relied altogether on the instructor's subjective rating.
ELIZABETH JEN YOUNG : Did the instructors in the trial course
present pronunciation in a systematic fashion, beginning with
the simple sounds, and then going on to the patterns, giving
separate drills on these various steps?
JAMES R. FRITH : There were separate tone drills at the start
of the course, but little more in the way of systematic pres-
entation. Inevitably in such a short course, pronunciation
had to be very briefly presented, in a space of two hours or
so. The students had to get it quickly, or not at all.
ELIZABETH JEN YOUNG: I have noticed that some students
have greater difficulty with patterns, some with the individual
pitches, of Chinese. For that reason, I wondered if these
things were graded separately.
JAMES R. FRITH : No, they were not graded separately. Both
things were covered by the instructor's subjective rating on
pronunciation.



II
Linguistic Structure and Linguistic Analysis

First Luncheon Speech
BERNARD BLOCH, Yale University

In this interlude between morning and afternoon sessions,
which is supposed to be a time of relaxation, I shall not burden
your memory or your attention with anything of immediate
and practical importance. What I have to say is not new,
though it will be couched in a new terminology. You may
well find this terminology irritating, perhaps needlessly recon-
dite; but it is not mere verbal doodling. It is the outward
dress of a theory that might seem naked and imprecise with-
out it.

To speak a language is to have formed a set of HABITS;
these habits, their interrelations and mutual dependencies,
constitute the language. If we wish to determine what are
the parts—the departments or the divisions—of a linguistic
STRUCTURE, we may ask ourselves what kinds of items a
child must learn in acquiring his language: that is, what
kinds of habits he must form. It appears that we can make
a double dichotomy: from each of two points of view there
are two kinds of habits that he must form, two kinds
of things that he must learn. First of all, he must
learn to phonate in the manner appropriate to his language:
he must learn what sounds the speech community has chosen
from the universe of possible sounds, how they are produced
in various combinations and environments, what sequences
are customary, what other sequences are contrary to the con-
ventions of the system. This half of the language, of the
linguistic structure that he must make his own, I call
PHONESIS.

Parallel to the phonetic structure is the semiotic: besides
learning to phonate, the child must learn to convey meanings.
To speak of meaning in a theoretical discussion of language
is nowadays not fashionable; but I shall make free use of
the term in what follows. The SEMIOSIS of a language, that
part of it which has to do with parcelling out the universe of
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human experience, is just as finical, just as unpredictable as
the phonesis, and languages differ semiotically no less than
they do phonetically.

This is our first dichotomy: into phonesis and semiosis,
into making the noises and getting the meaning across, into
sound and sense. If we picture a diagram of the language as
a rectangle, we may imagine that this dichotomy divides the
rectangle by a vertical line into a left half and a right. The
other dichotomy draws a line across the middle to divide our
figure into an upper and a lower half. The upper half repre-
sents the CATALOG, the totality of the separate units which
the child must learn when he learns the language. The pho-
netic part of the catalog consists of the individual sounds—
phonemes or allophones; the semiotic side consists of those
units in which experience is parcelled out—morphemes or
allomorphs. The lower half of our figure represents TAXIS,
the totality of the patterns in which these units are arranged.
Phonesis and semiosis, catalog and taxis: each of these four
is half the language.

It is often convenient to have technical terms not only for
the halves of structure already named but for what we might
call, in terms of our imaginary diagram, the quarters. The
upper left-hand quarter, that which has to do with the units
of sounds, I call the ORGANON, meaning thereby the basic tool,
the material from which all the rest is built up. It is no
accident that every description of a language begins, as it
must begin, with the description of the organon. Opposite
the organon, on the upper right-hand corner, is that compart-
ment of structure which I call, with Bloomfield, the LEXICON.
This is the stock of morphemes and allomorphs, the inventory
of semiotic units.

The pigeonhole directly below this represents GRAMMAR,
that quarter of the language that has to do with the arrange-
ments of morphemes and groups of morphemes in ascending
hierarchies. For the corresponding division of phonesis there
is no term in current use, because the subject itself has been
hardly touched upon by descriptive linguists. Nothing is
easier, however, than to coin a name, or to adopt one. The
lower left-hand corner of the diagram I call PROSODY. In
other connections this word has other meanings; but I shall
cause no added confusion by defining prosody as that part
of structure which has to do with the patterns of arrangement
by which phonemes are grouped in ascending hierarchies
parallel to the hierarchies of morphemes mentioned earlier.
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Both halves of the language, from both points of view,
must be learned if one would speak the language. Obviously
it is necessary but not enough that one should be able to make
the appropriate sounds; it is necessary but not enough that
one should know the manner in which the language cuts up
the objective world; it is necessary but not enough to know
what units of sound and sense are in use among those who
speak the language; it is necessary but not enough to have
mastered its patterns of arrangement. To speak the language,
it is necessary, as a bare minimum, to have acquired all four
of the quarters that I have named. (That this is also enough
I doubt; but I shall say nothing here concerning the trouble-
some matter of style, except to hint, in passing, at a definition:
the STYLE of a discourse is the message carried by the fre-
quency-distributions and the transitional probabilities of its
linguistic features, especially as they differ from those of the
same features in the language as a whole.)

Corresponding to each of the four divisions of structure,
there is a particular technique of ANALYSIS. In some fields
analytic techniques are far advanced, and there has even
been a beginning of that convergence that marks progress in
a science. Other quarters are less well explored, and one of
them, as I have hinted, is almost virgin territory. The field
in which our techniques have been most fully elaborated is of
course the organon. The methodology by which we discover and
describe the organon of a language is PHONEMICS. (Note that I
intend to use different names for the divisions of structure,
such as organon, and for the techniques of analysis which
explore them, such as phonemics.)

The second most thoroughly developed field of method is
that of MORPHEMICS, the exploration of the lexicon. Morphem-
ics has advanced notably within the last ten years, and
though it is thus considerably younger than phonemics, it
has profited by the development of the older science to make
far more rapid strides.

The exploration of grammar is what Hockett calls TACTICS.
We have made a beginning here, but the techniques by which
the grammar of a language is to be discovered and described
are still rudimentary. To explore the prosody, the patterns
by which phonemes are grouped, there is as yet no separate
technique whatever. Scattered beginnings have been made,
most commonly as a sort of supplement to phonemic descrip-
tions; but it is to be hoped that before long this field may
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come to be tilled for its own sake. In anticipation of that
happy day, I offer a name for the branch of science that is then
to be born: RHEMATICS.

In the past, American linguists have been notoriously dis-
inclined to worry about the possibilities of establishing a
unified theory of structural description. If it is not too lurid
to speak in this connection, of curses, we may say that lin-
guistic analysis in this country has been beset by the curse of
eclecticism. Theory has come pretty much catch-as-catch-can;
techniques have been developed ad hoc in whatever part of the
total field there happened to be a need for them. Worst of all,
principles more or less accidentally evolved in describing one
part of structure have been neglected as irrelevant or have
been simply lost sight of in dealing with other parts. It
seems to me desirable to evolve an overall theory, one that
would treat the four quarters of linguistic structure as parts
or aspects of a single system. In trying to do this, we ought
to exploit as fully as possible the similarities between phonesis
and semiosis, between catalog and taxis; and above all we
ought to apply techniques that have proved their value in
one field with as little change as possible to the other fields
as well. If, for instance, we believe that our progress in
phonemics has produced a set of consistent and useful tech-
niques, we ought to see whether these techniques cannot be
applied also, mutatis mutandis, in morphemics. If our defini-
tion of the phoneme, as a class of noncontrastive and phonet-
ically similar phones, has proved fruitful, perhaps a corres-
ponding definition of the morpheme may be no less valuable
—say, as a class of noncontrastive and semantically similar
morphs. It is of course true that such a criterion as semantic
similarity is at present difficult to apply with anything
approaching the rigor to which we are accustomed in phone-
mics; but it is conceivable that a corresponding rigor may
some day be achieved in morphemics also.

In tactics, we rely heavily on the theory of IMMEDIATE
CONSTITUENTS. As originally set forth by Bloomfield, pro-
vided with exigesis by Pike, and systematized by Wells, the
theory is still very difficulty to grasp and to apply; but we
may confidently expect that here too both rigor and clarity
before long will be introduced. Without imagining that in
this brief skimming of the surface I can achieve either clarity
or rigor, let me suggest two criteria that may prove useful in
dividing a sequence of morphemes into its immediate con-
stituents, or TOMES. We try to divide so as to achieve tomes
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that belong to maximally heterogeneous and maximally ubiqui-
tous tomemes. A TOMEME, I need hardly say, is a class of tomes:
the totality of the expressions that can replace one tome in
a given sequence without altering the semantic relation to
the tome that remains constant. Two tomes in the same
tomeme are HOMOGENEOUS if they contain the same number
of morphemes and if every morpheme of one shares member-
ship in at least one morpheme class with the corresponding
morpheme of the other. To the extent that this requirement
is not met, the tomes are HETEROGENEOUS. UBIQUITY—a
wretched term, not only because it is not Greek like the rest,
but also because it suggests more than I mean—is a matter
of turning up in many different constructions, that is, with
many different semantic relations to the other constituents
in the sequence.

My theory of a unified approach to linguistic structure and
linguistic analysis, based on a consistent set of assumptions,
exploiting a reasonably uniform set of techniques, and pro-
vided with a consistent technical terminology, is here only
adumbrated. It remains for all of us—for you no less than
me—to see whether it can be given substance.



HI
Technical Aids in Language Teaching and Research

Introductory Remarks
GEORGE BORGLUM, Wayne University, Chairman

Two or three general observations occur to me as a suitable
background against which to evaluate the extraordinary
things the members of this panel will bring us.

The first is a statement by William R. Parker in his address
at the general session of the last Modern Language Associa-
tion meeting in Boston, that "No single person knows all of the
invention and experimentation which is taking place in lan-
guage teaching."

Secondly, scientific developments, machines of all kinds,
have made possible techniques which were undreamed of
only a few years ago. As a result, everything we have been
doing in the past is subject to a re-evaluation. New machines
and the techniques they make possible bring to the fore
psychological principles, such as the role of passive and active
learning, which, while they have always been more or less
recognized, could be given no true practical application.

Thirdly, our country is waging a cold war on a world-wide
front with some of the personnel our profession is supposed
to produce. Some of our institutions such as our host Uni-
versity, have retooled and are producing modern personnel
for today's job. But we have 1800 institutions of higher edu-
cation. How many are producing a product in great demand
—a U. S. citizen who has some insight into the psychology,
the history, the culture and the people of a country other than
his own? Of these 1800 institutions, how many are even
vaguely aware that a revolution in language teaching is taking
place? Finally, our profession is having a last chance to prove
itself—to prove that studying a foreign language is synony-
mous with learning a foreign language.

I should like to expound my ideas about the direct method,
about what phases of language we should emphasize, which
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ones we should forget about. Our current problem is to teach
far more efficiently in the little time we are allowed to have
our students. Certain institutions are pioneering. A number
of others are following. Meetings such as this play a vital
role in giving momentum to our progress toward efficiency
on the same scale as that reached by any large-scale competi-
tive group, such as the steel industry or the Armed Forces,
the railroads or the Bell Telephone Company.

The time was when audio-visual aid meant a blackboard
and chalk. After what is said here by the members of our
panel, some of you may think we are not too far from lan-
guage teaching by nuclear-fission devices.

Some Instrumental Aids to Research on Speech
FRANKLIN S. COOPER, Haskins Laboratories

Speech research shares with other areas of scientific inves-
tigation a history of dependence on the instrumental aids
available to it. Very often, instruments and techniques have
set the directions, and the limits, of investigation. One could
trace this activating role of the tools of research throughout
the history of studies on speech, noting, for example, the part
played by kymographic techniques in the development of
experimental phonetics, the use of vacuum tube amplifiers in
telephony, and the application of more elaborate electronic
techniques in present-day efforts to develop speech typewriters
and other bandwidth compression devices which depend on
a knowledge of the "invariants" of speech. The aim of this
paper is, however, more specific and less ambitious: a descrip-
tion of two instruments in use at Haskins Laboratories and
a brief account of the kinds of research which they have made
possible.

One of these is a sound spectrograph, a device now so well
known that it is mentioned only because of its role in the
research and because of the special design characteristics

FIGURE 1. Diagram of the pattern playback. The tone wheel has 50
circular sound tracks which yield pure tones at 120 cps intervals from
120 to 6000 cps when the tone wheel is rotated at 1800 rpm by a syn-
chronous motor. Light (from the lamp at the extreme left) is modu-
lated by the tone wheel and directed onto the spectrogram in such a
way that the spectrographic pattern will transmit (or reflect) to a
photocell just those portions of the light which carry the frequencies
corresponding to the pattern. (Reproduced by courtesy of the Ameri-

can Journal of Psychology.)
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which make it suitable for use with the pattern playback. In
operating principle, this special-purpose spectrograph is based
on the recording spectrograph developed by the Bell Telephone
Laboratories and currently manufactured by the Kay Electric
Company. It differs functionally in two important respects:
(1) the spectrogram is recorded as a photographic transpar-
ency in order that it may be used as an optical modulator in
controlling the performance of the pattern playback; and
(2) the spectrogram has a long dynamic range in order that
it may reproduce both the weak and the strong components
of speech in their correct relative intensities. The photo-
graphic density of the film varies directly with the intensity
level of the sound over a range of approximately 40 decibels.
Also, for convenience in experimentation, the spectrograms
are fairly large (7 inches wide by 7 feet long) and each
spectrogram accommodates a comparatively long speech sam-
ple (approximately 12 seconds).

The spectrograms provide visual patterns which correspond
to the auditory patterns of speech. Because these visual pat-
terns are stationary in time and because they contain sug-
gestions about the particular acoustic events which may serve
as cues for the perception of the several speech sounds, it
is convenient to deal with speech as if it were primarily a
visual display. One can, then, inquire about the importance
of a particular portion of the spectrographic pattern, or how
a change or omission of some aspects of the pattern would
affect the sound as heard.

Such questions can be answered experimentally by recon-
verting the modified spectrogram into sound with the aid
of an instrument called a pattern playback. The essence of
the experimental method described here is, in brief, the manip-
ulation of spectrograms as visual patterns, combined with
evaluation by ear of the resulting changes in the audible
pattern.

The playback, shown schematically in Fig. 1, scans a spec-
trogram from left to right along the time axis, using for this
purpose a line of light modulated by a tone wheel at some 50
different frequencies which match approximately the fre-
quency scale of the spectrogram. Certain portions of the
modulated light are selected by the spectrographic pattern,

FIGURE 2. The pattern playback. The light collector (F) is positioned
for use with reflection spectrograms. The component parts of the play-
back are identified in the text; they are arranged about as in Fig. 1.
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either by transmission through the photographic film of an
actual spectrogram or by reflection from a painted version.
In either case, the light is led by an optical system to a single
phototube. Thus the photocurrent, amplified and fed into a
loud speaker, produces sounds which have, at every instant,
approximately the frequency components shown on the spec-
trogram. The instrument, shown in Fig. 2, has its component
parts arranged about as in the diagram of Fig. 1. The tone
wheel, a sheet of photographic film about 20 inches in diameter
on which are recorded 50 sound tracks of the harmonics of
120 cycles, is located inside a square housing (C) and is
driven at 1800 rpm by a synchronous motor (A) through a
mechanical filter. The light source is a high-intensity mercury
arc in a ventilated housing (B) immediately behind the tone
wheel. The lens (D) and 45° mirror (E) direct the modu-
lated light onto the surface of a cellulose acetate tape on
which the spectrographic patterns are painted in white. The
light collector and photocell (F) convert the light reflected
from the pattern into a pulsating electric current which is
led, after amplification (I), to a loudspeaker or headphones.
The spectrogram is driven past the scanning point (E) by
two rotating drums (one at H). A drawing table (G) per-
mits convenient changes to be made in the patterns. Power
controls and electrical filters for the arc lamp are not shown
in the figure.

The method and instrument described above provide a
very convenient basis for experimenting with the perception
of speech—that is, for making a great variety of changes in
the acoustic stimuli and then determining the effects of these
changes on the sound that is heard. Early experimentation
was directed to the question of the intelligibility of hand-
painted simplifications based on spectrograms of spoken sen-
tences. It was found that two, or at most three, vowel form-
ants and somewhat stylized representations of the consonantal
features could yield patterns which appear much simpler to
the eye than the corresponding spectrograms of actual speech

FIGURE 3. Two versions of a sentence employing principally stop and
resonant consonants. The lower version is a first draft which was
painted directly from the typewritten text in accordance with the rules
derived from our experiments. Revisions by ear (including the use of
some third-formant transitions) resulted in the upper version. Both
were highly intelligible when converted into sound by the playback.
(Reproduced by courtesy of the Journal of the Acoustical Society of

America.)
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and which, as heard with the playback, were as intelligible
as the complete spectrographic pattern.*

Further simplification of connected text was not attempted;
rather, the course of the experimentation was directed to a
study of isolated acoustic cues for single phones of American
English. One study on the stop consonants dealt with bursts
of noise as the acoustic cues. Consonant-vowel syllables com-
prising all possible combinations of 12 brief bursts of noise
(centered at different frequencies) with seven two-formant
steady-state vowels were presented to naive subjects who
selected from the 84 combinations those which most clearly
began with p, t, or k. The agreement among the listeners in
identifying these sounds was impressive. There was a very
clear indication that bursts and formant portions of the pat-
tern were not judged separately as consonant and vowel but
rather in combination, suggesting that the acoustic unit for
perceptual purposes is of syllabic dimensions.

Another study, also on the stop consonants, dealt with the
role of initial transitions (frequency variations) of the vowel
formants as cues for the voiced stops. It is evident from this
study that these transitions are not merely trivial conse-
quences of articulatory movements but rather are very impor-
tant determinants of the perceived phones; also, that there
is, for transitions as for bursts, a substantial overlap of the
acoustic cues for consonant and vowel. The existence of inter-
dependent and overlapping acoustic cues suggests that the
acoustic stream represents an encoding, as contrasted with an
eneipherment (in the cryptographic sense), of the message,
assuming the message to be represented most simply by a suc-
cession of phonemes. If this view is correct, the search for
the "invariants" of speech should be conducted with some
caution.

One might well ask whether the sounds produced by the
pattern playback are indeed speech sounds, or whether they
might be so artificial and so little related to actual speech
that the results of studies like the above might have no rele-
vance for spoken communications. This seems unlikely since
the painted patterns do resemble rather closely the spectro-
graphic patterns of actual speech, and since naive listeners

1 See P. Delattre, F. S. Cooper, and A. Lieberman, "Some Suggestions
for Teaching Methods Arising from Research on the Acoustic Analysis
and Synthesis of Speech," Third Annual Round Table Meeting, 1952,
31-45, and especially Figure 1.
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agree rather well on the identifications of the synthetic pat-
terns. In addition, a direct test by Carol Schatz has shown
that stop consonants reassembled from recordings of human
speech show the same behaviour as the synthetic combina-
tions of bursts of noise and two-formant vowels.

The investigation of isolated cues is by no means complete.
However, the cues for enough sounds have been studied to
permit an attempt at the total synthesis of connected text
which is limited to a somewhat restricted range of phonemes.
An example is shown in Fig. 3, in which the third and fourth
lines represent a synthesis by rule, that is, without reference
to spectrograms of spoken sounds. The acoustic cues used in
this synthesis are formant positions, transitions, and fre-
quency positions of bursts of noise. The sentence as first
painted was quite intelligible although the tempo and emphasis
were somewhat strange for American English. The first and
second lines of the figures show a revised version as edited
by ear. The inclusion of third formant transitions seemed
to improve the intelligibility. Synthesis by rule is not, of
course, to be considered an end in itself, but rather a check
on the validity of the experimental findings about the acoustic
cues for various phones.

In conclusion, the method of studying speech sounds by
manipulating spectrographic patterns and reconverting them
to sound for judgment by ear has proven to be a useful tool.
Its application has required the cooperative efforts of a divers-
ified research team. Of the many areas which remain to be
explored, mention was made of the isolation of additional
acoustic cues for English; comparable studies of the sounds
of other languages; the relative importance of the various
cues for speech intelligibility in quiet and in noise; the role
of pitch changes (which will, however, require the comple-
tion of a new playback); and the possible contributions which
studies in acoustic phonetics can make to the art of teaching
languages.

Synthesis of Speech Sounds by an Electromechanical
Vocal Tract

KENNETH N. STEVENS, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

Dr. Cooper's excellent discussion has been concerned pri-
marily with relations between the acoustical and perceptual
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aspects of speech sounds. With his apparatus he generates
sounds of controllable acoustic character and studies how
listeners identify the sounds they hear. He has also described
methods of performing an acoustical analysis of speech
sounds.

Whether we are engineers concerned with the transmission
of speech or linguists with, perhaps, a somewhat broader out-
look, one of the goals of our research is to obtain a complete
understanding of language at the articulatory, perceptual and
acoustical levels. That is, we should like to gain a thorough
understanding of (1) how speech sounds are produced by the
vocal mechanism, (2) the acoustical properties of the speech
wave and their relation to the articulatory movements, and
(3) the process of the perception of the speech sounds by a
listener.

The mechanical device or speech synthesizer that I shall
describe here was designed to explore the articulatory aspect
of speech, and to study relations between articulatory posi-
tions and the acoustic properties of the speech wave. Thus
our work supplements the work of Dr. Cooper and his col-
leagues, since we study how the sounds he uses in his experi-
ments are produced in the vocal mechanism.

In the following discussion, I shall first describe the me-
chanical device that we have at the Acoustics Laboratory at
M.I.T. and I shall state in general terms what it will do. I
have a short recording that will help to demonstrate the
capabilities of the apparatus. Then I should like to make a
few suggestions as to how the device might be useful in lin-
guistic teaching and research.

First let me review briefly the mechanism of speech produc-
tion as a physicist might see it. He would view the human
vocal tract as an acoustic tube, terminated at the lower end
by the vocal cords and at the upper end by the lip opening.
The walls of this tube are adjustable in shape by a group of
muscular controls. We can move our lips, jaw and tongue in
such a manner as to constrict or widen the acoustic tube at
various points along its length. For the production of vowel
sounds, we operate the vocal cords, producing a buzz-like
sound at the lower end of the tube. The quality of this pri-
mary sound source is modified by the acoustic tube or vocal
tract through which the sound propagates. Depending on the
shape of the walls of the tube, different vowel sounds are
radiated from the lip opening.
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For many consonants, however, the sound does not originate
from the vocal cords, but is produced by turbulence in the air
passage at some point beyond the vocal cords. This turbulence
usually occurs when there is a constriction in the vocal tract
through which the air must flow. Combinations of vocal cord
operation and turbulence noise are also possible, of course,
as in the voiced fricatives.

Our electromechanical vocal tract attempts to reproduce
the operation of the human vocal tract for isolated sounds.
The apparatus is essentially a group of variable electrical
circuits whose electrical properties are analogous to the
acoustical properties of the human vocal tract. Each electrical
circuit represents a specific portion of the human vocal tract.
Actually, we divide the length of the human vocal tract into
about 35 sections, each a half centimeter in length, and we
represent the function of each section of the vocal tract by a
simple electrical circuit. If the dimensions of this portion of
the vocal tract change (for example as the lips are opened),
corresponding changes can be made in the electrical circuit so
that it still simulates accurately the acoustical performance
of that section. The electrical device is controllable over a
wide range, and it can simulate therefore all the shapes that
can normally be produced by the human vocal tract. It can,
in fact, simulate shapes and contortions that we could not
possibly produce because of anatomical constraints.

To synthesize a given vowel sound, such as [u], we must
have some idea of the dimensions of all portions of the vocal
tract when we utter the sound. X-ray pictures of the vocal
tract during articulation give us some idea of these dimensions.
Knowing the dimensions we can properly set the controls of
our electromechanical vocal tract. We then turn on an elec-
trical buzz source that is equivalent to the sound emanating
from the vocal cords, and the vowel [u] is produced.

Actually we have control of the pitch, the inflection and
the duration of this buzz source so that high-pitched and
low-pitched vowels and long and short vowels may be syn-
thesized. We can, therefore, adjust the electrical circuits to
simulate the required shapes for all English vowels.

Some consonants also can be synthesized. For the unvoiced
fricative consonants the electrical buzz sound is removed. An
electrical source which simulates the noise of turbulence is
inserted at an appropriate constriction along the vocal tract.
Sounds like [f], [s], and [f] can be produced in this manner.
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The electromechanical vocal tract can only synthesize iso-
lated speech sounds. We should like, of course, to produce
with it combinations of sounds, and perhaps words and sen-
tences, eventually. This would require careful timing of the
movements of the many controls in the device, a difficult but
not impossible task. Perhaps it will be possible in the future
to demonstrate different dialects in a given language or to
produce synthetic speech in several languages. Such a dynamic
device could, it would seem, have considerable application in
linguistic teaching and research.

I should like now to suggest how the present electromechani-
cal vocal tract might be of use in language teaching and
research. We note that the synthesizer can reproduce speech
sounds and can repeat them accurately. In this respect it
has an advantage over a human being who can not be sure
that the acoustic characteristics of a given speech sound that
he repeats many times are identical. Because it is able to
reproduce and repeat speech sounds, the synthesizer may be
useful as a phonetic standard.

A "standard" sound may be defined in any one of three
ways: (1) The articulatory positions used to produce the
sound may be defined; (2) The measurable acoustical proper-
ties of the sound may be specified; or (3) The sound may be
judged to be correct by an experienced listener. The syn-
thesizer would remove the variability introduced when a
group of individuals, however experienced, tries to reproduce
the same sound. The standard sound could, perhaps, have
acoustic properties that are the average of those measured for
the same sound produced by many persons. That is, it could
be the average or norm for a given language or for a dialect
within that language. Potentially, therefore, the synthesizer
could be used to produce a standard [i], a standard [a], and
a standard [u], which could be agreed upon as the "correct"
[i], [a] and [u] for the given language or dialect.

The synthesizer has another possible application in lin-
guistic research. We have seen that with the synthesizer we
are able to control independently the shapes of all portions of
the vocal tract. Actually, of course, our controls are electrical
ones, but their effect is the same as if we had control of the
shapes of the human vocal tract itself. Thus we are provided
with a research tool by means of which we can investigate
the acoustic and perceptual effects of making certain specified
changes in vocal tract shape.
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Let us consider some specific examples. We can, for ex-
ample, set the synthesizer in the position for the normal, un-
rounded [i]. Then we can adjust the controls in the vicinity
of the lips to lengthen the tube and at the same time decrease
its diameter. The effects of this upon the acoustic output and
upon the perception of the sound can then be determined by
experiment.

Constriction of the larynx is another articulatory motion
that is more difficult to observe directly. With the electro-
mechanical vocal tract it is possible to synthesize a normal
vowel sound with no larynx constriction, and then to intro-
duce gradually a constriction near the larynx, keeping all
other portions of the vocal tract unchanged. We can listen to
the sounds that are produced, and we can perform an acousti-
cal analysis to determine the measurable effects on the acoustic
waves. The point is that, with the mechanical device, we can
make controlled and specified changes in articulation, whereas
when an individual tries to make the same changes he can
not be sure what other changes might be occurring simultane-
ously.

A final application in linguistic research would be in experi-
ments on the perception of speech. The synthesizer provides
a reliable and repeatable source of many types of speech
sounds. These can be used as stimuli in psychophysical experi-
ments. We could, for example, generate a sequence of twenty
sounds made with the tongue in successive positions from
front to back. We know that, acoustically, these sounds are
fairly good approximations of the sounds produced by the
human vocal tract. Then we could ask a jury of listeners to
identify these sounds as one of a group of six or nine vowels
or whatever number we wished to specify. For different lan-
guages we would, of course, obtain different results. Thus
we should be able to set up a correspondence with articulatory
positions on one hand, and the identification of the sounds
on the other.

The experiment could be extended to study other variables
m ch as pitch, pitch inflection and duration. Each of these
variables could be controlled in a prescribed manner during
production of the sounds, and their effects upon identification
of the sounds could be assessed by means of psychophysical
tests.
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A number of sounds synthesized by the electromechanical
vocal tract have been recorded on tape. The following record-
ing demonstrates some typical vowels and consonants and
illustrates some of the effects described above. First, nine
vowels are synthesized in sequence from the front vowel [i]
to the back vowel [u]. Next, we start with the [i] and then
round the lips, keeping all other portions of the electrome-
chanical vocal tract fixed. You will easily detect the effect of
rounding. Beginning with the [e], we now gradually intro-
duce a constriction at the lower part of the pharynx of the
electromechanical vocal tract. The gradual pharyngealization
is clearly perceptible in the sequence of sounds on the record-
ing. The effects of changing the amount of pitch inflection
and the duration of the vowels are demonstrated next. Finally,
the electromechanical vocal tract synthesizes the fricative
consonants [f], [s] and [5].

Y* Mechanical Aids in Language Teaching

RUTH HIRSCH, The Institute of Languages and Linguistics

Audio-visual techniques in teaching are certainly no new-
revolutionary discovery. -Their use is based on the multi-
sensory learning process, and the use of pictures in the class-
room, for example, goes gack to the 17th century, to Comenius'
Orbis Pictus. Pestalozzi in the 18th century stresses self-
activity in learning, Froebel in the 19th correlates sight and
touch, Dewey in the 20th points out the complete integration
of school with life. It is not the purpose of these remarks,
however, to trace the history of audio-visual techniques; what
I would like to stress, however, is that the use of these tech-
niques in language teaching does not constitute a so-called
"method" in itself, mysterious in concept and miraculous in
result. They are an integral part of the teaching process;
we all use blackboards without questioning the merit of this
particular visual aid. Yet, in view of the developments of
modern science and technology, as presented so well by the
previous speakers, for example, it is essential to re-examine
our use of audio-visual techniques and bring them up to date.

In this paper, I will primarily be concerned with the use
of visual aids in language teaching, a field thus far more
neglected than that of audio-aids. As for the latter, the use
of recordings has become a must in any language course.
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Disc, wire and tape are widely used in varying degrees of
intensity all over the country; language laboratories have
been introduced at many universities.

There is one experience in particular I could perhaps men-
tion. We have been using tapes, made by our instructors for
our courses, here at the Institute as prompting devices for
repetition and memory drills since 1949, the year the Insti-
tute was founded. However, lately we have expanded this
very automatic use of repetitive tapes to what we may per-
haps call "teaching tapes." For example, we have prepared
series of tapes on phonology in various languages. These
tapes are to follow class lectures and practice on phonology
and pronunciation of the target language, and they contain
a condensed explanation with illustrative examples followed
by drill on the point which is being discussed. These tapes
are prepared by a linguist and a native instructor, or, if the
linguist also happens to be a native speaker of the language,
he can prepare the tape himself. We have prepared grammar
tapes based on the same principle. I have also used this same
technique in preparing tapes for a general course in phonetics.

Many more problems could be discussed in regard to audio-
devices in language teaching; a great deal of additional work
is necessary, but I now want to turn to visual techniques.

The use of pictures in language teaching, and by pictures
I mean the traditional wall picture, slides,' filmstrips, and
motion pictures, can be, in my opinion, of two types. One,
as background or, if you will, cultural material. Reproduc-
tions of paintings, colorful slides of the countryside, motion
pictures with dialogue in the target language, showing the
customs and life of the people whose language is being studied
certainly make for more lively, interesting and stimulating
teaching. I have looked into some of the literature related
particularly to background films and have found some very
excellent studies on the subject. Films, for example like the
ones produced by the University of Melbourne on Roman dress
and on Rome and its buildings, certainly will help create
greater interest in the students who are studying Latin. A
"dead" language thus comes to life for them. Or a film about
John Doe's spelling problems and how he finally masters this
difficult art, will bring life into an elementary English class.
I need not mention the excellent films made of foreign coun-
tries, showing the architectural beauties of European cities,
the monuments of history, or the daily activities of a people
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with a cultural pattern less familiar to us. All these films
are instructive, they have a definite part in the language
curriculum, yet they do not teach the language. Why then
don't they teach, and what are the essential performances
for teaching a language?

We all know them very well. For a student to learn how
to speak a foreign language, he has to participate actively
in the process. He has to memorize a whole new system of
symbols and he must learn how to use them. Therefore, he
must be asked to repeat frequently what is presented to him;
he must constantly actively use what he has learned. I fully
realize that there is nothing new whatsoever in what I am
saying; I merely mention it so that we may keep it in mind
when evaluating the motion picture as a teaching device.
No matter how well prepared for the student's ability and
level the motion picture is, and there certainly are some very
well constructed ones, the student remains passive while view-
ing what is going on on the screen. Even if, let us say,
pauses are provided on the sound track by the narrator, and
the student can utilize these pauses for repetition, still with
most current equipment, the motion picture can not be stopped
and rewound easily enough so as to allow more work on one
point than on another.

I have one other, and perhaps more serious, objection to
the motion pictures that I have seen used in foreign language
teaching. They are focused on one particular subject, be it
food in a particular country or whatever else it may be. The
picture then is vocabulary-centered, and in regard to the
structure of the language, haphazard. It certainly is of im-
portance that vocabulary be taught to the student in meaning-
ful associations, contrasts, and groupings, but if our focus is
on vocabulary only, the student is inadvertently exposed to
the whole of the foreign language structure at once. There-
fore, just as our usual class material is organized with graded
structural patterns in mind, so should our visual aids fit into
this particular frame-work. I do not believe that a motion
picture as we know it now can be adapted to these specifica-
tions, and therefore at present can not be what I would call
a teaching device, but only background material.

All the problems that I have suggested have by no means
been solved completely. We at the Institute certainly do not
have a complete answer to all these questions, but we have
experimented with various devices and have arrived at least
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at some partial answers. We have abandoned the idea of the
motion picture as a teaching device for foreign language
material, and have adopted the filmstrip as better suited.
The strip is not static as the wall picture or the slide; and
on the other hand, it is more easily handled and more adapta-
ble to our purposes than the motion picture; for instance,
it can be stopped at any time, it can be rewound easily to
allow for repeated showing of one particular phase, and so
on. I am fully aware that there is nothing new in the use of
the filmstrip in teaching, and particularly in the teaching of
languages. But again my experience with material I have
seen was that the language was made subservient to the pic-
ture. In other words, we may have a very nice filmstrip, let
us say on the landmarks of Paris, with captions which explain
in natural everyday French. Inevitably a large number of
structural points are used in this natural speech. Conse-
quently, the student can not possibly concentrate on one or
perhaps two structural points, but learns only vocabulary
instead, because the structure is too difficult. The solution to
this problem is quite simple, however. Instead of starting
from the finished visual product, the filmstrip, we first have
to take a look at the language and decide what structural
point we want to concentrate on. After we have decided on
that, in view of the student's native and target languages,
only then can we think in terms of the strip and pick such
a sequence of pictures as would allow us to demonstrate and
drill the structural point which we want to teach at that time.

There is no sound track accompanying our filmstrips.
Instead, we prepare a tape or several tapes to be used with
the strip, and then by means of an attachment, we can auto-
matically synchronize the strip with the tape. For example,
we have prepared some filmstrips for the teaching of Eng-
lish to speakers of Serbo-Croatian on a structural basis. One
of them is a drill on verb forms demonstrated on the daily
activities of an average middle class American white collar
worker. Professional actors were used so that no stiffness
results in the pictures. The pictures were made according to
linguistic specifications so that we were sure that the struc-
tural points we were going to teach appeared in the visual
material. Again, another filmstrip for English was prepared,
dealing with the singular and plural forms of nouns, and with
the phrases this is and these are. The tape or tapes accom-
panying every filmstrip prompt the student, for example:
This is a pencil; then follows a pause for the student to repeat
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the previously heard utterance. The tape may also ask a
question: what is this? and again space is provided for the
student to repeat this is a pencil. The procedure is similar
with the plural form or whatever else may be drilled at one
particular time. The same picture remains on the screen
while this goes on, and the frame automatically changes when
the tape proceeds to the next item. The synchronization is
achieved by using a dual track tape recorder with the tracks
running the same direction; the language material is recorded
on the upper track, and an inaudible beep is put on the lower
track of the tape when the original copy is made. This begg
sets the projector in motion, and a new picture comes on the
screen. Of course, the tape and strip projector may be stopped
at any time, rewound, and played over and over.

The Institute thus far has developed ten filmstrips for the
teaching of English. Unfortunately, the production of a film-
strip is a fairly expensive affair, and it occurred to us to
investigate how these strips originally designed for Eng-
lish could perhaps be used for other languages. The ideal
situation would naturally be to have different sets of strips
for every language, and we hope to develop them also; but
in the meantime we considered what could be done with the
material which was already at hand.

In any fairly advanced language class the filmstrips may
be shown without the accompanying tape only to stimulate
conversation. They will provide some variety in the every-day
class routine and allow active student participation and prac-
tice for what has already been learned. But that is not enough,
because then the strip does not actually teach, but assumes
again a background function as a conversation stimulant. It
still is preferable to the motion picture since it allows active
student participation, but it is not enough. We looked at the
strips prepared for English from the point of view of French,
chosen more or less at random. The Noun Strip I mentioned
before, is structurally designed to teach the English plural.
In other words, it is so designed that the student learns the
allomorph/tz/, the allormorph/-s/ or /-iz/ in a given frame.
This would not do for French. If in English, let us say, we
teach table—tables, animal—-animals, in other words the /-z/
allomorph after voiced non-sibilant consonants, in French we
get the forms table—tables, animal—animaux. Or if we teach
in our English verbs the -ing form, e.g., the man is sleeping,
he is shaving, etc., and then the man sleeps every night, he
shaves every day, we can not do much with that in French.
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However, some other important French structural points
may also be illustrated by the filmstrip. For example, the strip
originally intended for English verb drills lends itself quite
well to the drill on French pronominal substitution. For ex-
ample, the alarm clock rings—it rings; the table is ready—it
is ready, etc. In the noun strip, to drill the French plural
would not be very effective as I have already pointed out. But
it could be used to drill the definite and indefinite article in
the French singular and thus the gender distinctions of the
French noun, e.g., c'est la table; c'est une table. C'est Vanimal;
c'est un animal.

In adapting filmstrips which were made for English, to let
us say French, we of course have to be very careful not to
force the language into something we have in mind rather than
follow the pattern of the language.

There is one other difficulty in adapting strips from one lan-
guage to the other, and that is the cultural content of the pic-
tures. We have found that some of bur English filmstrips,
although they could have been used structurally in other
languages, were so heavily laden with typical American scenes
that we decided against using them. Others are culturally
neutral enough to be used also for other languages.

Although I am not completely satisfied with the use of strips
made for one language in teaching another as well, I think
that it is feasible if all possible caution is brought to bear.
However, I do believe that filmstrips made individually for
every language, structurally constructed, synchronized with a
drill tape or tapes can be a very effective teaching device.

I would like to say once more in closing, that audio-visual
techniques in language teaching are indispensible. Yet, just
as musical recordings can never replace a live concert, audio-
visual aids can not replace a good teacher.

* * *
CHARLES F. LINDSLEY (Visiting Professor of Speech, Institute
of Languages and Linguistics): In opening the discussion
following the Second Session, Mr. Lindsley made the follow-
ing remarks: I should like to ask Mr. Stevens a question. The
mechanical vocal tract can modify sounds in any desired direc-
tion. In speech teaching we often have to modify a student's
pronunciation; how can we teach him to make an adjustment
which will parallel the modification which can be mechanically
produced on the artificial tract?
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KENNETH N. STEVENS (Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy) : I am not sure that can be done. The mechanical vocal
tract can tell you what adjustments should be made, then it
is up to the instructor to tell the student how to produce them.

CHARLES F. LINDSLEY: Does the mechanical tract upset our
conventional theories of vocal resonance?

KENNETH N. STEVENS : I do not believe it should upset them.
The electromechanical tract merely substitutes electrical cur-
rents and voltages for acoustical pressures and sound veloci-
ties. The two are analogous in every respect.

CARLETON T. HODGE (Foreign Service Institute, Department
of State): Miss Hirsch mentioned the difficulty of trans-
ferring pictures from one language to another. Would there
not also be difficulty and danger in cultural content, as ex-
emplified in the pictorial background, and even in the bodily
attitudes of the speakers? These attitudes, even though frozen
on the film, are an important part of culture.

RUTH HIRSCH (Institute of Languages and Linguistics): I
agree with Professor Hodge. There are many difficulties in
such transfers, though I still think it can be done and is
worth doing as long as we don't have strips for every lan-
guage.

L. E. DOSTERT (Institute of Languages and Linguistics):
I might add that the problem is largely one of money. We
have prepared ten filmstrips, some of them relatively easy
to manufacture. The language material, the scenario, was
prepared without charge, so that the only expense was
preparation of the pictures and transferring the scenario
to the prepared strip. The average filmstrip had eighty
frames, and the average cost was about $1500.00. If
you prepare filmstrips for each language—the ideal situation
—you must be prepared to pay this price. Further, if the
strips were prepared commercially, the linguist's contribu-
tion would also have to be paid for, and the cost would be
proportionately higher, probably between $2000.00 and
$2500.00. Such figures are discouraging enough, but are at
least less depressing than the cost of motion picture films. If
some of the foundations who are at present interested in
improving language teaching, could be persuaded to prepare
such strips for the more current languages, I think that the
teaching of languages generally would profit substantially.
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I might elaborate on a second point. Miss Hirsch did not
dwell on the auditory aids, and rightly so. But some of you
may find a brief recapitulation of some of the uses of auditory
material of some value. We all recognize their usefulness
in analysis and for repetitive drill, but some of us might
think of auditory aids as limited to the basic elements of
phonology and structure. Much more than this can be done
with tape. On the intermediate level of language skill, dicta-
tion can be put on a tape in such a fashion as to set up a
conversation between the student and the tape. A tape can
be constructed so as to set up simultaneous audition of a
text and student reading of it, in order to train the student
in rapid reading and correct phonological association with the
visual script. A tape can give a reading of a literary text,
supplemented with a simplified explication de texte, pointing
out the linguistic, stylistic and literary features of the passage.
Even the recording of samples of literature is of value, since
it will give more active appreciation of literary value than
will an inert textbook page.

More interesting, however, are some of the uses of the
dual-track machine which I mentioned in the preceding panel.
There are people who need passive auditory comprehension,
just as there are people who need passive visual compre-
hension. For instance, there are people who are called upon
to monitor foreign broadcasts, for which they need a broad
auditory recognition, but not much active command of the
language. The dual-track machine is quite useful in this
situation. We have experimented with putting material in
the target language on one track, and in the native language
on the other. It is possible to split the headset so that the
student gets the foreign material in one ear, and a simultane-
ous whispered translation in the other. These experiments
were made because we had the problem of teaching English
in Yugoslavia to technicians who were coming to the United
States. The course ran for only three months. We made tapes
in the two languages in such fields as mining and electrical
engineering, using simple textbook material, but preparing
our own Serbo-Croat translation. We are prepared to smile
at the inevitable suggestion that we have induced a kind of
auditory schizophrenia, but the smile will be good natured,
since our experience seems to indicate that the student is
helped by the dual tapes. He acquires a wider, more extensive
auditory recognition, which after all is the aim we set our-
selves.
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ROBERT P. STOCKWELL (Foreign Service Institute, Depart-
ment of State): I should like to inject a note of scepticism into
this discussion of machines. I feel the more free to do so,
since I am myself a gadgeteer of some standing in the fra-
ternity of wires. We use machines at the FSI, as many of
you know, but always in a secondary way. We try not to put
a machine between the speaker and the person he is learning
from, except as an auxiliary device for drill and review. The
basic learning process, we believe, should be conducted as
directly as possible by the native speaker and the supervising
linguist.

The cost of a filmstrip—somewhere between $1500.00 and
$2500.00—is fairly close to the expense of hiring a native
informant for an academic year. Such an informant can
handle several students and turn them into respectable users
of the language during his year. The expense of a large num-
ber of filmstrips, of course, is equivalent to the expense of a
large number of native informants.

I believe that universities have a fairly definite reaction to
language teaching, pretty much the same the country over.
They recognize that their language teaching is not thoroughly
successful, and have no firm idea of how to remedy the situa-
tion. In a mechanically minded country, they are all too apt to
regard a machine as a panacea. I do not believe it is. I am
playing devil's advocate, of course, and I recognize fully the
validity of the points made by Professor Dostert. I am par-
ticularly interested in the binaural tape, which is a device
new to me. Yet there is a danger in most universities that
tapes will be used for mere mechanical repetition. I wish
therefore merely to be a little sceptical; I do not believe my
comment requires an answer.

I should, however, like to address a question to Mr. Stevens,
in the absence of Mr. Cooper. Mr. Cooper presented a visual
diagram of English aspirated stops followed by vowels. Has
there been any experimentation with unaspirated stops of a
Romance type, and if there has been such experimentation,
what were the results? In other words, does the little puff
of air represent the aspiration or something else less signifi-
cant in the articulation of the stops?

KENNETH N. STEVENS ; I do not believe we are in a position
to say what the puff of air represents. The totality is simply
an acoustic stimulus which sounds like an English stop. Pro-
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fessor DeLattre may have done some experimenting with
French subjects, though he has not published. Otherwise,
the subjects were English.
L. E. DOSTERT: Mr. Stockwell was kind enough to say that
his comment required no answer, but at least I can give some
clarification. Once a filmstrip has been made for $1500.00,
a copy can be made for $1.50. The cost is by no means
$1500.00 per unit.

To my knowledge, no one who has competence in the field,
has ever claimed that audio-visual aids would solve all prob-
lems of language teaching. All that has been claimed by those
with competence is that they are useful auxiliaries; no one
wishes to replace the human teacher. It will be a fortunate
day when universities have the same budgetary freedom as
faculties which have access to public funds, so that universi-
ties can engage highly competent linguists and large numbers
of native speakers. Unfortunately, many private institutions
do not have the funds to do an ideal job. Between the ideal
job, and the admittedly handicapped work done in many uni-
versities where there are no native speakers available, there
is an opportunity for the use of audio-visual material. Many
of us who have struggled with teaching difficulties in a regular
university atmosphere, feel that audio-visual devices, while
not panaceas or cure-alls, are useful auxiliaries. I would
not, under any circumstances wish to leave the impression
that I thought mechanical aids could solve all problems.
ROBERT P. STOCKWELL: May I add that I am in complete
agreement with Professor Dostert?
GEORGE BORGLUM, (Wayne University): If Professor Dostert
had not come forward, I should have tried to make some of
the same points. I will then conclude this session with the
plea that all of you who return to institutions not as special-
ized as the Institute of Languages and Linguistics, will ac-
quaint your administrations with the concrete results that
have been achieved by this institution, which is organized on
a strictly professional and competitive basis, and which makes
no move without some assurance that the result will justify
the time and effort which goes into it.



IV
Linquistics and the Humanities

Introductory Remarks

ALBERT H. MARCKWARDT, University of Michigan, Chairman

It would be well to begin by reminding ourselves that fifty
years ago a title such as "Linguistics and the Humanities" on
the program of a learned society or a conference would have
seemed superfluous, to say the least. At that time virtually
all of the linguistic scientists had been trained in the humanis-
tic tradition; and conversely, linguistic, or more properly,
philological training was a part of the experience of most
humanists. Today, the ever-increasing tendency towards spe-
cialization, combined with many other factors, has often
operated to place the linguist and the humanist in separate
camps from which they frequently view each other with mu-
tual suspicion and distrust. We may as well face this as a
practical reality, and unfortunately, one which weakens the
effectiveness of both sides in the total educational picture.

I realize, too, that even in saying this much without suc-
cumbing to the overpowering academic temptation of an initial
definition of terms, I am exposing myself to attack on both
flanks. It is quite possible that there are as many different
concepts of the term humanities as there are persons in this
room, and even if we might arrive at a more nearly common
definition of linguistics, we would still be far from agreement
on whether linguistics is properly to be classified as one of
the social sciences or of the humanities. As recently as six
years ago, Edgar Sturtevant felt justified in writing, "In spite
of the social importance of language, linguistic science must,
for the present, continue to be grouped with the humanities."
On the other hand, there are many who now conceive, a little
smugly I sometimes fear, of linguistics as that one of the so-
cial sciences which has developed the most rigorous methodol-
ogy.

Although I am certain that I would be quite unable to set
forth a concept of the humanities that would satisfy anyone
except myself—and perhaps even this is a bit overoptimistic—

68
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there are certain things in connection with this term which we
shall do well to call to mind. Let us remember that as a label
for a department of study, the term humanities first arose in
significant contrast to divinity. Thus, the great divisions of
knowledge which Francis Bacon recognized in his Advance-
ment of Learning were divinity, the humanities, and natural
philosophy. Clearly, in such a system the humanities included
everything between God on the one side and the world of nat-
ural objects on the other. It was the study of man in the
broadest possible sense. Not until somewhat later was the
word, in one of its senses, applied specifically to litterae hu-
maniores, and from this point on confusion begins to reign.

Today, there is very often little agreement upon what the
humanities include or what lies at their core. For many, the
phrase humane letters has a very specific application; they
think of them chiefly in terms of literature, although they
would by no means exclude music and the other so-called fine
arts. Many find in philosophy the core or center of humane
studies. Finally, Judge Learned Hand, in the most recent issue
of the Bulletin of the American Association of University
Professors, in supporting the thesis that an education which
includes the humanities is essential to political wisdom,
writes, "By humanities I especially mean history." This, I
believe, is sufficient to demonstrate the difficulty of satisfac-
tory definition. If there are widespread differences on the
very fundamental questions of what the humanities do or
should include, certainly any more extended development of
the topic would not get us any closer to a concept we might
all accept.

But after all, it is quite possible that the people with whom
we might most profitably discuss this morning's topic are
those who are not here. I refer to our colleagues whose chief
concern is the study and teaching of literature. At the present
time many of them are in a most uncomfortable state of mind,
for they see alarming signs that the world at large does not
want what they have to offer. The handwriting on the film-
strip seems all too plain to them as they compare their firmly
entrenched position of seventy years ago, at the time of the
Arnold-Huxley controversy over the study of the classics as
opposed to science, with the present situation, where it is
reported that proportionately the number of students in the
liberal arts is on the decline. Although the professor of mod-
ern literatures has not yet attained the inconsolable defeatism
of his colleagues in the classics, he is quite likely to look upon
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himself as occupying the last bastion against the invading
hordes of Philistines and Barbarians, and when he looks at
us, it is sometimes with an accusing air of discerning treach-
ery within the castle.

At all events, I believe it a worthwhile exercise for us to
project ourselves into our literary colleagues' views of the
humanities, to try to see human knowledge and the educational
process as they do, for obviously to refuse or to neglect to do
this is to forfeit any possibility of communication. And in
reply to those who are disposed to dismiss the desirability of
this, let me say that the scientists of the present era—nat-
ural, physical and social—are not wholly confident that their
work and their approach furnishes all the necessary answers
to the problems which disturb us today. From the physicist's
uneasy and questioning glance in the direction of the humanist
to the recent announcement by one of our wealthiest founda-
tions of an inter-disciplinary research and study program
designed to bring together the behavioral sciences and the
humanities, these evidences of concern continue to mount.
Though we, on the basis of greater familiarity, may at times
be somewhat dubious over the value of the humanists' poten-
tial contribution toward the solution of some of our problems,
others will undoubtedly continue to look hopefully in their
direction. At any rate, they are not out of the picture yet,
and if any cooperation or cross-fertilization is possible, we
linguists ought to be the first to achieve it, and in order to do
so we must comprehend their view of the humanities.

I am certain that we do, but nevertheless let me remind you
of certain of its most salient features. First of all, let us
recognize that their attention is focused upon the individual
rather than upon man as a social being, that is to say upon
man in society. This is true both in terms of what is studied
and the purposes of such study. For many the study of the
humanities constitutes "a solace, a refuge, an enrichment of
the individual," again quoting from a recent article. Their
eyes are fixed most often not upon society as such but upon
the work and the life of an individual genius. To be sure, they
may deal at times with the environment, physical, social, or
intellectual, of a Shakespeare, a Dryden, or a Dickens, but
their concern is primarily with the light which such a study
will shed upon the particular person.

In the second place one finds in them, as I am sure you all
recognize, a constant concern with questions of value. A lit-
erary work must be evaluated, and in this evaluation there
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is not infrequently a pre-occupation with ethical ideas. Ac-
cording to this view, such a work as The Trojan Women of
Euripides is not an objective observation of social behavior,
but Euripides is seen rather as chastening his countrymen for
the sub-human level of cynicism and brutality to which the
Athenians have fallen after the victory at Melos. At the
same time, this constant concern with questions of value and
pre-occupation with ethics encourages a belief in absolutes,
in eternal values.

Certainly among many of the practicing humanists rela-
tivism is an ugly word, and incidentally, so are behaviorism
and positivism. One needs only to read such a critic as Allen
Tate to find that page after page, chapter after chapter one
diatribe against positivism follows closely upon the heels of
the preceding one. To the humanist, relativism frequently
signifies lack of courage or bluntness of perception, and in
large part he justifies his hostility to it on the ground that
the end of the humanist's activity is a broad human sympathy,
that it consists of wisdom rather than learning.

I hope that I have presented the humanist position fairly.
I have tried to avoid either setting up straw men or arguing
as the devil's advocate. I have merely tried to report honestly
upon the attitudes and convictions which are to be found in
most of our humanistic colleagues.

Now the misunderstanding between us—to the extent that
there is one—arises largely from the circumstance that the
literary scholar is, more often than not, concerned with mate-
rial communicated through the medium of language. The
attitudes which I have just ascribed to him obviously do have
linguistic implications, and these implications, for the most
part, run contrary to the views of language which are nor-
mally held by linguistic scientists. Certainly one finds, in the
work of the humanistic literary critics, a constant preoccupa-
tion with language problems. One can go back to Wordsworth
and his insistence upon the plain language of men in ordinary
situations. In his Touchstones of Poetry, Matthew Arnold
runs smack up against not one but several linguistic problems.
There is a deep concern with language in the recent view of
Cleanth Brooks to the effect that poetry consists essentially
of paradox. In short, the literary critic and scholar can not
avoid dealing with language in one way or another.

This means, of course, that since our literary colleagues
are most of ten concerned with the work of a single individual,
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they see the language of the particular man rather than the
totality of the language or the system, at the time that he
was writing. Their attitude towards it is often authoritarian,
which clearly implies a reverence for standards, and their
belief in values leads them in the direction of absolute judg-
ments.

At the same time, though we deny the validity of this idio-
syncratic and authoritarian approach, in our own work we
also deal with the language of individuals. The linguist who
works with a living informant, the man who examines the lan-
guage of this, that, or the other person at some particular
point in the past, though he may think in terms of a structured
system, gets his evidence through dealing with the individual.
Moreover, we linguists can not, in a sense, escape the personal
application of value judgments. Every time we cross out one
word and substitute another when we write, we are making
value judgments—as we are whenever we rephrase or recon-
struct any spoken or written sentence. Here we are very
much in the position of the social scientist who, in the exercise
of his craft, particularly in the observation of the contempo-
rary political or social scene, may rigorously avoid value judg-
ments, though he also goes to the polls and votes.

Certainly the problems of the literary scholar and the lin-
guistic scientist, as we have seen them, are not without their
bearing upon each other. Intellectual isolation has rarely
helped anyone, and though we may quote John Donne to the
effect that "no man is an island," nevertheless the more
bridges we can erect—in this case between the linguistic
scholar and the humanist—the better it seems to me, for
the general intellectual health of our era. And this, I believe,
should serve to introduce my colleagues who, I trust, are about
to erect no less than four bridges between two time-honored
and worthy disciplines.

Grammar as a Humanity
W. FREEMAN TWADDELL, Brown University

As our Chairman has said, a half-century ago or certainly
a century ago, there would have been no point in talking even
briefly about grammar as a humanity. It was assumed that
the memorizing of paradigms, the learning of lists of preposi-
tions that take the accusative, and familiarizing oneself with
the syntax of othe subjunctive, was what was then, I believe,
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called an intellectual discipline and a proper part of the youth-
ful experience of any liberal mind. Those were the days when
Browning could write about a grammarian's funeral as though
the grammarian were a hero, and at that time it had not
occurred to anyone to ask who killed grammar.

There has been a somewhat changed status in the loveliness
and the appreciation of grammar in the time of many of us.
In part, we can attribute the low esteem in which some people
hold grammar as due to a portion of the revolt against any
form of authoritarian formulation, and many of us have in
our own persons experienced a rather authoritarian presenta-
tion of grammar in our own language and any other that we
may have tried to acquire. There has been also perhaps an
over-emphasis on the preliminary nature of grammatical ex-
ercises. The propaedeutic aspects of grammar have perhaps
been overemphasized, and grammar has been treated as a nec-
essarily unpleasant initiation that had to be gone through with
before the full delights of membership in the republic of
learning could be attained. When grammar is presented as a
mere means to the end of language manipulation or language
absorption, when that end itself is increasingly under attack,
grammar ceases to be an ideal occupation for the young.

Perhaps also there has been an overly uniform teaching
procedure, with much the same terminology and much the
same kinds of exposition used at various age levels. I am
struck from time to time, when my off-spring bring grammat-
ical questions to me, with the fact that they are being taught
grammar in much the same way that I was taught grammar
as a graduate student—the same terminology, the same kind
of arguments, the same kind of categories are being driven
into those somewhat reluctant young skulls that went into my
rather more senile one.

It may well be that there is only a brief transition in the
educational experience of people in the last hundred years
with respect to grammar: first they were baffled by what
seemed to them to be arbitrary and rather meaningless cate-
gories; then before long they were bored with what seemed
to them to be rather trivial and tiresome statements to any
mature mind. Also, as seen from the vantage point of today
and yesterday noon, it may well be that there have been some
striking lacks of completeness in grammatical statements and
grammatical formulations which have led good thinkers,
young and old, to feel that this is not getting very close to
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important matters. Whatever the proportion of these and
other unfavorable factors may be, I am prepared to defend
the thesis that a lot of people think that grammar is unat-
tractive and if a humanity is a good thing, then grammar
isn't very much of a humanity.

Today some of us are re-asserting that grammar is a
humanity. This is not just the swinging back of the pendulum
or anything so easy as that. If we must have a mechanical
analogy, let us call it the taking up of a comparable position on
the next loop of the spiral. The present basis for any asser-
tion that grammar is a humanity must of course be in terms
of a somewhat broader conception of the humanities than
the narrowest possible one. Far be it from me to try to give
a definition of the humanities. I trust that any definition of
qualities which are necessary will be implicit in what each
one of us says. I know very few people nowadays who would
deny that the humanities have some contacts, some over-
lappings with the social studies, and that however one con-
centrates on the study of the outstanding individual or the
works of the outstanding individual as the proper business
of the humanities, to pretend that that individual existed in
a social vacuum is to set up a rather unnecessary assumption.

We today regard grammar as a statement, a formulation
and only very secondarily a prescription, a statement of a
patterned human activity; and we find in grammar, as our
knowledge increases and grows deeper, an immensely various
array of patterns in different human communities. There are,
I depose, humane values in experiencing the powerful general-
izations which modern grammar is achieving and has already
achieved. The breadth of human understanding that our chair-
man referred to can riot but be furthered by a recognition of
the individual patterns of different languages.

The interlocking sub-patterns in the grammar of any par-
ticular language are certainly more subtle, certainly more
complex—and more admirable, if you will, from an aesthetic
point of view—than many of us had been led to believe in the
days of our youth. If aesthetic pleasure is one of the aims of
humanistic study, I maintain that the study of grammar has
its pleasures and is to that extent tinged with the humanistic
aura. Perhaps more important is the recognition that comes
with the study of grammar, of the compulsory discriminations
which a grammar imposes upon all single acts of communica-
tion. When you talk a language, when you write a sonnet,
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when you buy a newspaper, and you do it in a particular
language, certain discriminations have to be made because the
grammar of that language will not let you produce a sentence
without making some of these discriminations: discrimina-
tions of tense in some languages, of number, of aspect, all
of the various kinds of genders, the actor-goal relations.
Some human beings habitually make discriminations every
time they open their mouths which other human beings make
only when they find it optionally desirable to make such dis-
criminations. And these optional discriminations, if you talk
a language which does not force you to discriminate between
different kinds of aspects, you can still make, any time you
feel like it, though even these optional discriminations are
channeled by the grammatical structure of the language that
is being used. The human being is, I think, regarded with
somewhat more respect by the student of grammar who has
come to recognize the tremendous resources for the making
of these discriminations which are the basis of our communi-
cations.

Think of the arsenal of prefixes and infixes and suffixes
by which various human communities signal discriminations.
Think of these fine supra-segmental devices of stress and pitch
and transitional phenomena which play such a tremendous
role in the grammar of our own language. Think of the fea-
tures of arrangement and order where, in so far as we try
to compare languages, that which is optional in one is com-
pulsory in another. What is compulsory is less striking, what
is optional is more exciting. Think of the constant phonemic
form of some grammatical signals, a sibilant plural suffix,
for instance, as contrasted with the enormously variable form
of some grammatical signals, like re-duplications and their
various forms, or vowel harmony.

Perhaps more significant of the humanistic aspects of
grammar is a recognition of its open-ended character. Al-
though much is prescribed for any speaker, any writer, never
is everything prescribed. Always there is some scope in a
grammatical system, in a grammatical structure; always
there is some scope for analogies, for the making of new com-
binations, for the possibility of performing an act of com-
munication which has never been performed before. That is
to say, the grammar must and does make it possible for a
new situation to be met with a new act of communication.
At that point we have reached, I think, the central humanistic
feature of grammar.



The Audio-Oral Factor in Literary Appreciation

V. B. SPRATLIN, Howard University

A Spanish saying has it that the schoolteacher's coat is a
symbol of tattered poverty, a matter of no account, no doubt,
since burs is reputedly a labor of love with rewards in the
realm of the spiritual. Fortunately the habiliments of the
profession have become less frayed with migration westward
to the Indies; hence, in this academic presence I can evoke
with propriety the glitter of the diamond horseshoe and gold
curtain that scintillates in New York at the corner of Broad-
way and Thirty-ninth. We who live austerely on the opposite
side of the street are reputedly impervious to such glitter;
a neighborly glance over the way, however, might prove re-
warding to those of us who esteem linguistic and humanistic
verities over the phantasies of magic flutes and fires. As a
matter of fact, an occasional visit might seduce us into steal-
ing not Wotan's thunder but Figaro's guitar.

Two events of the current season at the Metropolitan opera
have, I believe, repercussions in the field of linguistics. They
are the performance of Puccini's La Boheme in English trans-
lation and the American premiere for Igor Stravinsky's The
Rake's Progress, based on an English libretto. To be sure,
these do not represent innovations, for the lyric theatre has
always sung in the vernacular, especially when caroling the
loves of student princes of Heidelberg and the common folk
of Oklahoma. The controversy occasioned by the current
productions, nevertheless, indicates that a trend has definitely
crystallized at the upper level and that for the North Ameri-
can public the future librettists, composers, producers, and
singers will very likely recount the hapless loves and dark
conjurations of the operatic stage in English.

This new orientation will inevitably be of interest to our
colleagues in the fields under consideration this morning. I
should like to underscore "colleagues," for although paths
are not always parallel, and media and techniques may vary,
we are all aiming at a common goal. To the Greeks the object
of humanistic endeavor was the interior life, but since this
has mystical and anti-social overtones, shall we say rather that
we envisage life brought to plenitude through creative imag-
ination? If the virtues are one, as the stoics maintained, can
not the same underlying unity be imputed to the various
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disciplines that constitute the vast ensemble of the humani-
ties? Perhaps we are too prone to conceive the latter in terms
of Pindar, Ariosto, and Goethe, forgetful of the Murillos,
Schuberts, and Rodins, whose genius has enriched craftsman-
ship with imagination to the uplift and delectation of man-
kind.

Theophile Gautier was no doubt conscious of this unity
when as a poet of enamels and cameos he reproduced in verse
the images and sensations of the plastic arts that had been
his interest earlier in his career when he went to Paris to
study painting. It is because of an insight that enabled him
to move freely in the two spheres and to paint his pictures
with words, thus transposing the arts in such a fashion that
it has been said of his poems that they are museums of copies.
And if the landscapes of his verses recall not nature herself
but versions of her executed in studios and exhibited in pic-
ture galleries, we can overlook their seeming artificiality,
and see in them the affirmation of the principle of transposi-
tion that can be useful in a comparative study of the arts.

Tangent to transposition is the interpretation of one art
in terms of another. In illustration of which let us raise the
gold curtain of the Metropolitan. Murger's novel on the
Bohemians who painted, wrote, made music, and loved in the
Latin Quarter of 1830 is not without merit and might con-
ceivably figure on a reading list supplementary to, shall we
say, French 125, Origins of Romanticism. The chances are,
however, that Murger would languish among the forgotten
worthies and that the Jove of Rodolfo and Mimi would appear
as a tale that is told but for the immortality conferred on
the novelist and his creatures by Puccini, the musician.

In the case of The Rake's Progress the transposition is
more extended, the two-dimensional libertine of the Hogarth
paintings emerging first as Tom Rakewell's protagonist of a
libretto or of a drama, shall we say, and then as a tenor who
sings his licentiousness in a bold blend of pseudo-Mozartean
lyricism and modern atonality. Again, if the personality and
art of Toulouse-Lautrec have become commonplaces on the
contemporary scene even to the extent of invading Hollywood,
it is largely because Cornelia Otis Skinner has brought the
artist and his works to life in a vivid audio-oral realization
that she calls Paris, 1890.

If this season's Metropolitan offerings pointed to artisic
synthesis, popularizing a romantic novel and a series of
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eighteenth-century satirical paintings, they also raised a
question that will give pause to those interested in linguistics,
and will suggest a new emphasis in the phonetic area of this
field. It is hardly necessary to state the appraisal by public
and critics alike of the recent productions of opera in Eng-
lish—to wit, that the experiment was tentative in view of the
obscure diction of the singers. Impatient auditors opined
that the artists might have been singing the Puccini work
in the original Italian and the Stravinsky opera in the com-
poser's native language as far as the intelligibility of the
text was concerned. Indeed, one critic was so distressed that
he advocated the founding of an academy of American speech
for the training of singers, native Americans for the most
part, who sing in the vernacular.

Personally, I should extend the student body of the proposed
academy to include actors of the legitimate stage, for I sub-
mit that one of the causes of the present decline of the theatre
is the oral inadequacy of the performers. Often denounced
inaccurately as inaudibility, this defect is less a matter of
vocal dynamics than articulation, the proper projection of
the voice, depending obviously not so much upon lung power
as the correct correlation of the speech organs. If your experi-
ence has been like mine, you have had too often in the theatre
the disquieting feeling that you have lost forty per cent of
your hearing. To be sure, it might be argued that the inanities
that one hears on the contemporary stage tend to minimize the
seriousness of the auditory loss. This, at least, was the verdict
of a theatre-goer out West. It seems that this patron strain-
ing unduly to comprehend the stage business rose from his
seat in the rear of the orchestra and indignantly exclaimed,
"I can't hear!" Whereupon a reassuring rejoinder came from
the third row: "Thank God and sit down!"

Drama of the commercial theatre being essentially ephem-
eral, as is attested by the infrequent success of revivals, pro-
ducers are always on the lookout for new material. There is,
on the other hand, literary or classic drama of enduring
value—as old as Euripides and as recent as Shaw. Written
to be heard as well as seen, it has held the boards through the
ages and has been vitalized by the interpretative genius of
the Garricks, Talmas, and Bernhardts who are the glory of
dramatic history. The muses of tragedy and comedy having
found such inspired allies, is it possible for Euterpe to con-
clude a similar entente? Or to put it in American English,
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can nondramatic literature be vitalized through oral interpre-
tation, and can such presentation assume the status of art?
To both of these questions I should answer "yes." That the
inspired interpreter can be creative or recreative is a platitude
worth repeating at this point. If we admit him to a place
among the artists, we may find ourselves in the presence of
a realignment of the arts not dissimilar to the transposition
of Theophile Gautier.

This assuredly is not advocating the revival of the quaint
exercise that under the name of "elocution" beguiled our
parents and grandparents at parlor soirees and church socials.
Those of us who remember its mawkish sentimentality and
stereotyped gestures will not want curfew to ring tonight or
any other night, and the most nostalgic among us would not
wish to resuscitate The Organ-Maker's Bride. (I recall that
we unwashed youngsters parodied this classic by substituting
organ-grinder!) Yet something can be said for this for-
gotten art of the elocutionist, however much we may smile
at its naivete. There is no doubt but that its attempt to
recreate literature through declamation was sound in prin-
ciple. Certainly Edwin Booth reciting Byron's Manfred
would give it compelling authenticity. Its demise was no doubt
due largely to the melodramatic and maudlin scripts that were
blown by its sighs.

Its disappearance was only geographic, however, for if it
died out in northern latitudes it persisted south of the Rio
Grande. Here in Latin America it has always had votaries
among the professionals and public alike and has in our time
assumed a status comparable to that of the song recital, of
which it is a twin. Indeed, if there are songs without words,
there are lyrics without music. Verlaine identified poetry
with music, it will be recalled. Thus the recitador, or more
frequently the recitadora, has been applauded by our neigh-
bors to the south with an enthusiasm that a less poetically-
minded public might reserve for a crooner or movie star.
And certainly such acclaim is merited, for one has only to
hear the Argentine Berta Singerman in a repertory as diversi-
fied as the street-cries of Buenos Aires, the romantic rimas
of Becquer and the modern verse of Lugones, or Eusebia
Cosme, "the soul of the tropics," reproduce the colorful and
dynamic exoticism of the Afro-Antillean poetry to realize that
here is an art that, if too modest to compete with that of a
Lehmann or Anderson, can legitimately claim the considera-
tion of a segment, at least, of the public.
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In view of its popularity to the south and decline in the
north, one wonders if oral interpretation is better suited to
the melody of Spanish verse and the exigencies of Spanish
prosody, not to mention a more favorable climate where every-
body tries his hand at writing verse. This would hardly seem
to be the case, for English poetry with its steady pulsation
can also be musical. A consideration of comparative versifica-
tion being impractical on this occasion, let us decide the mat-
ter empirically by scanning the music and drama section
of the Sunday New York Times and noting the announce-
ments that indicate a revival of the oral interpretation of
English verse. The Poetry Center of New York City invites
to a reading from Edith and Osbert Sitwell and announces
an Edward Arlington Robinson memorial. Included also on
its calendar are evenings of poetry with Jean Starr Unter-
meyer. In another column we see advertised two series of six
symposiums under the caption Verse Speaking and Shake-
speare. Admirers of John Brown can hear his story told by
Stephen Vincent Benet and his vocal collaborators from a
stage uncluttered by props. And large and delighted audi-
ences have heard Don Juan run on endlessly without benefit
of cape, sword, or decor.

Like the precious style of Moliere's France, the mode has
invaded the provinces and poetry lovers in Washington can,
during the winter season, enjoy recitals sponsored by the
Library of Congress and the Gertrude Clarke Whittall Poetry
Fund.

One might think of prose fiction as being incompatible with
the footlights. That this is not necessarily the case is proved
by Emlyn Williams as he passes the quaint characters of
Dickens' Bleak House before us in review by letting them
emerge vocally from their mutism on the printed page.

This is the story for Spanish and English; what can be
said for the adaptability of French poetry to the oral medium?
The question need scarcely be raised, for the rich sonorities
of this language long ago gave it a universality that is only
being challenged in our day. It goes without saying that its
poetry can prove a delight to the ear as well as to the mind
and heart. Such delight was afforded recently to American
audiences by the players of the company of Jean-Louis Bar-
rault who in the salon setting of their Impromptu de Marigny
spoke life into the poems of La Fontaine, de Musset, and
Baudelaire, which in the anthologies so often appear to our
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students as so many tedious exercises in translation. No doubt
the same could be said for the nationals of any country that
numbers poets among its heroes, for cadence is cadence and
feeling is feeling the world over.

Our colleagues in psychology could no doubt give us the
scientific basis for the audio-oral appeal, mystifying us with
experimental data on sensory phenomena and the relative
intensity of auditory and visual perceptions. But since our
concern is with the humanities, let us ignore the sciences for
the moment. We have to do with the intangibles of the imagi-
nation and sensibilities and the laboratory measurement of
these is inadequate to our purpose. Let us consult rather the
humanists. Professor Baldwin defined the lyric as the cry of
life. Cries can, of course, be represented by visual symbols,
which can in turn stimulate our imagination. They can best
be comprehended, however, when their poignancy falls on our
ear. The profligate Verlaine's cry of self-accusation in his
prison:

Dis, qu'as-tu fait toi que voila
de ta jeunesse?

arouses our pity as it meets the eye, but how much more mov-
ing is it when uttered by the simulated voice of the poet him-
self or indeed when its anguished inflections are rendered
musically in the softly ascending phrase that concludes the
song by Faure!

But what, you will ask, is the relation of all this to lin-
guistics and the humanities conceived and dispensed as formal
academic disciplines? Can the austerities of lecture room
and laboratory yield to the amenities of the recital stage with-
out a loss to scholarship? By way of answer, I should say
that it is not a matter of surrender but of implementation.
As teachers we like to consider our calling an art as well as
a science; it may be that we too often neglect the former
aspect. As an undergraduate I was impressed by the un-
orthodoxy of a teacher who insisted that learning should be
made so attractive that it becomes irresistible. The Delphic
Sibyl looked down on us from a wall of his classroom and
when Shakespearean players came to town he invariably
managed to secure complimentary tickets for the impecunious
among us.

In conclusion, I shall outline briefly a project in audio-oral
appreciation that has been carried on by the Department of
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Romance Languages at Howard University over a period of
ten years. It originated in the suspicion that the achieve-
ment of our students in the matter of diction was not com-
mensurate with their potentialities. They must develop a
more sensitive phonetic awareness if their work in the foreign
language field was to hold up. The competitive instinct, so
cogent in young people, appearing as a motivation worth
exploring, a declamation contest was decided upon as an in-
centive to better pronunciation.

We had taken professional inventory in the spring, hence
the first contests were held in this season, as have subsequent
contests, the Spanish being held usually on Pan-American
Day, April 14. French topping the enrollment, one contest is
held exclusively in this language; Spanish on occasion has
been paired with Portuguese and Italian. The theme for the
contest is sometimes provided by the literary history of the
language involved. Last year marking the sesqui-centennial
of the birth of Victor Hugo, the French contest was held on
the latter's birthday and devoted entirely to poems from his
pen. The Spanish contest next Tuesday will commemorate
the centenary of Jose Marti and fifty years of Cuban inde-
pendence. The date for the latter was, of course, 1952, but
two contests in the spring proving too taxing on the teachers
who indeed work harder than the students in the preparation
of this project, it was eventually decided to alternate between
French and Spanish. Hence the celebration of Cuban inde-
pendence a year late.

Competing in a given contest is an average of twenty-four
contestants representing the three levels of study—elemen-
tary, intermediate, and advanced. They are selected either
through elimination in class, or at the discretion of the teach-
er, who is guided by considerations of scholarship, voice
timbre, personality, and interest. The morceaux to be mem-
orized and recited are selected by the students in consultation
with the teacher. They are usually poems, although dramatic
prose is not excluded. (I recall that Mme. de Sevigne's letter
describing the hubbub occasioned by the latest morsel of
gossip was particularly effective in oral interpretation.)

Prizes, so esteemed of collegians, are first and second, plus
honorable mention for each of the three levels. They are
usually books and are generously donated by the embassies
of the country and language represented, the embassies also
sending members of their staffs to act as judges along with
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local specialists in the field. A brief synopsis in English is
included on the printed program as an aid to an audience that
otherwise might be at sea.

In appraising the results of this project I might state that
what began as an exercise in phonetics ended in an adventure
in literary appreciation. I am convinced that this oral treat-
ment of poetry and dynamic prose reveals to the declaimer as
well as to his audience beauties of rhythm, cadence, thought,
and sentiment that are not apparent to the eye fixed on the
printed page. Victor Hugo's Les Djinns with its crescendo
and diminuendo verse structure, might appear a metrical tour
de force of patent artificiality when read mentally; it is a
moving experience when we hear its full orchestrated climax
rise from a hesitant pianissimo and recede to a final hush.
It was no doubt this auditory appeal that impelled Cesar
Franck to transform Hugo's verse phantasy into an exciting
symphonic poem for piano and orchestra, and to prove again
that the arts, being unified, can be effectively transposed.

Balanced Emphasis on Language and Culture
A. T. MACALLISTER, Princeton University

In considering how to treat my assigned topic in the neces-
sarily limited time of a panel discussion, I concluded that it
would be wise to avoid theoretical generalities and to limit
myself rather to a description of an attempted application
of such a balanced emphasis with which I am familiar. I shall,
then, with your indulgence, tell you what we have been try-
ing for several years to do at Princeton in our Special Pro-
gram in European Civilization. I say "trying," because our
program is still new to us, still changing and developing. In
true Pirandellian relativism, it still means something some-
what different to each of us, so what I say of it here today
will probably be different from what my Chairman, Ira Wade,
or any of my colleagues, would have said in my place.

That it should seem new to us may seem surprising, for
certainly there is nothing new in the idea of combining the
teaching of a foreign language with a study of its culture.
For a generation now, grammars and whole courses have been
built around it; I have in my files a formidable number of
syllabi for this purpose from cities and states in various parts
of the country. Yet our national command of foreign lan-
guages is steadily declining, and our lack of understanding
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of other peoples hampers our negotiations with them, nulli-
fies our propaganda efforts and is indeed creating more ill-will
per dollar given away for altruistic aid than many another
nation has reaped as the penalty for the most selfish exploita-
tion.

These programs in the schools would seem, by and large,
to have failed to achieve any appreciable effect. They have
failed for a number of reasons, among which are the indif-
ference and hostility of administrators, the demands of and
for more "vital" subjects, which have reduced both the num-
ber of students and the number of years. In New Jersey, for
example, a jingoistic legislature some years ago imposed two
years of American history, in the eleventh and twelfth grades,
which effectively pinched off most third year language instruc-
tion. But even without these factors I fear that most such
language-culture movements were doomed, because the cul-
tural study was all too frequently introduced not as a goal
made accessible by linguistic competence, but as a more inter-
esting and more easily taught substitute for that competence.
Instead of the relatively sound knowledge of language that
the old Cp. 3 used to mean, the products of this system have
often brought us what I should be tempted this morning to
call " a balanced ignorance of language and culture." This, of
course, is an overstatement and unfair. However, I do wish
that the schools could concentrate on the one basic objective
and give us students with the language. We will develop the
emphasis on the literature and the culture.

There is a large point of difference, too, in what we under-
stand by "culture." Not the stained-glass of Chartres nor the
fountains of Versailles, not the music of Debussy nor the
contents of the Louvre—or at least not only these. We found
such hearty disagreement among authorities over the defini-
tion of "culture" that we dropped it from our original title,
leaving only the word civilization. Not that we found any
great agreement about that term either, but the dangers of
misunderstanding seemed fewer and less important. What we
mean essentially is not "culture" but "a culture." If we were
scientists, I might say that we are striving to isolate the
essential elements of national character and behavior in the
hope of synthesizing them. Since we are not scientists but
humanists, I will say that what we are particularly interested
in is the Frenchness of France, the Germanity of Germany,
in whatever aspect it is to be found—language, literature,
philosophy, criticism, the arts, history, the social studies.
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Naturally, we deem it axiomatic that the study and use of
the language are a fundamental and indispensable basis for
any such program. In the first place, what richer source of
direct insight into the peculiar psychology of a people is there
than an analysis of its speech-patterns, or what it has done
with its linguistic inheritance, what it has borrowed from
others? Our colleagues in anthropology have perhaps been
more faithful to this belief than have many of us. So, to
reinforce such instruction of this nature as forms part of
our regular underclass language courses, our students are
urged to take one of two semester-courses in linguistics either
before or after entering this program.

But a language, for our purposes, must be more than some-
thing to be studied objectively; it must be possessed in as
high a degree as possible. It is the unique key to the literature
which constitutes at least half our program and it is the uni-
fying force, the very context in whieji all other elements, his-
torical, geographical, political are considered. Thus, although
the program has thus far appealed most to students who would
not have entered the ordinary literature major, greater use
of the language is actually required of them than of the
straight majors. All majors have the same language require-
ments for entrance, the equivalent of four years in school
plus one term; three years in school plus two terms; two years
in school plus three terms, or two years with us, one year at
six hours a week, followed by one year at three hours a week,
supplemented by laboratory work.

A departmental major at Princeton consists of eight
semester courses supplemented by independent work, reading
and essays in Junior year and a thesis in Senior year. The
Special Program in European Civilization operates within
this framework on three optional plans. One, Plan A, is a
split-major calling for three courses in one national literature,
three courses in any other department in the Humanities or
the Social Sciences, and two courses from two other depart-
ments, all chosen to make a coherent whole. Plan B combines
two national literatures with courses from other departments,
while Plan C requires five courses in one literature plus three
in as many different departments. The last two are closest
to our standard major and are, I rather regret to say, far
less popular than Plan A which seems to have greater appeal,
especially in combination with History. I regret this to the
extent that the fewer the courses taken with us, the less con-
tact is had with the language. However, we compensate for
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this by the nature of the independent work. In a standard
major, this equivalent of a fifth course is individual in
character and conducted in English; in the Program, all stu-
dents of the same country, regardless of plan, meet in bi-
weekly conferences, and these are conducted entirely in the
target language. Next year we are offering a senior seminar
during the Fall term, but since this is a study of Western
Europe by students of all language sections, only the reading
will be in the foreign languages, with reports and discussions
necessarily in English. Eventually, if our Program nourishes,
we hope to have some of the non-literary courses given in the
foreign language. There is at least one specialist in interna-
tional affairs, for example, who will be delighted to offer a
course in French as soon as we can offer him a large enough
group. We have already instituted a semester-course on the
sophomore level, called "Introduction to France," which pre-
sents a summary picture of that country from as many points
of view as time allows; and this course is rigorously con-
ducted in French. We have also two advanced semester-
courses in the use of the language, but until our Program
has firmly established itself, I can only recommend them, not
require them.

What we can do, as the final phase of our effort to balance
language and culture is to give the student a sense of the
need for foreign experience. To this end, we encourage par-
ticipation in the Junior Year Abroad, but this is unfortunately
expensive and Princeton has an increasingly high proportion
of non-wealthy students. Our hopes here are centered on the
summer between Junior and Senior year and we are striving
for the establishment of summer travel grants for Europe
such as now exist for Latin America. If we can succeed in
this, I am sure our Program will succeed in its mission of
using the study of another country's language and culture to
provide a more meaningful education for an international
world.

The assumption is usually made that our Program is
simply an Area Program, and the question is sometimes asked
why we do not call it that. At which I, at least, look a little
unhappy and reply that I do not regard it quite as an Area
Program. If pushed, I will continue that most Area Studies
I know about seem to me, at least, to have a strong social
science orientation, with a passing bow given to the humani-
ties. We are prepared to grant a large proportion of course
time to non-humanistic subjects, true, but the reins are always
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in our hands and the guiding principles, the interpretation
and evaluation of all the work is humanistic. It differs from
an Area Program in another respect, which is secondary but
important. That is, that while our direct work is with a
foreign culture, we strongly urge (and shall probably later
require) all our students to have a sound background in
American literature and history. For our aim is not only to
help our students to understand and appreciate the culture
of a foreign country—it is also to use the study of another
culture to give them a better perspective from which to
evaluate their own. It is not enough just to try to under-
stand the other fellow; the basis of wisdom is the knowledge
of self.

A Sample Literary Analysis

ARCHIBALD A. HILL, Vice-Director, The Institute of
Languages and Linguistics

Now sleeps the crimson petal, now the white;
Nor waves the cypress in the palace walk;
Nor winks the gold fin in the porphyry font:
The fire-fly wakens: waken thou with me.

Now droops the milk-white peacock like a ghost,
And like a ghost she glimmers on to me.

Now lies the Earth all Danae to the stars,
And all thy heart lies open unto me.

Now slides the silent meteor on, and leaves
A shining furrow, as thy thoughts in me.

Now folds the lily all her sweetness up,
And slips into the bosom of the lake:
So fold thyself, my dearest, thou, and slip
Into my bosom and be lost in me.

For this small experiment I chose this particular poem,
a very well known lyric from Tennyson's poetic drama, The
Princess, largely by accident. In working in this way one
begins, does what one can, and when one seems to be having
success, continues. The fact that I chose a lyric, however, is
not accident. If one is to attempt serious analysis, it seems
best to begin with lyric poetry for the very simple reason
that lyrics are short and self-contained and consequently
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offer opportunity for first-stage experimentation within a
workable compass, where longer works do not.

I can make a few statements about the assumptions upon
which I have worked, and then go on to say what the results
are. The primary assumption is that poetry—indeed all of
literature—being a human activity, must have pattern and
design. Second, when one studies a poem and finds design in
it, that design is not accident and has not been imposed upon
the poem by the student, but has been, however imperfectly,
discovered by the student in the poem itself. The discovered
design is, however, a hypothesis, and the student must remem-
ber that he may be wrong. Any statement about a poem is
subject to an answer by someone else, who presents a differing
design and is able to justify it. The justification in turn, fol-
lows certain rules; the best statement of design in a poem is
that which is most complete, most consistent, and in a rather
special technical sense, most simple. The basic assumption
that design is not accident is not always agreed to, yet it is
one that we act on habitually in our daily affairs, so much so
that it is hard to see how we could carry on the simplest activi-
ties without it. To use an analogy, if we toss a coin sixteen
times, or twenty-one times, or 340 times, and it comes up heads
every time, I think every one of us would assume that that
particular design of events meant something, probably that
there was no tails on the coin. We would, in short, assume
that we had discovered something about the coin, not merely
imposed an arbitrary interpretation on a formless series of
events.

The two assumptions, that poetry has design and that this
design can be discovered by the student, are the most impor-
tant. There springs from them a third, minor assumption
which can not be neglected, at least in the present stage of
literary study. This is that the content of poetry has form and
design as well as do the exterior portions of it. We are all
acquainted with the truism that poetry is what it is, at least
in part, because it has rhyme and meter. We recognize that
these are formal designs. Not infrequently critics make a
rather unfortunate split between the external characteristics,
that is the sound pattern of a poem, and its content and mean-
ing. Such critics often assume that talk about the form of
poetry applies to rhyme and meter alone. It seems to me that
such a split is unhealthy, and can lead only to lessening of
understanding. No linguist, accustomed to handling not only
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the sounds of language as an intricate structure, but the en-
tities it signals as an even more intricate pattern, could accept
such a dichotomy. I wish to emphasize then, that if I have any-
thing at all to say, I have at least tried to study the whole of
the poem, not merely its exterior shell.

When these assumptions have been given, the method can
be simply described. Essentially, it is an attempt to reduce
the statements contained within the poem to a form as abstract
as possible, in the hope that when the details are left out, the
basic shape will emerge the more clearly.

The first step in such a process is segmentation, cutting the
poem into the entities with which one hopes to deal. The
process of segmentation is largely, in lyric poetry, prepared
for the analyst by the fact that he can work with grammatical
units often sufficiently parallel to each other so that there
are no real problems. A second step is less easy, but a neces-
sary check on the first. This is to decide, on a common sense
basis, what the individual segments mean. The process is at
best intuitive, though the analyst must obviously do his best
to avoid gross error. It must be remembered, however, that
at this stage, there are bound to be inaccuracies and arbitrary
decisions. Having performed these two steps, however, the
student is ready for that which is most important. He can
now encode his segments and their meanings, and see whether
his encoded statements result in a statable pattern, or do not.
If design now emerges, he can assume that the symmetry of
that design is a legitimate check on the segmentation and
interpretation with which he started. The statement may seem
startling, but it ought not to be so. Design as a means of
investigation has always been used as a corrective for data
assumed to be faulty. The classic example is, of course, the
periodic table of the elements, where for long, analysts were
forced to assume the existence of substances which fitted the
pattern, but which no one had observed. The assumption on
which the use of design as a check on data rests, has already
been given. It is that design is not accident.

To come to the poem itself, I shall begin by asking the reader
to turn back and re-examine it. We can begin by making a
few preliminary and quite common sense statements about it.
It is obviously a love poem, and as a love poem should be, it
is obviously erotic in content. There are references in it which
are quite overt, and make it impossible to deny the general
nature of the poem. The reference to Danae and the shower
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of gold, is clearly somehow central. Yet when we have said
that it is a love poem, and are therefore ready to deal with it
as a representative of a characteristic type of literary utter-
ance in Western culture, there still remain a few peculiarities,
by the way, that constitute essentially the questions about the
poem which I wanted to answer. The poem is spoken by a
woman. Yet I think all readers will agree that some of the
lines seem to reverse, in a curious fashion, the role of the
sexes in erotic activity. And another problem is represented
by the milk-white peacock compared to a ghost. The statement
seems somewhat unrelated to the rest of the poem. It was
then, my task to see if analysis would reveal anything about
these apparent inconsistencies.

In the schematic analysis which I present herewith, I have
used quite arbitrary and rather simple symbols. A minus sign
was chosen to indicate rest, inactivity, and femaleness; a plus
sign to indicate the reverse—activity, motion, and maleness.
A plus-minus sign indicates a mixed state, rest and activity,
male and female. The arrows indicate action, and their direc-
tion indicates the direction of action. The two letters Y and M
have a meaning no more complex than "you" and "me." The
"me" of the poem is the speaker, a woman; the "you" of the
poem is the person addressed, a man. Finally, in order to
escape from having to give definitions, most of the entities
of the poem were simply numbered. These numbered entities,
by the way, were linguistically arrived at, in that they are
either the starting points of action (grammatically, the sub-
jects of verbs), or the goals. The characteristic sentence struc-
ture throughout, naturally enough in a poem in English, is
"starting point, action, and goal."

1 > -
2 > -
3 > -
4 •>

5 > +
Y > + < M

6 > -
6 > H < M
7 > _ + < g
Y > h < M
9 > H < 10
Y > + - < M
11 > db < 12
Y > ± < M
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The symbolism, frightening though it may appear, is not
very abstruse. In line one, entity number one is the crimson
petal, stated to be asleep, therefore acting in a minus fashion.
Entity number two is the white petal, number three the
cypress, and number four the "gold fin"—it is not difficult
to read "goldfish" for this last. All of these are at rest, and
are therefore minus. The fire-fly wakens, and so is plus, and
in the last line, the "you" and "me," who are to waken to-
gether, are similarly plus, since they are to engage in an
active state, not one of rest.

With the next entities, we meet the milk-white peacock.
When it is said that she droops like a ghost, I should interpret
this as motionlessness and rest, and therefore I have given
entity six a minus. The next line of the poem, however,
reintroduces the peacock, now "glimmering on to" the "me"
of the poem. It seems legitimate to say that (bad optics
though it may be) the peacock is here actively appearing to
the receptive me, which is here passive. In short, this is the
first instance in the poem of something which is several times
repeated, that is, action which is both active and passive, and
so plus and minus, though be it noted, plus from one point of
view, and minus from the other, not both at once.

The next two couplets repeat the structure of that just
given, in that in each a single action is presented as plus for
one actor, minus for another. It need hardly be said that these
two images are highly and frankly erotic, and seem to have
been prepared for by the less charged material which pre-
cedes. Notice also that the two couplets are in a contrasting
relation to each other. In the first the "me" is acting posi-
tively, and the "you" (thy heart) is the receptive and negative
actor. In the second, the "you" (thy thoughts) is positive,
and the "me" negative.

In the last verse, something rather curious happens. The
lily is a well-known erotic symbol, and is female. In this
erotic context, I think it is safe to see symbolism in it, even
though perhaps Tennyson might not have recognized the
symbolism with his conscious mind. The significance of the
folding, enclosing blossom is a type of image to which both
poet and reader can react, even without rationalization of the
reaction. But it is to be noted that the lily not merely folds
and encloses, it "slips into the bosom of the lake." That is,
the lily is both female and male; both plus and minus, as
my symbolism expresses it. The final statement of the poem
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applies the lily figure to the "you" and "me." And here
again, the masculine "you" is at the same time feminine, so
that the action of the last line is also plus-minus.

So much for the symbolism, and the way in which it at-
tempts to express the several statements which make up the
poem. What emerges? It has at least been possible to find
in each of the statements a simple dichotomy, expressed first
as absolute, then as shifting and reversing itself, and finally
as resolved. In a love poem, we should expect this dichotomy
to be that of male and female; nor is it surprising to find
the dichotomy of male and female applied in love poetry to
things in the non-human world. All this seems to me fairly
obvious, and to constitute the first level of significance in the
poem. It seems to me, however, that restating the poem in
abstract terms makes it possible to find other meanings, to say
nothing of answering the two critical questions with which
I started. The first of these is the relatively minor one of
the ghost-peacock. This image is introduced in order to
give the first instance of an entity which is both plus and
minus, the kind of shift which is at the heart of the poem.
The second question, you will remember, is the apparent
reversal of the sexes. Here also the answer now is clear.
Not only is the reversal a repeated feature of the struc-
ture, it is carefully built upon until in final one-ness, man
and woman are indistinguishable. Such a unity is a natu-
ral expression of the ideal longing for escape from self which
we find in so much of our literature of love. Nor am I quite
done. Somehow the poem, even though we recognize that its
structure is tightly knit and symmetrical, would seem to be
inadequately analyzed if we limit its meaning to a mere cele-
bration of physical love. I think this feeling of deeper mean-
ing is due to the fact that a poem which is a statement and
later resolution of dichotomy, can readily enough stand for
other dichotomies and other resolutions than the one which
is the immediate subject. The difference between man and
woman in this poetic world, easily becomes the difference
between the one and the many in the philosophical world,
and the resolution of the difference, a symbol for the resolu-
tion for which the philosopher strives as well as does the
lover. The poem is, then, a small example of the diversity-
unity theme—albeit a very successful example of it—which
has been one of the major motives in all our literature.

To conclude this experiment in analysis with the proper
humility, I should say once more that I can make no claim for
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final validity in this statement. It is merely the best that I
can do, and if another critic can do better, I could only wel-
come him. Yet I have, I hope, given at least tentative answers
to some questions. I should, however, make still another dis-
claimer, and still another affirmation. I do not know, and do
not much care, whether the method I have followed is lin-
guistic or literary. There is a reason for my indifference. I
think of the two disciplines as one, and I do not believe that
it is impossible to carry on both, either successively or at the
same time.

* * *
A. T. MACALLISTER (Princeton University): In opening dis-
cussion on the Third Session, A. T. MacAllister expressed
amazement that Mr. Twaddell's children should still ask him
about grammar. "It is reassuring in a world where grammar
seems usually to be passed over."
V. B. SPRATLIN (Howard University): I should like to ask a
question of Mr. Twaddell. Is it necessary that a student know
such things as the active and passive voice? Nowadays most
students do not, and the theory seems to be that as long as
he uses both forms naturally, he does not need to know either
their names or significance. Do you agree?
W. FREEMAN TWADDELL (Brown University): If the student
is studying grammar, he is going to have to recognize that
there are two sentence types in English. If he wants to call
them blue and green instead of active and passive, that is a
pedagogical question, but to ignore the difference seems to
me to be ignoring a fact.
A. T. MACALLISTER: I want to congratulate Mr. Spratlin on
the cooperativeness of his students. If we try to run such
a contest at Princeton we have to dragoon the students into
competing for prizes which are still available as fossils from
another age when students were interested in competing for
such things.
ALBERT H. MARCKWARDT (University of Michigan): I should
like to ask Mr. Spratlin if the inaudibility of the American
stage, of which he0 complains, might not possibly be more due
to intonation than to the actual mechanics of articulation arid
enunciation. Often actors attempt a kind of bastard British
intonation, which is just enough different from our normal
patterns to cause difficulty in recognition of the segmental
components of what is being said.
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V. B. SPRATLIN: Inaudibility is as much a British as an
American sin. I believe Queen Mary once went back stage
to reprimand British actors for just this fault, which seems
to be universal. The trouble seems to me partly a matter
of dynamics, projection of the voice, which is too indistinctly
done.

A. T. MACALLISTER: I wonder if the fault is related to the
general self-consciousness of our age.

V. B. SPRATLIN : I think it is more a matter of coming too
soon onto the stage. The old veterans as a rule project their
voices very well without screaming.

TOVE SVART (Institute of Languages and Linguistics): One
might lay the blame to the current school of acting, which is
one in which delivery is conversational. In the last century
delivery was of a declamatory type.

ARCHIBALD A. HILL (Institute of Languages and Linguistics) :
I should like to ask Professor MacAllister about the character
of the linguistic courses required of Princeton students. Are
they historical, descriptive, or mixed?

A. T. MACALLISTER: We have one in elements of linguistics,
and another in the history of Romance.

ARCHIBALD A. HILL: My other question is for Professor
Spratlin. It seems to me that the problem of acting is essen-
tially that of being audible in a large room at the same time
that one gives the illusion of conversation. There is a technical
reason why the problem is difficult. In ordinary life, the use
of over-loudness has certain definite meanings, and for this
reason, it is hard to sound conversational and be over-loud
at the same time. The difficulty of being heard may be not
so much a matter of projection, as acquiring the ability to
break a cultural habit, something for which training is neces-
sary.

V. B. SPRATLIN : I agree that training is necessary. I should
also agree that the conversational style of acting has affected
audibility.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER : Mr. Twaddell, is it not possible that
there is a difference between teaching a native and a foreign
tongue? In the first situation, the student can derive the
rules from data he already knows, and this can be quite lively.
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In a foreign language, the student does not know the data, so
that it is necessary to give him arbitrary rules.
W. FREEMAN TWADDELL (Brown University): I believe that
it is possible to proceed inductively, at least to a considerable
extent, in a foreign language as well as in the native tongue.
I should like to say to the student that he is about to be given
a genuine sample of a foreign language, and let that be the
end of the arbitrary presentation, making the analysis of the
sample inductive thereafter. I should, for example, dislike,
beginning a foreign language course with the statement, "This
language has eight cases."

JOHN H. COX (Institute of Languages and Linguistics): I
should like to commend Mr. MacAllister's perceptive paper
on language and area studies, and the role which humanistic
direction should play in such a program. Yet the contribution
of linguistics to such programs is of sufficient importance that
it will bear re-stating, even though most of us are aware of
it. First, linguistic study has immensely broadened our under-
standing of the literature of the Near East in ancient times.
The work of the Oriental Institute in Chicago, in such pub-
lications as The Intellectual Adventure of Ancient Man, has
lent enormous depth of knowledge and spiritual insight to our
view of ancient cultures.

The second contribution of linguistics, often enough men-
tioned in this room, is the insistence of Whorf and his follow-
ers that there is a correlation between the structure of a lan-
guage and the structure of the culture which has produced
it. The third contribution is even more important, and is
something this morning's papers bear witness to. It would
not have been possible a generation ago for linguists and
social scientists to sit down around a table and try to develop,
jointly, new tools of analysis. From the point of view of
the future, the papers have made important contributions.

First, Professor Hill's linguistic approach to literary struc-
ture gives us the possibility of new ways of evaluation and
analysis. Second, Mr. Marckward's dichotomy between values
and a social scientist's scientific activity, can perhaps be
resolved through the broad approach of Mr. Spratlin, who
insists that there are value orientations which may be studied
both by the scientist and the student of literature. Third, we
seem to have suggested a broad field for future panel dis-
cussions. We have suggested that literature and culture must
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both be studied in any adequate area course. It would be well
worth while for us to examine literatures comparatively, not
for influences from one to the other, but to explore the range
of theme, form, and meaning found in cultures as various as
those of American Indians, Chinese, Japanese, and our own.
Such a broad examination of Soviet literature might, even
by the absence of certain themes, be very revealing of Soviet
values and interests.

EUGENE DORFMAN (Columbia University): I suppose we
should all agree that there has been a kind of marriage of
linguistics and literature, but that it is a marriage of con-
venience. I am glad to say that the talks this morning sug-
gest the possibility of a more rewarding relationship. Some
linguists have suggested, very wisely, that courses in litera-
ture might make use of the results and techniques of struc-
tural linguistics. Today, particularly in Professor Hill's talk,
we heard something equally important, that a course in lin-
guistics might well find some of its material in literature,
and that linguists would find their activities enriched by such
a widening of scope. Professor Hill has previously pointed
out that a linguistic approach does not mean the denial of
more traditional methods, but rather the addition of new
tools to those the scholar can make use of.

I should like to suggest that the method used by Mr. Hill
in lyric poetry may well be extended further, to narrative
poetry. Mr. Hill's method deals in units which are basically
metaphors. In narrative poetry the units are not metaphors,
but incidents—I would like to call them "narremes" if that
is permissible. I have tried a similar analysis on the epic in
Spanish and French, though when I published I avoided,
perhaps unwisely, the use of any new terminology.

It is obvious that narrative consists of incidents within the
total structure, and that the problem is to find what the rela-
tionships are, and to state them. When one reads criticism
of narrative masterpieces one is apt to find that the critics
have decided on the over-all structure first, and then tried
to discover the steps. As a result there are apt to be as many
statements as there are critics. It ought to be possible to set
up a more rigorous procedure, using these basic ideas. Cer-
tain incidents follow each other necessarily, because if the
incidents were different, the story would be different. Other
incidents seem to be external to the structure of the poem.
An example would be the death of Roland. We discover the
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internal incidents to be a family quarrel which leads to an
insult, which in turn motivates an act of treachery, which
must be punished. Within this framework, we find that Roland
is killed. The incident is important, but it is a question as to
whether it is a fundamental keystone of the narrative struc-
ture. If we decide that Roland could take vengeance had he
lived, and that Charlemagne can take vengeance if Roland
dies, we define his death as an important alternative which
may throw light on the poet's qualities as an artist, but one
which is outside the story line.

There will always be a certain amount of subjectivity, but
it seems to me that if we set up reasonable standards in terms
of structural analysis and structural statements, a great deal
would be gained. And we would once more have taken a
step towards creating a common platform from which both
linguist and student of literature can speak.

MARTIN JOOS (University of Wisconsin): I should like to say
that Mr. Hill was wise in presenting a small scale analysis,
not only because the limited job is graspable, but because the
small jobs should furnish the elements for larger ones, the
code with which the larger job can be met, and the code in
which the results would have to be presented. Code is a
familiar word to linguists, and ought to be so for rhetoricians
since such terms as trope and metaphor are code for certain
kinds of phenomena, phonomena that I think can be attacked
with the tools of the linguist.

We heard yesterday a timely reminder that morphemes
refer not to the real world, but to our conventional map of
the real world, to our agreed-upon categories. This is primary
semantics (I am denning a term now), and no communication
can operate without it. There is also, on a higher level of
social agreement, the possibility of a secondary semantics.
Here morphemes refer not to the map, but to other mor-
phemes, and thus seem to set up a certain thing or event as
equal to another, so that one becomes a symbol of the other.
In secondary semantics there must be a consistency in struc-
ture, just as morphemes must fit together into structured
sentences in ordinary language. Now I suggest that this sec-
ondary semantics or symbolism, and this secondary grammar
or consistency can very well be attacked with the tools that
linguists have been shaping and sharpening in recent years,
and certainly we must welcome Mr. Hill's attempt to do pre-
cisely that sort of thing.
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PAUL L. GARVIN (Institute of Languages and Linguistics): To
the inspiring introduction by our chairman, I should like to
add that there is, among social scientists, an increasing aware-
ness of values pretty much as the humanist sees them. Thus
my psychological colleagues tell me that they have an organ-
ization called the Society for the Psychological Study of Social
Issues, and that its members make value judgments. They
look at problems, presumably objectively, and then say they
would like to bring about certain changes, which seems to me
a value judgment based on a presumably objective evaluation.

As a sort of marginal anthropologist, I found myself
wondering during Mr. MacAllister's very interesting remarks
whether it might not be possible to bring together the kind
of culture which is spelled with a capital, and the culture the
anthropologists talk about. The late Ruth Benedict wrote a
paper in which just that approach was attempted, and the
results are very helpful. Mr. MacAllister himself suggested
such an approach when he pointed out that the idea of cul-
ture meant not merely a study of the great figures, but also
fitting them into their social background. Incidentally, there
is a great deal of valuable cultural information in literature,
which the anthropologist should not overlook.

Finally, Mr. Hill in his initial remarks, pointed out some-
thing which is equally important in linguistics and literary
study. This is that we must systematize and find the form not
only of the exterior, the phonetic and written symbols, but of
content. Mr. Hill is one of the few who have done anything
at all about systematizing content, and I believe that he has
done it well.

L. E. DOSTERT (Institute of Languages and Linguistics): I
was much interested in what Mr. MacAllister said con-
cerning the necessity for greater emphasis on the study
of American culture as an integrated but corollary part
of an area program. We use the area label here, but the
job is surely more important than the tag. We have intro-
duced two courses this year. One is called American Thought
and Letters, and is given to a small group of about twelve as
a seminar. There is one two-hour session a week, with a
good deal of reporting, and a tremendous amount of reading.
The course is designed not only for the English students, but
for those of our rather numerous foreign students who have
enough English to be able to handle the work.
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Our second course we called, perhaps too pompously, De-
velopment of American Institutions. It might have been called
History of the United States, but we hoped to suggest a cer-
tain emphasis which is not found in a standard history course.
We require these two courses of all our students, even though
their area of focus may be the Near East, or Western Europe.
I was happy to see that we and Mr. MacAllister were walk-
ing along the same road.

One little point in answer to Mr. Dorfman. I have been
exposed before to coded and systematized approaches to the
analysis of poetry. I have heard the subject discussed in
learned groups, and I rather fear that we shall end in a series
of subjective systematizations. I doubt very much if in the
analysis of poetry, lyrical or narrative, that we can find a
common formula which will unite the approach you presented
in outline, that of Leo Spitzer, and that of Archibald Hill. I
think we will end not with a unified, but with diversified
approaches, all claiming to be objective.

ALBERT H. MARCKWARDT : I would like to speak on literature
and culture. Those who have organized American literature
courses have done fairly well with the cultural background.
Strangely enough, however, little use is made of American
English as a key to understanding our culture. American
English, as compared with British English, can furnish a
great many clues to what is unique in our way of life.

My second point is that the students of English literature
make little use of the area concept in any form. It is true
that a good many English majors are expected to take a course
in English History or something of the sort, but the concept
of the relation of literature to culture does not get across
very well. If for no other reason than that our two cultures
are so dangerously close as to be misleading to the naive, this
failure is important. At the least there is a wide field for
development in our present instruction.

THE VERY REVEREND EDWARD B. BUNN, S. J., President,
Georgetown University, closed the final session with the
following remarks:

This Round Table and its history has been a source of
great inspiration to me. Just in listening for the last twenty
or so minutes I have become aware how broadly you people
are studying the field. Listening to the humanistic emphasis
was, of course, very close to my heart, because in our own
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triune grouping of Latin, Greek, and English, humanism was
the foundation, as shown by the proximity of these differ-
ent languages and different civilizations, one to the other,
in cultural background. The emphasis was always put on
synthesis in our early studies and for that reason we used
to insist that each student take all three languages. We were
not aiming so much at the language literally, as we were at
the content of it.

As a psychologist, which is my field, we always aim to find
out just what we can communicate. We know, or at least
believe that in any language poetry is the quintessence of what
can be communicated, in terms of thought, in terms, of imag-
ination, in terms of emotion; all that makes up the fuller
person.

I was also interested in the philosophical aspect of lan-
guage as symbol, and as conventional symbol, which implies
the relationship that necessarily is involved in the intellectual
perception or intellectual apprehension, between the symbol
and what is symbolized. This brings up a point that is to my
mind very intriguing from a philosophic standpoint, namely
the degree of intelligence that is required in the understand-
ing of different languages; not so much in just the ability to
speak but in grasping and penetrating beneath the structural
surface, and getting the whole atmosphere and environment
conveyed through the language.

We have such a thing as analogical concepts and that is
where the philosophical element is of importance. If we look
on the way we acquire knowledge, which is primarily through
the senses and through concrete objects, and then the way
we form what we call factitious concepts, which are concepts
formed about things we can't see, or feel, or hear, or touch,
or have any direct emotional experience of, we begin to see
how important the intellectual and philosophical element of
language is. For instance, I can only have an analogical con-
cept of a spirit because my ideas come from my senses. The
intellect is not just a photographic plate taking in the con-
crete impressions of the senses but operates from within the
mind. It is this that makes the analogical concepts and the
relations involved in the formation of analogical concepts so
important; just as it does the degree of intelligence that can
be measured from the appreciation and apprehension of
analogical concepts.
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You know an administrator has to drop academic things,
unfortunately, and I was extracted by force (you know we
take a vow of obedience), from a very nice project on which
I was working before I was put into administration in 1938.
It was an investigation of the formation and development of
moral judgments in children from six to twelve. Now I rarely
get back to it, though I take every opportunity to meet and
receive inspiration from you people. The greatest happiness
I have in administration is when I am talking to teachers,
not telling them what to do, but listening to them, because the
mind is refreshed, and vigor and morale renewed when you
see that life has more than the practical problems that are
never solved. So I want to express our appreciation to you
all for coming here from different parts of the country and
from our sister universities. The idea of pooling knowledge
as we are doing it here, is a step in the right direction. We
will pool cultures, I think, finally in the same way. Upon you
people rests a tremendous responsibility for the future of
peace throughout the world and for the whole United Nations
idea. Structure and organization of peace rests primarily, I
think, as far as education is concerned, with you people who
are engaged in linguistics and in literature. I feel highly
honored that you came to Georgetown and hope that you will
return for the next Round Table. I express my thanks to the
Director of the Institute, of whom we are so justly proud
and who has identified himself so intimately with George-
town University, its progress, and what it can contribute to
working in harmony with all of you. Thank you all.



V

Closing Luncheon Speech

Language and Literature in College and University
NORMAN L. ToRREY, Columbia University

I am very grateful to Georgetown University and to its
Institute, Professor Dostert and Professor Hill, for giving
me a special invitation to come down and speak to you at this
luncheon meeting. Just why I was asked to be one of the
luncheon speakers became clear to me only two weeks ago at
the Yale-Barnard Conference on the Teaching of French.
Several things concurred in the revelation. First the appear-
ance of Leon Dostert and the attendant memory that he was,
(he didn't mention the time) a quarter of a century ago, a
student in my class, a good student from whom his professor
learned a lot, as should always be the case. I still have his
paper on the character of Gil Bias, of which he couldn't re-
member the title. Then a remark during the course of the
conference by Professor Henri Peyre that it was time that he
and I retired. That must have been aimed at me because he
is a good ten years younger than I am. Finally, the presence
at my house after the meeting of Professor MacAllister, to
whom I had once long ago tried to teach French, and who
proudly announced to me that he was a grandfather. That
really set me back on my heels. I was still hesitant to put
one and two together when a friend, or should I say a so-called
friend, served as a catalyst, and answered my question saying,
"Why they want a horrid example, an old bird, what is col-
loquially known as a dodo, the swan song of a dodo." To
thoroughly mix the birds my wife consolingly suggested the
phoenix, how consolingly I'm not quite sure. The only thing
to do is to make the best of it and to add a sub-title to my
discourse: "Language and Literature in College and Uni-
versity, as Seen by a Dodo." I hadn't hoped to be stuffed and
shelved so soon. The fact is—it may seem an unpleasant fact
to you but it doesn't bother me—that I began teaching foreign
languages forty-one years ago and have been at it ever since,
combining language instruction more and more with the
teaching of literature, which is now my main concern. I am
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going to assume with an atrocious lack of tact and perspective
that some of my experiences may be instructive, and if not
interesting in themselves, at least a survey of what has been
transpiring in our profession during the last forty years.

My first experience came during college years with teaching
my maternal tongue to various foreign ethnic groups in the
factories and jails of a large metropolitan area. That served
perhaps to confirm a vocation, but was unintentional prepara-
tion for my first real job, which was the teaching of English
in an Anglo-Chinese college to groups of bright, selected
Chinese eleven-year olds. That turned out to be the most
satisfying, I believe, of all my teaching experiences, and per-
haps the most influential in the formulation of my theories on
method, and especially on the time when learning a foreign
language can most profitably be begun. It had, of course, to
be done directly. I knew no Chinese; the boys knew no Eng-
list. But we had them for two hours a day six days a week.
By the second year they were learning a variety of subjects
taught in English and by the third year were using mature
books in physics, biology, geology and history. From that
time forth and forevermore, neither the quantity nor quality
of arguments against the direct method have been able to
budge me. As happens so often in life, rationalism yields to
empiricism and logic to the brute impact of experience.

I have spoken of English as a foreign language. Just a
little dabbling in Chaucer convinces the most skeptical of that
fact. I still like to explain that the English words for animals
and their guardians are Anglo-Saxon; sheep, shepherd, cow,
calf, swineherd and so forth, whereas their meats dressed for
the table are French; beef, mutton, pork, veal—linguistic
proof positive that William conquered at Hastings in 1066
and that the Norman civilization was at that time more
advanced than the Anglo-Saxon.

You remember the story told at the time of World War I
of the noted linguist Edward Prokosch, who was brought to
trial by a university board on charges of having called Eng-
lish a German dialect. His reply, "No, I called it a low German
dialect," didn't help his cause and led to his dismissal.

But English was a foreign language in a way to me—the
present tense, for example. To explain to Chinese beginners
the differences between the normal, the progressive and the
emphatic forms would have been impossible. It was not im-
possible, however, to make them react psychologically in
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speech patterns to such forms as "I sleep," "Are you sleep-
ing?", "Do you sleep?" although that, I submit, takes more
of ingenuity than of realia.

Arriving in France a bit latter with an artillery regiment
in which only a few of us had enjoyed as many as four years
of French in American schools, I had the usual experience of
understanding hardly a word and being able to speak fewer.
Yet I was chosen to serve on a detail to man the telephones
at a debarkation rail-head, and was obliged to learn fast or be
guilty of man-slaughter. We hear to our shame and dismay
that matters are not handled much more wisely today among
our armed services. Two years in France with the pleasant
aftermath of a semester at the University of Poitiers followed
by other years of study in France and Belgium led to an
instructorship at Harvard University. If we are allowed to
generalize personal experiences (we aren't, of course) this is
how instructors at that time were chosen. It was mid-Septem-
ber. I had found no job and was living at home in a small
New Hampshire town. A summer visitor by the name of
Irving Babbitt called on my father and asked if he could
find him a tennis partner. My father sent me to match youth
against superior skill, "car le jeune horame est beau et le
viellard est grand," or if you prefer another line from Hugo's
Booz Endormi, "Quand on est jeune, on a des matins
triomphants." On the second day, Professor Babbitt learned
that an instructor at Harvard would not be able to return.
He sent me to the next town to see another summer visitor,
the chairman of the department, who hired me on the strength
of my Army French. I feel I could not have told him off-hand
whether French had a progressive tense or not, and although,
as I discovered later, I normally made the distinction between
open and closed /e/ , I had never heard of it. The less said
about the next two years the better. I very much hope that
French is taught better at Harvard today.

By another lucky chance my next job was as a cub at Yale,
where Professors Lukiens and Seronde were just installing
the direct method. This was again a very satisfying experi-
ence, which brings me to the heart of my subject. Yale has
at present, I believe, more native teachers, but I doubt very
seriously if language skills are being taught there more
rapidly and efficiently than in the twenties, when a group of
young instructors raised Hell to be sure, in keeping with the
times, but taught seriously. The group included Joseph Jack-
son, Harold March, James Sorber and a little later some mere
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fledglings named Samuel Will, Nelson Brooks, George Bor-
glum and Theodore Andersson. We had our weekly briefings,
discussed the assignments based on carefully chosen texts, no
more for each lesson than could be mastered intensively by the
students in one or two hours of preparation. The success of
the method lay in the maximum psychological use of every
golden minute in the classroom, except perhaps for the first
ten minutes when student preparation was checked and tested
by an exercise in dictation. One student wrote the dictation
on a blackboard in the rear of the room and at the end of
the exercise the students corrected their own papers and their
mistakes were briefly explained while the sounds were still
warm in their ears. The remaining forty minutes were given
over to rapid-fire question and answer based on the text,
twenty or more questions to a page, ranging from a simple
straightening out of an inversion like "Comment s'appelle-t-il,"
to more complicated questions, and before the first year
of college French was over, to questions on an author's style
or a short story's structure. In forty minutes each student
in an ideal class of eighteen could answer out loud about three
questions, but again with a little ingenuity and attentiveness
the whole class could be kept forming the answers mentally
and sub-voce to all the questions. We learn to speak a lan-
guage only when psychological reactions put our vocal appara-
tus to work. What worries me about the neatly lined-up
classes in their modern laboratories and sound-proofed stalls
is their apparent passivity. I don't see them yelling; I don't
even see their lips moving. The man who decided to teach
French by the cheer-leader method had at least half of a
very good idea. But true learning is reaction and reaction
comprises action. I am not talking down at all mechanical
aids—the more the better. I am simply stressing the fact
that they are aids. It is being said too that language compet-
ence can not be taught in one hour periods on alternate days
of the week. The time allotted at Yale was quite inadequate,
but again logic yields to experience. We even had boys who
began French in college from scratch and graduated in French
with high honors; not many, I'll admit. So much for the lan-
guage.

Under the leadership of the late Professor Robert Bates
the same first year college French course became Yale's most
effective course in literary criticism. By the second term a
carefully prepared vocabulary of critical terms was mastered
by the students and the text chosen for each assignment was a
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complete literary unit, at first by necessity a short, short
story. Whatever we may think of Maupassant's literary
merits, his stories in a French edition were excellently adapted
to the first stages of literary criticism. These were followed by
the earlier Contes Modernes, with which some of you may
have been familiar. Jean Giono appeared but there was no
Proust or Celine or Sartre. We were still in the age of the
late twenties. It was excellent training too for the teachers.
It is an anomalous fact that teachers of French literature
in our colleges have been chosen because of an early acquired
proficiency in the language, rather than for the display of
special literary sensitivity. That has to be acquired as best
it can.

The Yale period was another experience that bit deep. Lan-
guage and literature went hand in hand. I admit a very
serious hesitation to accept their constantly increasing separa-
tion. We have greatly increased our knowledge of linguistic
phenomena and technical teaching skills. In an age of ex-
tended interest in communications and world problems, other
motives have been added for the acquisition of language skills.
Of that the Georgetown Institute is especially conscious. In
far away New York, in spite of its metropolitan character and
the ethnic diversity of its population, an intimate contact
with the literature of France is still one of the strongest mo-
tives for the acquisition of the French language. It is still
through an early contact with literature that we are able to
hold and entertain our students in advanced classes, and it
is still their interest in literature which persuades the great
majority of them to continue their work in our graduate
schools and devote their lives to the teaching of French.
Courses in comparative, general, or world literature, in which,
it is being said, students learn less and less about more and
more, are no adequate substitute. We know from experience
that a complete separation of language instruction and literary
interest is a short and ready method of killing off our ad-
vanced classes both in college and graduate school.

Since the gay twenties a hardening of the mental arteries
has prevented me from learning anything new, nothing at
least to brag about, so let me go back to my earlier graduate
school training for, another horrible example of the errors
of my generation. Our instruction was largely linguistics
(philology it was then called) but language and literature
were still closely allied. In French we were put almost im-
mediately into the Song of Roland. In old Spanish El Cid and
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El Libro de Buen Amor. In old Italian we were put in con-
tact with Saint Francis and il dolce stil nuoyo and in old
Provengal, Professor Grandgent put us immediately into the
biographies and poetry of the Troubadours, and most cruelly
gave us two weeks to read as an outside assignment a corrupt
text of Flamenco,. This was a deplorable waste of time from
the modern point of view, and a very inadequate conception
of linguistics, also a quite useless preparation for future
responsibilities—except perhaps as editor of a Romanic re-
view, in which some of these ancient interests occasionally
crop up.

I have tried to keep abreast of the linguistic times and
started with the laudable desire to master the phoneme. I
asked my colleagues what it was and failed to get an under-
standable answer, i.e., they just couldn't explain to me. I was
stopped at the threshold. I hoped to find out at this meeting.
Perhaps I did. At breakfast this morning I asked the ques-
tion of Professor MacAllister. He grunted. I take it that was
a phoneme.

There is, we are all very much aware of the fact, a move-
ment that is gathering great momentum to begin foreign lan-
guage teaching in the elementary schools. That is something
the necessity of which we of all generations should be able to
agree upon. Since I began as a missionary in an elementary
school, let me end as an elementary school missionary. If,
like the phoenix I could rise from my ashes, I would talk about
this project to everyone I meet, parents, barbers, bartenders,
newsboys—they all have an interest in it. I hope very much
that you well-trained linguists will not retard the momentum
already gained. It is our great and only hope of survival.
We have no real difficulty in persuading our college curriculum
committees of the richness and nobility of our aims. We do
have considerable trouble in persuading them that we can
reach them. The fault is not so much ours as they and the
general public believe. Our college students arrive every year
more poorly equipped linguistically. The vicious circle of
fewer requirements and less achievement has set in. The
trend simply has to be reversed. I am entirely in sympathy
with the desire for high standards recently so thoughtfully
and reasonably expressed at the Yale-Barnard Conference by
Stephen Freeman, but this I fear is another case where
rationalism, logic and idealism must yield to empiricism,
practicality and compromise. We must not be insistent to
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the point of killing off our best, our only hope of success. So
I quite disagree with the assumption that we must wait for
well-trained teachers in an uncertain future. The time to
strike is now. It is a question of motivation again. We will
get our good teachers after the market is created and not
before. There are scores of well-equipped teachers on the
fringes of all our larger universities, and I have never heard
of a two-year old who waited until his Ma was accredited be-
fore picking up her lingo. That is why I favor the Los Angeles
plan above the Cleveland plan. The Cleveland plan has been
working well for thirty odd years. In fact, way back at the
end of the gay Twenties our best college students, best beyond
comparison, came from the Cleveland and New Haven public
schools. But the plan has gained little momentum. However
imperfectly Spanish has been taught in the Los Angeles
schools, a whole generation in a large city has become lan-
guage conscious, and those who began their Spanish in kinder-
garten will very soon become our next generation of teachers
and a generation of much better teachers than we have been.
Such a plan can gather great momentum. Let's begin with a
compromise. We must begin at both ends, with Los Angeles
and with Cleveland, and hope to meet somewhere in the mid-
dle, possibly in Omaha. The sad fact is that the motivation
for entering the foreign language teaching profession has
never been so low as it is at the present time. The chairman
of a large foreign language department has already thrown
in the sponge and advises his students against it. For one
applicant for admission who writes this year that he wants to
continue because of his love for French in spite of dire pre-
dictions of a jobless future, how many others give up and
seek other jobs! We must not give up, but again the jobs
must appear first if we are to carry on. There are few things
in American life today more important than this fight against
monolinguistic isolationism and national arrogance.
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PROGRAM OF THE FOURTH ROUND TABLE
MEETING

FIRST SESSION—FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 9:30 A.M.

WELCOMING REMARKS:

THE VERY REVEREND EDWARD B. BUNN, S.J., (President,
Georgetown University)

THE HISTORY AND PURPOSE OF THE ROUND TABLE MEETINGS :

L. E. DOSTERT (Director, The Institute of Languages and
Linguistics)

PANEL: Problems of Testing in Language Instruction

CHAIRMAN, JOHN B. CARROLL (Harvard University)
"Some Principles of Language Testing"

JAMES R. FRITH (U. S. Air Force Institute of Tech-
nology)

"Selection for Language Training by a Trial Course"

WILLIAM J. MORGAN (Washington, D. C.)
"A Clinical Approach to Foreign Language Achievement"
PAULA THIBAULT (Educational Testing Service)
"Implications of Experience with College Board

Language Tests"

ROBERT LADO (University of Michigan)
"Test the Language"

LUNCHEON MEETING—FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 1:15 P.M.

SPEAKER: BERNARD BLOCH (Yale University)
"Structure and Linguistic Analysis"
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SECOND SESSION—FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 2:30 P.M.

PANEL: Technical Aids in Language Teaching and Research

CHAIRMAN, GEORGE BORGLUM (Wayne University)

FRANKLIN S. COOPER (Haskins Laboratories)
"Some Instrumental Aids to Research on Speech"

KENNETH N. STEVENS (Massachusetts Institute of
Technology)

"Synthesis of Speech Sounds by an Electromechanical
Vocal Tract"

RUTH HIRSCH (The Institute of Languages and
Linguistics)

"Mechanical Aids in Language Teaching"

RECEPTION—FRIDAY, APRIL 10, 5:30 P.M.

Offered by Georgetown University, Copley Lounge, on the
Campus, 37th and O Streets, N. W.

THIRD SESSION—SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 10:00 A.M.

PANEL: Linguistics and the Humanities

CHAIRMAN, ALBERT H. MARCKWARDT (University of
Michigan)

W. FREEMAN TWADDELL (Brown University)
"Grammar as a Humanity"

V. B. SPRATLIN (Howard University)
"The Audio-Oral Factor in Literary Appreciation"

A. T. MACALLISTER (Princeton)
"Balanced Emphasis on Language and Culture"

ARCHIBALD A. HILL (Vice Director, The Institute of
Languages and Linguistics)

"A Sample Literary Analysis"

CLOSING LUNCHEON—SATURDAY, APRIL 11, 1:00 P.M.

Offered by Georgetown University

SPEAKER: NORMAN L. TORREY (Columbia University)
"Language and Literature in College and University"
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Central Michigan College

* Not all those who attended the Fourth Round Table Meeting signed
the register. Consequently, the above list is not complete.
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Descouzis, Paul M.
Dieshka, Joseph
Dorfman, Eugene
Dostert, L. E.
Eddy, Frederick D.
El Ansary, Aly R.
Elert, Claes-

Christian
Erwin, Wallace
Fallis, Roy
Fersen, Nicholas
Frank, John G.
Frith, James R.
Gardella, Mary C.
Gardiner, Catharine
Garvin, Paul L.
Gonzales, Julia
Gove, Philip B.
Guggenheim, Michel
Heath, Douglas L.

Herz, R.
Hill, Archibald A.
Hirsch, Ruth
Hodge, Carleton T.

Hoffrnan,
Reinhold W.

Jones, R. B.
Joos, Martin
Juhola, Maija
Kale, S. V.
Kalikin, Eugene N.
Kepke, John

Georgetown University-
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Columbia University
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Hood College
Ministry of Education, Cairo, Egypt
Institute of Languages and Linguistics

Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
American University
U. S. Air Force Institute of Technology
Catholic University
Wilson Teacher's College
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Berlitz School, Washington, D. C.
G. & C. Merriam Co.
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Department of the Air Force, Washing-

ton, D. C.
U. S. Army, O.A.C.S., G-3
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Foreign Service Institute, Department

of State
Georgetown University

Institute of Languages and Linguistics
University of Wisconsin
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Pennsylvania State College
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
American Council of Learned Societies
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Kiernan-Vasd,
Helen

Knight, John

Koski, Augustus A.

Krupensky,
Michael G.

Lado, Robert
Lang, Anton
Lee, Eunice Day
Leonard, Grace
Levitsky, Sergei A.
Lindsley, Charles F.
MacAllister, A. T.
Marckwardt,

Albert H.
Martinez, M. G.
Milovanovic,

Milorad
Morgan, William J.

Muller, Hugo
Murphy, George E.
Myshencoff, Nicolas
Obolensky, Serge
O'Keefe, Ellen
Oligny, The

Reverend Paul J.
Olshansky, Boris
Ornstein, Jacob
Pekmezian, Naomi

Penzl, Herbert
Peterson, Paul W.

Studio of English for Foreign Born,
Washington, D. C.

Adjutant General's Office, Department
of the Army

Army Language School, Monterey, Cali-
fornia

Institute of Languages and Linguistics

University of Michigan
Georgetown University
Howard University
Office of Personnel, Department of State
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Princeton University
University of Michigan

Georgetown University
Institute of Languages and Linguistics

Aptitude Associates, Merrifield, Vir-
ginia

Institute of Languages and Linguistics

Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Sierra College, Londonville, New York

U. S. Department of Agriculture
Foreign Service Institute, Department

of State
University of Michigan
Gannon College, Erie, Virginia
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Poushkin, A. M.
Pulgram, Ernst
Reeds, James A.

Sa'id, Majed F.
Semaan, Khalil I.
Sheeler, W. D.
Smith, Henry

Lee, Jr.
Spratlin, V. B.
Stevens, Kenneth N.
Stockwell, Robert P.

Sushko, Michael
Svart, Tove
Swett, Douglas
Thibault, Paula

Torrey, Norman
Tuniks, Sergejs
Twaddell, W.

Freeman
Wey, James J.
Wilhelm, Marie
Winder, R. Bayly
Young,

Elizabeth Jen
Young, John
Young, Matilde

Zarechnak, Michael
Zelensky, Paul

Institute of Languages and Linguistics
University of Michigan
Pennsylvania State College, Altoona

Center
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Foreign Service Institute, Department

of State
Howard University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Foreign Service Institute, Department

of State
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Principia College
Educational Testing Service, Princeton,

New Jersey
Columbia University
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Brown University

Howard University
Princeton University
Institute of Languages and Linguistics

Institute of Languages and Linguistics
The Children's Museum of Washington,

D. C.
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
Institute of Languages and Linguistics
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INDEX OF SPEAKERS

Bloch, Bernard 40-44
Boldyreff, C. W 35
Borglum, George 45-46, 67
Bunn, The Very Reverend Edward B., S.J 3, 99-101
Carroll, John B 6-10, 34, 38
Cooper, Franklin S 46-52
Cox, John Hadley 95-96
Dorfman, Eugene 96-97
Dostert, L. E 3-5, 33-34, 64-65, 67, 98-99
Frith, James R 10-15, 33, 39
Garvin, Paul L 98
Hill, Archibald A 87-93, 94
Hirsch, Ruth 58-63, 64
Hodge, Carleton T 64
Joos, Martin 97
Kale, S. V 38-39
Knight, John 38
Lado, Robert 29-33, 34, 35
Lindsley, Charles F 63, 64
MacAllister, A. T 83-87, 93, 94
Marckwardt, Albert H 68-72, 93, 99
Morgan, William J 15-21, 33, 35
Smith, Henry Lee, Jr 35-37
Spratlin, V. B 76-83, 93, 94
Stevens, Kenneth N 53-58, 64, 66-67
Stockwell, Robert P 66, 67
Svart, Tove 94
Thibault, Paula 21-29, 34, 38
Torrey, Norman 102-108
Twaddell, W. Freeman 72-75, 93, 95
Young, Elizabeth Jen 39
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In preparation:
Audio Visual Aids in Language Teaching, by Ruth
Hirsch.

An evaluation, from the viewpoint of the linguistic
approach to language teaching, of the application of
audio-visual aids in the learning process.
Bibliography of Turkic Languages, by Rudolph Lowen-
thal.

An exhaustive listing of publications, primarily in
English, French, German and Russian, dealing with all
Turkic languages other than Osmanli.
Language Learning: Recent Experience and Results,
by Ruth Hirsch and John De Francis.

Summary of objectives and techniques in the teach-
ing of foreign languages, and of correlated teaching
and research in the field of linguistics.
French, Spanish, German Texts.

Introductory texts for the spoken approach based on
the methods and techniques developed at the Institute.
Primarily designed for use in high school and the first
years of college. Material consists of illustrated text,
accompanying tapes, and wall pictures.


